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EPIGRAPH 

 
I'm not afraid to say I'm at war with the pigs. 

—Fred Hampton  
 
 

 
 

Change does not roll in on the wheels of inevitability, but  
comes through continuous struggle. And so we must  
straighten our backs and work for our freedom.  
 

—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
 

 
 
 
Nobody's free until everybody's free.  

— Fannie Lou Hamer  
 
 
 
 
There will be a day where the voice and noise of the children  
of resistance will make all pimps, bankers, and fascists  
leave this place. 

—Anonymous  
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ABSTRACT 

The contemporary media landscape is rife with images that promote policing. The 

abundance of media images that valorize the police and naturalize police power occupies 

a taken-for-granted space in today’s cultural environment.  [The dissertation is focused 

largely on “contemporary” cultural production, which the project conceives to be within 

the range of circa mid-twentieth century through the present.] Contemporary mainstream 

cultural production depictions of the police within the mainstream serve to perpetuate 

dominant discourse and legitimate police power. Depictions of the police within the 

mainstream, across media platforms, including the news, television, and the cinema, are 

overwhelmingly bereft of meaningful engagement with police function, as enforcers of 

the economic, social, and political status quo via the sanctioned use of violence.  In the 

Much of the information about the police produced within the contemporary mode of 

mainstream cultural production tends to reproduce, rather than challenge, existing power 

relations. The police occupy a reified position within the culture and are continually 

associated with positive cultural values such as heroism and benevolence. Depictions of 

the police are largely celebratory and continually project an image of the police as 

legitimate, necessary, and ultimately aligned with the common good.  

This dissertation explores the relationship between portrayals of the police within 

contemporary mainstream cultural production and the cultivation of popular support for 

policing.  The focus on the contemporary mode of cultural production elucidates the 

perpetual nature of problematic police depictions— that celebratory, depoliticized 
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depictions of police continue to permeate the culture is a testament to the pervasiveness 

of dominant discourse within the mainstream.  To illustrate the ubiquity of pro-

authoritarian discourse, the dissertation investigates the privileging of police perspective 

across three sites of cultural production: police museums, reality crime television, and 

police comedies. 

Chapter 1 explores the function of police museums—sites dedicated to recounting 

police history and perpetuating pro-police narratives—in legitimating police authority. 

The chapter focuses on two police museums in the greater Los Angeles area: the Los 

Angeles Police Historical Society (LAPHS) in northeast Los Angeles and the 

International Police Museum (IPM) in Huntington Park. The chapter investigates the 

tendency of police museums to craft narratives around policing that are markedly 

unproblematic and depoliticized. In addition to displaying police memorabilia such as 

uniforms and photographs, many police museums are housed in disciplinary spaces, 

complete with holding cells, weapons, shackles, and other implements of confinement 

and punishment.  In the police’s ongoing efforts to craft its own narrative and cultivate 

popular consent, police museums are powerful coercive tools.  The chapter explores 

police museums within the frame of Dark Tourism, the study of visitorship to sites 

associated with death and atrocity, Rather than attempting to obscure police use of force, 

police museums emphasize implements of violence as a means of attracting visitors. 

Museum visitors inclined toward authoritarianism and militarism may more readily 

accept the police museum’s pro-police narrative; museum artifacts may be read as 

reassurance that the state is equipped to exercise force and provide security and a sense of 
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protection from marginalized populations coded as threats (particularly radicalized 

groups and the poor). 

Chapter 2 explores audience responses to pro-police reality television 

programming, with a focus on the reality genre staple COPS (1989- present). The chapter 

investigates the various ways racialized audiences, populations more at risk for negative 

police encounters, perceive pro-police imagery, particularly salient with regard to a 

flagship show like COPS. The chapter employs empirical data gleaned from a series of 

small focus group interviews with self-identified Black viewers. The study aims to 

elucidate the spectatorship practices of a population marginalized both within mainstream 

society as well as audience research by academics. Respondents found COPS 

problematic; they thought race played a central role in the treatment of suspects. 

Respondents were skeptical of the police and did not identify with police on the show. 

Interviewees reported distrust of the police regardless of the race of individual cops; 

Black cops were still perceived as representing the interests of the state. Subjects did not 

see themselves as the show’s target audience, and reported not being regular viewers of 

the show. 

Chapter 3 ventures into programming not typically associated with the realm of 

the ideological: comedy. Comedic depictions of the police abound, yet typically escape 

intense scrutiny, in large part because of the seemingly innocuousness of the comedic 

form. The fun, light-hearted, easy-going, escapist nature of comedy renders it easily 

dismissible —or so it might appear. The chapter employs textual analysis of 

contemporary, police-centered, comedic programming. With a particular focus on 
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television programming, e.g., Family Matters (1989–1998), Reno 911! (2003–2009), and 

Psych (2006– ), the chapter explores the perpetuation of dominant narratives that underlie 

seemingly lighthearted portrayals of police.  Pro-police comedies frequently feature the 

police as a less threatening, affable, benevolent societal force. However, amid the 

laughter that police comedies generate, the police remain an ostensibly legitimate and 

necessary feature of society.   
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PREFACE 

To my ancestors and my comrades who have given their lives to the struggle, I humbly 

offer this work as my thanks and contribution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The few cannot go on accumulating wealth unless they accumulate  
the power to manipulate the minds of the many.… What is being 
abolished in today’s affluent societies, from Moscow to  
Los Angeles, is not exploitation, but  
our awareness of it. 

—Hans Magnus Enzensberger 
 
 

There was police brutality and there was atrocity, and the  
press was just as atrocious as the police. 

—Malcolm X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within the US, mainstream cultural production is rife with representations of law 

enforcement. Mainstream police portrayals are conspicuously depoliticized, uncritical of 

the power relations that underlie police function within the sociopolitical schema. The 

realities of police as a function of state authority and violence, and the centrality of police 

for maintaining the social order in a class-based society are continually obscured within 

popular discourse. In The Origin and Evolution of the Police Function in Society: Notes 

toward a Theory, Cyril D. Robinson and Richard Scaglion outline police function thusly:  

The development of police function parallels the development of the state. 

Police function […] predominately represents the interests of the dominant 

class in a class-dominated society while at the same time purporting and 

appearing to represent the entire society. (110) 

For a majority of the population, firsthand familiarity and contact with the police 

is limited to traffic stops (see Surette 25; also Reiner, Politics). The media have emerged 
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as a significant instrument through which a majority of the populace formulates 

conceptions about the police; in the place of real life experience, mediated images serve 

as a powerful stand-in and purveyor of information (see Surette; also Hall, et al.). 

Depictions of the police within the mainstream, across media platforms, including the 

news, television, and the cinema, are overwhelmingly bereft of meaningful engagement 

with police function. In the place of critical engagement, mainstream discourse instead 

offers a continual reaffirmation of the status quo and differentiated access to power and 

resources.  Mas’ud Zavarzadeh highlights the capacity of mainstream cultural production 

to perpetuate dominant narratives: 

[T]he camera does not simply capture ‘the real.’ What it grasps is […] ‘the 

[naturalized] world of dominant ideology.’ […] The function of ideology 

is to explain away and thus naturalize class rule. (92) 

Much of the information about the police produced within the contemporary1  

mode of mainstream cultural production tends to reproduce, rather than challenge, 

existing power relations. The police2 occupy a reified position within the culture and are 

continually associated with positive cultural values such as heroism and benevolence. 

Depictions of the police are largely celebratory and continually project an image of the 

police as legitimate, necessary, and ultimately aligned with the common good. This 

dissertation explores the relationship between portrayals of the police within 

                                                 
1 This dissertation is focused largely on cultural production ranging circa mid-twentieth century through the 
present day. Use of the term “contemporary” is intended to reference this particular moment. 

2 This project is interested in the police as a whole, rather than individual police agents. The term “the 
police” used throughout is in reference to what Robinson and Scaglion term “the police institution” (109). 
The project attempts to de-emphasize the day-to-day machinations of police work so central to pro-police 
media and instead shine an investigative spotlight, as it were, on police power as a discursive theme. 
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contemporary mainstream cultural production and the cultivation of popular support for 

policing.  The focus on the contemporary mode of cultural production elucidates the 

perpetual nature of problematic police depictions— that celebratory, depoliticized 

depictions of police continue to permeate the culture is a testament to the pervasiveness 

of dominant discourse within the mainstream. To illustrate the ubiquity of pro-

authoritarian discourse within the mainstream, the project explores the privileging of 

police perspective across three sites of cultural production: 1) museums; 2) reality 

television; and 3) comedies. 

The dissertation begins with a focus on a field of ideological cultural production 

not typically associated with police: museums. Chapter 1, Police Museums:  Education 

and Entertainment within Carceral Space, explores the function of police museums—

sites dedicated to recounting police history and perpetuating pro-police narratives—in 

legitimating police authority. The chapter focuses on two police museums in the greater 

Los Angeles area: the Los Angeles Police Historical Society (LAPHS) in northeast Los 

Angeles and the International Police Museum (IPM) in Huntington Park. The chapter 

investigates the tendency of police museums to craft narratives around policing that are 

markedly unproblematic and depoliticized. In addition to displaying police memorabilia 

such as uniforms and photographs, many police museums are housed in disciplinary 

spaces, complete with holding cells, weapons, shackles, and other implements of 

confinement and punishment.  In the police’s ongoing efforts to craft its own narrative 

and cultivate popular consent, police museums are powerful coercive tools.  The chapter 

explores police museums within the frame of Dark Tourism, the study of visitorship to 
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sites associated with death and atrocity, Rather than attempting to obscure police use of 

force, police museums emphasize implements of violence as a means of attracting 

visitors. In the police’s ongoing efforts to craft its own narrative and cultivate popular 

consent, police museums are powerful coercive tools.   

The dissertation proceeds into a study of audience responses to reality crime 

television programming. Chapter 2, “Whatcha Gonna Do When They Come For You?”: 

Black Audiences Respond to COPS, explores audience responses to pro-police reality 

television programming, with a focus on the reality genre staple COPS (1989- present). 

The chapter investigates the various ways racialized audiences, populations more at risk 

for negative police encounters, perceive pro-police imagery, particularly salient with 

regard to a flagship show like COPS. The chapter employs empirical data gleaned from a 

series of small focus group interviews with self-identified Black viewers. The study aims 

to elucidate the spectatorship practices of a population marginalized both within 

mainstream society as well as audience research by academics.  

Chapter 3, Nothin’ to See Here? The Ideological Properties and Subversive 

Potential of Police Comedies, ventures into programming not typically associated with 

the realm of the ideological: comedy. Comedic depictions of the police abound, yet 

typically escape intense scrutiny, in large part because of the seemingly innocuousness of 

the comedic form. The fun, light-hearted, easy-going, escapist nature of comedy renders 

it easily dismissible —or so it might appear. Employing textual analysis of contemporary, 

pro-police, comedic programming, the chapter explores the perpetuation of dominant 

narratives that underlie seemingly lighthearted portrayals of police. 
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This project is concerned with the significance of mainstream media depictions of 

the police in the formulation of popular conceptions of and support for police power— in 

what ways do police media images reaffirm police power as legitimate? The project 

employs Christopher P. Wilson’s definition of “police power,” which describes of all the 

ways police encounter, manage, and direct the citizenry (6). Amid contemporary political 

relations, police power is predicated on legitimation, the continual belief in the 

rightfulness, righteousness, and seeming inevitability of police authority (see Gramsci; 

Hall; Morley and Chen). Steven Herbert emphasizes the significance of police 

legitimacy:  

The dilemma of legitimacy plagues no state institution more doggedly 

than the police. As the most visible reminder of the state’s coercive power, 

the police represent both the majesty and potential tyranny of state 

authority. (Tangled 481) 

Police legitimacy has historically been tenuous; the police’s efforts to foster the 

polity’s complicity and subordination have been ongoing and varied, evolving over the 

course of centuries. In The Captive Public: How Mass Opinion Promotes State Power, 

Benjamin Ginsberg emphasizes the transformation of attitudes toward the state over the 

course of history: 

Two hundred years ago citizens generally hated and feared the state. 

Today, at least in the United States, they seem quite attached to it. (47)  

Ginsberg locates the transformation of subjects’ conceptions of power— this shift 

from contempt to complicity— within a pre-nineteenth century historical epoch. In 

previous eras, authoritative bodies displayed little concern regarding the beliefs of 

political subjects. The growth in significance of public opinion is attributable to a rise 
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societal growth and increasing complexity on a number of fronts. Most salient among 

them, state agencies became increasingly able to exert greater control in shaping the 

beliefs of its subjects. The rise of mass communication and mass education gave way to 

the increasing ability of the state to inform discourses around power.  

Additionally central to the increasing significance of public opinion, as Ginsberg 

outlines, was the changing character of the state: the role of the state shifted from 

adversarial to proprietary. Increasingly, subjects came to see the state as a key source in 

the provision of vital social and other services, as well as security from (politically 

concocted, often racialized) threats. The state’s ability to provide for the common good 

helped engender a sense of emotional attachment; ownership, belonging, and loyalty, and 

similar feelings developed. Discursively, nationalism and ideals around a “national 

character” saw increasing prominence; the rise of mass communication and mass 

education provided vehicles for the institutional inculcation of subjects and routine 

perpetuation of nationalist narratives and identification (see Ginsberg 32+). 

The onset of Modernity ushered in an era of increased police efforts toward 

crafting a palatable image in a continual attempt to elicit the polity’s support and 

subordination. Edward Escobar describes the historical shift in police-public relations and 

increasing focus on police image. As Escobar describes, “[T]hroughout the 19th century 

and much of the 20th century, the police functioned as ‘the army of the status quo’” (Race 

11).  Throughout the mid-19th century, police departments were cultivated by urban elites 

and purposed to “control the burgeoning working class in industrializing northeastern 

cities” (Escobar, Race 11).  Through the end of the 19th century and into the early 20th 
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century, the police continued to focus on “maintaining order [within] working class 

sections of urban America” (Escobar, Race 11).  Escobar describes police comportment 

during this period: 

Police patrolled city streets picking up drunks, jailing vagrants, and, if not 

suppressing vice, at least making it invisible to ensure that the refuse of 

industrialized society did not disrupt the lives of the more genteel classes.  

On a more sinister level, police acted as the willing pawns of factory 

owners and chambers of commerce in suppressing labor unions, radical 

political organizations, and other expressions of working class sentiment. 

(Race 11) 

This period of marked police corruption, amid Prohibition-era political and social 

relations, saw increased distance between the police and the populace. As a matter of 

institutional policy, police kept engagement with the public to a minimum (see Costello 

and Biafora).  Increasingly, police operated from within the confines of enclosed, 

secluded spaces (e.g., police cars and station houses as opposed to the exposed, 

transparent character of bikes and motorcycles; see Petty 1-8). 3  

The pro-authoritarian tenor within the contemporary cultural environment arises 

out of political shifts during the latter half of the twentieth century.  In response to 

increasing political dissidence during the 1960s, including radical political organizing, 

Civil Rights demonstrations, and civil disobedience in the midst of the 1968 Democratic 

National Convention, police began to divert from their distant stance.  During this period 

of intense political tensions and civil unrest, police increasingly encountered a hostile 

public that openly challenged and subverted police and other authoritarian forces. In 

                                                 
3 Ross D. Petty notes that, although foot and bicycle patrols were common from as early as the mid-1800s, 
their use began to dwindle substantially during the 1920s and into the 1930s.  
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response to wide scale threats its power position, the police institution began devising a 

more proactive approach toward regaining an obedient public.  Police began actively 

attempting to foster a more favorable image (see Costello and Biafora; Petty).  

The police’s efforts to quell rising public dissent and stem the rising tide of anti-

authoritarian activity, police enacted an agenda of focused public relations.4 This attempt 

to bolster the police’s image was multifarious. It emphasized increased interaction with 

the public, in the form of heightened police presence in communities (including a 

resurgence of foot and bicycle patrols). Efforts to project a friendlier, more affable image 

were developed, particularly appealing to children; mascots such as McGruff the Crime 

Dog5 and school outreach programs such as DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education)6 

became popular. Most salient was the willful intent of police to wield mass media (see 

Costello and Biafora).  

Engaged in a constant struggle to maintain and increase their legitimacy within 

the social control structure of society, the police routinely make use of the media in 

manufacturing a legitimate reputation (Chermak and Weiss 501-2).  In the contemporary 

cultural epoch, the police are commonly called upon to communicate with the public via 

                                                 
4 For more on public relations in the context of pro-authoritarian discourses, see Motion and Leitch; also 
Ihlen, van Ruler, and Fredriksson.  

5 Developed in 1980, McGruff the Crime Dog, with his popular “Take a Bite out of Crime!” mantra, has 
become an icon (complete with his own Myspace page).  According to official statistics, “25 years after 
McGruff’s first TV appearance, more than 75 percent of children recognize McGruff and over 4,000 law 
enforcement agencies own a McGruff suit” (National Crime Prevention Council). 

6 The DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) program was “founded in 1983 in Los Angeles and has 
proven so successful that it is now being implemented in 75 percent of our nation's school districts and in 
more than 43 countries around the world” (DARE website). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzyTarwYaM0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzyTarwYaM0
http://www.myspace.com/mcgruffthecrimedog
http://www.ncpc.org/about
http://www.dare.com/kids/index_3.htm
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the newsmedia; to this end, police departments are increasingly forming their own media 

relations departments.7   

Law enforcement’s public relations efforts to also led to direct involvement with 

media producers to develop programming that perpetuated images more favorable to 

police.  The spate of pro-police, pro-authoritarian police media of the contemporary era 

began with the television show Dragnet (1951-1959); the flagship show ushered in a 

generation of programming privileging police perspective and forwarding a sensational 

image of police as heroic, professional, and legitimate. Since Dragnet’s debut, pro-police 

depictions have been a television staple. Toby Miller observes that, law enforcement 

careers are among “some of the most over-represented on television” (237). Indeed, 

primetime television has featured a police-centered program in every year since 

Dragnet’s debut (Academy of Television Arts & Sciences).   

The contemporary televisual landscape is replete with police-centered 

programming, from ensemble police dramas, e.g., the numerous incarnations of CSI 

(2000- ) and Law and Order (1990-2010)8;  lighthearted and comedic cable series, e.g., 

The Closer (2005- ) and Reno 911!;  “quality,” subscription-based programming such as 

The Wire (2002-2008) and Dexter (2006- ); and reality television genre staples like COPS 

                                                 
7 Some police departments, e.g., the LAPD, have begun creating (and acting in) their own self-promotional 
media. 

8 Both CSI and Law and Order have yielded numerous spinoffs. CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (2000- ) 
has inspired CSI: Miami (2002- ) and CSI: NY (2004- ), as well as 2006 spoof short, CSI: Snackbar. Often 
referred to by fans as “Law and Order: Original Recipe,” the franchise’s original incarnation  has  yielded 
several offshoots, e.g.,  Law and Order: Special Victims Unit (1999), Law and Order: Criminal Intent 

(2001- ), Law and Order: Trial by Jury (2005-2006), Law and Order: UK (2009- ), and Law and Order: 

Los Angeles (2010- ), 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0043194/
http://www.emmys.tv/events/2010/11/primetime-tv-crimefighters
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0247082/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0098844/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0458253/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0370194/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0306414/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0773262/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0096563/
http://www.lapdonline.org/lapd_tv
http://www.lapdonline.org/lapd_tv
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0313043/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0395843/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0990424/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0203259/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0275140/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0406429/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1166893/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1657081/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1657081/
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(1989- ). Uncritical depictions of the police are similarly abundant within mainstream 

cinema, e.g., popular franchises such as Beverly Hills Cop (1984), Police Academy 

(1984), Die Hard (1984), Bad Boys (1995), Rush Hour (1998), and Super Troopers 

(2001).   

 

Characterizations of the police within the mainstream are consistently 

decontextualized and dehistoricized, centered largely on the quotidian activities and 

conduct of individual law enforcement agents. 9  While highlighting the professional and 

personal lives of its characters, popular police-centered programming tends to downplay 

the structures of authority that underscore the work activities so central to its characters 

and storylines. 10 Notably, while police officers may at times face scrutiny, police power 

remains obscured and safe from interrogation. 11    

Michel Foucault’s emphasis on the significance of discourse in the maintenance 

of power relations is quite useful in this study’s analyses of the pro-police cultural 

                                                 
9 In certain high profile cases of misconduct, departments may come under scrutiny, as occurred with the 
LAPD in the aftermath of the 1991 assault of Rodney King. 

10 It is important to emphasize that, this project does not seek to make any sweeping claims about the 
individual state agents, including the police and others. This project’s focus is on the police as an 
authoritative entity rather than the actions and motivations of individual police officers. In “The Big City 
Rogue Cop as Monster: Images of NYPD and LAPD,” Cecil Greek parses the myriad motivations that 
underscore individuals’ participation in violent organizations; engaging Hannah Arendt’s analyses of Nazi 
camp workers, Greek notes asserts that, while violent organizations tend to attract individuals with existing 
inclinations toward violence, these organizations also bring in people who see themselves simply as 
workers, performing work tasks in exchange for a living wage. In the case of the police, although police 
work may provide an outlet for individuals inclined toward violence, others may well engage in police 
work because they believe it provides a way to be of service and help to others while also securing a livable 
wage.  

11 This project attempts to de-emphasize the day-to-day machinations of police work in favor of focusing 
on police power as a discursive theme. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0086960/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087928/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0095016/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0112442/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120812/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0247745/
http://www.usc.edu/libraries/archives/la/la_riot.html
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environment. Significantly, much of the information that circulates surrounding the 

nature, function, and legitimacy of police power originates from the police themselves. 

The powerful are able to maintain a disproportionate degree of discursive control over the 

way structures of power are understood and reproduced. Arguably, the police’s authority 

extends beyond the physical realm and into the very ways subjects understand their 

subjectivity in relation to the police, as rightfully subject to police power (see Foucault, 

Society Must Be Defended 167+).12  The centrality of mediated messages in shaping 

conceptions of power, coupled with the cultural tendency to legitimate police power, 

imbues the police with a substantial degree of control over the discourse and the a 

tremendous platform by which to perpetuate narratives that serve the interests of the 

powerful.  

The police’s attempts to transform its image and bolster subordination have 

arguably proven successful, insofar as police have effectively created a dissonance 

between its image as benevolent, apolitical public servants and actual police function in 

defending the interests of the state via the sanctioned use of violence. In its ongoing effort 

to bolster popular support and foster obedience, the police must constantly negotiate what 

Robinson and Scaglion note as its “double and contradictory” function:  

[A]t the same time and in the same society [the police institution] may be 

both the agent of the people it polices and of the dominant class 

controlling these same people. (109) 

                                                 
12 Chapter 1 of this dissertation employs Foucault’s conception of “carceral” institutions in relation to the 
maintenance of power relations; the chapter focuses in museums within the frame carceral spaces. 
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Discourses around policing must maintain this tenuous duality. Steven Herbert 

observes that, in its continual aim of enhancing legitimacy, the police are invested in 

bolstering subservience (subordination to and respect for police power) and separation (a 

sense of police superiority and prestige) (Tangled 481-3). Herbert articulates:   

[T]he police see themselves as a distinct and powerful social group. They 

legitimate this separation in potent and reinforcing ways: they are state 

actors who abide by the legal code; […] they possess ultimate authority to 

structure the scenes they enter; they are the professional experts whose 

knowledge and skill deserve deference. As such elevated and authoritative 

professionals, the police rebuff strict subservience to the public. (Tangled 

488) 

The police’s emphasis on separation and deference is evidenced in the ways in 

which narratives around police power circulate, and the degree to which, despite the 

ubiquity of police-centered programming, the realities of police function remain obscured 

(see, e.g., Hall, et al.; C. P. Wilson). In the classic text Policing the Crisis: Mugging, the 

State and Law and Order, Stuart Hall, et al. observe the pervasiveness of narratives 

privileging police perspective. Much of the information about the crime and policing 

actually emanates from the police. Hall, et al. describe the police as “amplifiers,” 

endowed with the sole authority of shaping discourses around “crime,” including defining 

“crime” and maintaining crime statistics and other classified information (Policing the 

Crisis 38+).13 In their official capacity, police are also positioned within the mainstream 

as “experts” on crime and its purported solutions—typically taking the form of 

                                                 
13 Definitions of what constitutes crime have shifted over time at the discretion of law enforcement. Hall, et 
al. describe the ways police used the newsmedia to discursively transform an arbitrary set of acts into a 
“crime wave” typified by “mugging” (see 38). 
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heightened law and order measures and other repressive practices; as crime experts, the 

police enjoy an uncontested monopoly on the authority to report on crime. Hall, et al. 

point out, in frank terms, the stark absence of outcry for “balanced reporting” or input 

from criminals in order to counter police narratives (61). Law enforcement has 

successfully locked itself into a power position; it defines the problem (crime), insists on 

itself as the solution, and then keeps private, unverifiable records proclaiming its own 

efficacy.  

The (blue) veil of secrecy shrouding the police provides a space for cultural 

production to articulate visions of policing that are rooted more in fantasy, 

sensationalism, and US nationalism than the realities of a policed society.   In 

emphasizing the significance of mass media in shaping perceptions of social problems 

and the appropriate responses, Marvin D. Free asserts (seemingly on behalf of an 

assumed universal, discursively “race neutral” and socioeconomically privileged subject 

position):  

Since most of us lack direct experience with many social problems,14 

including violent crime, television and newspapers serve as primary, albeit 

vicarious, sources of information about these issues. (65) 

Mainstream cultural production routinely overrepresents violent crime (see, e.g., 

Cavender and Fishman). This tendency prevails across the mainstream media spectrum, 

including the news, reality television, and dramatic fare.   Again, Free notes: 

                                                 
14 Free’s invocation of an unproblematized, normalized, collective experience of unfamiliarity with social 
problems (an imagined “us,” of which the reader is assumed to be a part) is striking It is an apt testament to 
the subtle ways in which dominant narratives are continually reproduced. Free’s underlying ideas about the 
media’s influence in shaping perceptions of crime are useful. However, Free’s critique of the circulation of 
narratives within the mainstream serves to reproduce the very narratives that the Free is critiquing.  
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It is well documented that both print […] media and television— 

including drama, news, soap operas, and cartoons— all greatly exaggerate 

the incidence of crime in the United States, particularly violent crime. (65) 

The mainstream’s fixation on crime is underscored by its obsession with race. bell 

hooks has long been critical of the US’ complex mix of fascination and fear of Blackness 

(hooks, We Real Cool qtd in Tucker 107). hooks asserts that: 

Contemporary arguments about race [and] racism […] must be read in 

conjunction with a critical analysis of the ways audiences in the United 

States are acculturated to certain highly problematic notions about Black 

people. (hooks, Black Looks qtd in Gutiérrez-Jones 30) 

Violent crime is depicted in the mainstream as disproportionately associated with 

racialized groups (see, e.g., .Cavender and Fishman; Hartnett; Oliver). The 

overrepresentation of racialized groups, particularly Black males and Latinos, within 

mainstream cultural production has arguably contributed to a culture that tends to 

associate racialized groups with a higher propensity toward deviant behavior (see, e.g., 

Oliver and Armstrong; Free). The perpetuation of deviance among mainstream media 

both plays on and contributes to the fear of racialized groups in the cultural imaginary. 

The mainstream’s tendency toward overrepresentation of racialized crime, coupled with 

its overrepresentation of the police, has been quite influential in creating an opening for 

celebratory, uncritical depictions of police. Mainstream cultural production largely 

figures the police as an apt solution for addressing the ever-present spectre of racialized 

deviance. As Mary Beth Oliver notes, Blacks and Latin@s 15 are disproportionately 

                                                 
15 My use of the term “Latin@s” is purposeful, intended to employ a more gender-neutral alternative to the 
traditional, catchall term “Latinos.” As Immanuel Wallerstein explains about the term, “The @ sign is 
obviously the deference to the quite recent determination to develop and use nonsexist language” (31). 
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depicted as being the receiving end of police aggression (424). Additionally, despite the 

realities of policing, the mainstream tends to drastically overestimate and overdramatize 

the police’s abilities to solve crimes (e.g., see Perez 108). This continual tendency toward 

the overrepresentation of the police’s abilities to solve crimes and, thus, corral 

(racialized) threats to the general (deracialized, socioeconomically privileged) population 

is significant; as Douglas W. Perez only half-jokingly posits, it may be comforting and 

help people sleep at night (108). 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

POLICE MUSEUMS:  

EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT WITHIN CARCERAL SPACES  

 

 

Republicans have called for a National African-American Museum.  
The plan is being held up by finding a location that isn’t in  
their neighborhood.  

—Conan O'Brien  

 

Whattup, Doc? I'm gettin down to business 
Crooked as the cops in the Rampart district 

—Xzibit 16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Museums as Centers of Controversy, Willard L. Boyd posits museums as places not of 

objects but of ideas (185).  This chapter shall explore the ways in which the police 

museum perpetuates the idea of police legitimacy. The police museum serves to tell a 

certain story about the police’s function; in telling that story, it employs certain structural 

and thematic techniques and tools. The museums are housed in disciplinary spaces—

actual police stations. The displays include artifacts evidencing enforcement, e.g. 

weaponry, photographs and videos depicting police aggression. These structural and 

                                                 
16 Xzibit. “Multiply.” Man vs Machine.  Loud Records, LLC, 2002. 

http://www.xzibit.com/music
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thematic tools reinforce police legitimacy and encourage among the polity complicity 

with police authority. In its attempt to cultivate a positive and carefully crafted image of 

the police and its function, the police museum is arguably a powerful coercive tool.  

The chapter focuses on two museums in the Los Angeles area focused on 

preserving and retelling police history: The Los Angeles Police Historical Society 

(LAPHS) and the Huntington Park International Police Museum (IPM). Located in the 

Highland Park area of Los Angeles, the LAPHS is the official museum of the Los 

Angeles Police Department (LAPD); the museum’s exhibitions are centered on LAPD 

history in particular. The IPM, located in a Southeast area of Los Angeles, is international 

in scope; the museum displays police artifacts and effects from all over the world. 

The police museum in general, and the LAPHS and IPM in particular, employ a 

variety of means of projecting a certain vision of the police. The police museums craft a 

narrative that is affirming, celebratory, and conspicuously uncritical of police. The 

narratives put forth by the museum displays are in keeping with dominant narratives of 

policing, which hold the police as legitimate and heroic. Although museum visitors are 

encouraged to accept the museum’s account of policing, alternative reading positions are 

possible. Viewers with varying personal experiences with police or with differing 

amounts of cultural capital are able to reject all or part of the museum’s unabashedly pro-

police narrative. In spite of various reading positions, however—that is, despite the 

degree to which individual museum-goers accept or reject the museums’ pro-police 

narratives—the very legitimacy of the police, the police’s raison d’être, remains largely 

unexamined.  
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MUSEUMS AS CARCERAL SPACES 

Notorious for privileging the perspective of the already powerful (Genoways 236), 

museums enjoy a high degree of cultural relevance and authority. Museums are 

undoubtedly ideological, political spaces; irreducible to merely a politically neutral, 

random assortment of objects, the museum “presents ideology in material form” (Debord 

1994 qtd. in Jeffers 107). Michel Foucault’s conception of “the carceral” provides a 

useful frame for considering the museum’s development as a cultural and authoritative 

institution. Noted for their disciplinary mechanisms,  carceral institutions function in 

maintaining structures of dominance through the corralling of minds and bodies 

throughout the entire lifespan of the individual (Foucault, Discipline and Punish 298+). 

Carceral spaces developed among a cadre of “sibling Enlightenment institutions,” 

including museums, hospitals, prisons, and schools (Preziosi, Brain 72).17   Michelle 

Henning notes that museums have historically been “identified as sites for the 

classification and ordering of knowledge, the production of ideology, and the disciplining 

of a public” (1). Museums were developed out of a coercive imperative; as Donald 

Preziosi explains, museums arose during the nineteenth century and were “invented as an 

instrumentality of the modern nation-state in the forging of identities and the invention of 

heritages” (Philosophy 72).  

The museum’s disciplinary legacy significantly informs the ways individuals 

conceptualize and experience museums. Guided by their “original, philosophical, [and] 

                                                 
17 In establishing the specifications for the “model jail,” W. Carbys Zimmerman describes the model jail as 
fashioned after the hospital (see 720+). 
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political functions” (Preziosi, Philosophy 72), museums are necessarily “organized 

around engaged partisan principles” (Luke 228).  The museum is continually able to 

maintain its authoritative posture, bestowing upon the objects and narratives within a 

degree of authenticity and legitimacy. Additionally, the museum’s regimented structure 

informs visitors’ composure within the space; the arrangement of the museum also shapes 

the ways visitors make sense of museum artifacts.  Describing the highly circumscribed 

nature of the museum experience, Timothy Luke notes: 

[A] great deal of what to consume, why to acquire it, and how it works in 

the larger scheme of things is directed at the self-managing individual 

through advertising, government information, and formal education.” 

(227) 

Paradoxically, despite its legacy among society’s carceral institutions, museums 

are able to maintain a posture of “cool, detached objectivity” (Luke 228).  The museum is 

able to purport itself as a largely apolitical provider of information and leisure. 

Meanwhile, the museum’s disciplinary foundations, and its associations with related 

socializing institutions, remain obscured. 

 

CARCERAL SPACES AS MUSEUMS 

Police museums are museums dedicated to the recounting of police history and the 

preservation and exhibition of artifacts relating to policing. There are police museums in 

countless cities across the US, from major metropolitan locales like New York City to 

small towns such as Pigeon Forge, Tennessee. Several international locations also boast 
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police museums. From Sydney, Australia, to Belfast, Northern Ireland, Pretoria, South 

Africa to Beijing, China, there are police museums on every continent except Antarctica.  

Police museum displays include a variety of objects, e.g., police weapons; vehicles; 

uniforms; media such as newspapers, books, and videos. The police museum is a highly 

ideological space, invested in reifying police and the promoting the righteousness of 

policing. Underscored by the authority vested in both museums as cultural institutions, 

and the state as an authoritative body, the police museum is arguably a powerful coercive 

institution. 

The police museum benefits from an association with historically legitimated 

institutions—police museums are a convergence of the austerity and authority associated 

with museums as knowledge centers and the police as righteous maintainers of social 

order.  Like other types of museums, police museums are distanced from their ideological 

function; despite the austerity associated with some of its contents (e.g., weapons and 

other symbols of violence and force), police museums are positioned as places of 

information and leisure.  The police museum is able to project an image of itself as an 

educational institution in large part because of the legacy of museums within the long line 

of “guidance-giving” institutions (see Luke 227). The police museum’s positioning as a 

repository of police memorabilia stops short of engaging the larger political function of 

police, the police’s historical relationship to marginalized populations, the use of force in 

maintaining the dominant order and the stifling of dissent, or the relationship between 

policing and conservatism. The police are presented by the police museum as 

uncomplicated, apolitical, natural, and inherently righteous; the police museum’s display 
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of police memorabilia is promoted as a well-intentioned recounting of police history—the 

revisionist nature of this history is obscured within the museum’s narrative. In keeping 

with other types of museums, the police museum is able to maintain a veneer of 

objectivity and the appearance of an apolitical stance; the disciplinary, ideological 

function of the police museum is obscured. 

 

POLICE MUSEUM AS SPECTACLE: DARK TOURISM 

As sites dedicated to the spectacle of police power and the display of state imposed 

violence and structures of power, police museums can be considered in relation to their 

positioning as spaces of leisure—not in spite of their violent and potentially intimidating 

contents, but because of them. Considering the austerity and violence associated with 

policing, especially among raced and classed populations, it is helpful to understand the 

police museum within the context of Dark Tourism.  A subset of Tourism Studies, Dark 

Tourism emerged out of the exploration of tourism of sites associated with the macabre. 

Coined by John Lennon and Malcolm Foley, the term “Dark Tourism” describes the 

scholarly exploration of a growing trend of tourism to sites associated with “death, 

disaster, and depravity” (Lennon and Foley 46).  

There is an established typology within the field of Dark Tourism: primary sites 

and secondary sites (see Wight). Primary sites include those places where actual death 

and atrocity occurred, e.g., Holocaust camps. Secondary sites are commemorative spaces, 

locations dedicated to commemorating primary sites. Secondary sites include spaces such 
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as research sites and museums. Self-described as museums, police museums appear to be 

easily categorized as secondary sites. With their arsenal of police memorabilia, police 

museums assert themselves as leisure destinations and attempt to appeal to potential 

visitors with the promise of an experience that is both entertaining and educational. The 

Seattle Metropolitan Police Museum, for instance, is listed among the city’s officially 

endorsed museums and attractions; endorsed by the city as a legitimate educational site, 

admission to the museum is even included with the purchase of a Seattle attractions 

discount card. Similarly, the American Police Hall of Fame and Museum (APHF) in 

Florida boasts inclusion as an attraction in an Orlando tourist attraction package deal. 

However, police museums seem to defy neat categorization. While the police 

museum is by its very nature a commemorative site dedicated to recounting narratives 

promoting policing, structurally, police museums push beyond the form and function of 

traditional museum spaces. Many police museums are located within actual police 

stations. The Cleveland Police Historical Society, Inc. and Museum, for example, is 

located within Cleveland police headquarters. The Police Museum in Bangor, Maine is 

another example of a police museum located within a police station. The Bangor, Maine 

Police Museum’s selling point is its collection of implements of punishment, including 

the Tramp Chair, a one-person, travelling prison cell that encases the body of the 

condemned.18 19 

                                                 
18 Invented in the late 19th century by Oakland, Maine resident Sanford Baker, the Tramp Chair was a 

particularly cruel method of punishment. The device was primarily used to penalize the poor (hence the use 
of the term “Tramp” in its name). As the American Police Hall of Fame (APHF) describes, “in the early 
days justice wasn't so kind to saddle tramps and vagrants, and anyone arriving in town soon disappeared on 

 

http://www.bangormaine.gov/images/Tramp_Chair.jpeg
http://24.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_l26ynsM2fQ1qaz1hso1_500.jpg
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The placement of the museum within an actual carceral space is a very powerful 

tactic in the museum’s goal of crafting and promoting a pro-police narrative. The police 

station (and the prison spaces within, typically termed “holding cells”) holds a high 

degree of cultural significance and legitimacy. For visitors, it can convey a sense of 

realism and authority, imbuing the museum contents within the structure with a 

heightened air of authenticity.  Police stations are ground zero, spaces wherein police 

congregate and from which they are deployed. Police stations are also carceral spaces, in 

which different kinds of violence are enacted. They contain holding cells purposed to 

contain and confine. Such spaces carry a legacy of loss, exploitation, and violence; the 

connotations of imprisonment are particularly profound for populations especially 

vulnerable to state-imposed violence and marginalization (see, e.g., Davis; Gilmore; J. 

James). The impact of imprisonment extends beyond the confines of the carceral space 

itself and out into entire communities.  

Beyond the harsh realities of imprisonment, the police station represents the threat 

of other types of death and depravity atrocity. The police station is a space marked by 

varying types of violence, supported by an inherent power imbalance that necessarily 

privileges the position of police. Confinement within a police station leaves people 

                                                                                                                                                 
their own” (emphasis added).  Penalized poor and homeless would be stripped of all clothing and locked in 
the chair for 1-2 days. During condemnation to the chair, the imprisoned were subjected to extreme weather 
conditions, humiliation and taunts from passersby, and even physical assault. In addition to the authentic 
tramp chair on display in the Bangor, Maine police museum, the APHF houses a replica of the chair, and 
invites visitors to experience it for themselves: As the APHF advertizes ([sic] throughout): 

You are welcome to try out the cell on wheels that could be moved by he town marshal and then 
locked tightly until the next day. Please use care. The metal-is heavy and uncomfortable. (APHF 
website) 

19 For more on the historical uses of “moving prisons” similar to the Tramp Chair, see Childs 271-2. 

http://www.aphf.org/tramp.html
http://www.aphf.org/tramp.html
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vulnerable to physical and emotional violence at the hands of state agents. Police stations 

are equipped with interrogation rooms wherein vulnerable subjects are questioned and 

susceptible to police incrimination and intimidation tactics. As Jacqueline Hodgson 

describes, police stations are sites wherein the police enjoy the upper hand in detaining 

suspects through physical, territorial, and information control (90). One horrific example 

occurred in May 1999, when Abner Louima, a Haitian immigrant was imprisoned in a 

holding cell within a NYC police station; Louima experienced atrocity beyond the mere 

fact of his imprisonment. While held within the confines of the police station, NYPD 

cops sodomized Louima with a broken broomstick handle. Louima sustained severe 

rectal and oral injury, including lost teeth and a ruptured bladder and colon (see Chan). 

The violence and depravity visited upon Louima at the hands of the NYPD illustrates the 

potential for violence and terror within the confines of the police station. Thus, the police 

museum space located within a police station goes beyond simulating primary death and 

atrocity sites—it emerges as such a site itself.  

Police museums typically operate as autonomous entities separate from other 

police museums and the state agencies they represent (even if they are held within the 

“official” space of the police station, they are independently managed). Each museum is 

responsible for curating its own exhibits, securing its own funding, and maintaining its 

own visitorship.  This differentiation between state agents and the police museum is 

significant in creating a sense of distance between the museum’s interests and those of 

the state.  The museum’s interests involve goodwill efforts including education and 

entertainment, rather than authoritarianism and regulation. Although they do not 
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technically run the museums, police departments are often closely related to the 

museums, often taking an active role in promoting the police museums; many police 

department websites list information about their area’s police museum. This promotion 

serves to further legitimate the police museum and grant its narrative a sense of 

authenticity and authority.   

Police museums make an effort to bolster museum visitorship and heighten public 

relations through a variety of means, e.g., attendance at community events, websites and 

various online attempts to entice visitors, literature, and even selling its own branded 

memorabilia. As Luke notes, museums have largely “adopted the strategies of other 

media, including emphasis on spectacle” (224). The website for the American Police Hall 

of Fame and Museum (APHF), located in the greater Orlando, Florida area, offers a 

virtual tour, touting the museum’s vast range of materials that appeal to the interests of 

“gun enthusiasts to history buffs, and everything in between!” (APHF website). The 

APHF also boasts a gun range. The museum’s website advertises the following deal on 

its website ([sic] throughout): 

If your looking for some major excitement then you want the RANGE 

COMBO! The RANGE COMBO is only $35 per person and features 

museum admission, 50 rounds of 9mm action in the gun range with free 

instruction.  The RANGE COMBO is available every day except Monday. 

Museum admission and gun range activities may be purchased 

individually (APHF) 

The NYC Police Museum hosts a variety of community events catering to a wide 

range of ages and interests. Events and activities include an annual Halloween Party for 

all ages, a mystery writers book club and speaker series, and a weeklong slate of “Winter 

http://www.nbbd.com/aphf/index.html
http://www.nbbd.com/aphf/index.html
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Recess Activities,” described as ([sic] throughout),“Fun games, and activities. Police 

Work for the whole family” (NYC Police Museum website). This attempt at framing 

police museum contents into sources of entertainment rather than intimidation helps to 

shift the police museum from an ideological space to a site associated with leisure—of a 

pro-police, pro-authoritarian variety. Police museums make no attempt to obscure the 

violence associated with their exhibits; rather, they attempt to reframe that violence in 

such a way that privileges police perspective, rendering the violence associated with the 

exhibits necessary and rightful. For museum visitors inclined with existing pro-police, 

pro-authoritarian inclinations, the showcasing of police weapons and implements of 

authority and violence is a source of satisfaction. These visitors may very well gain a 

degree of pleasure and a sense of comfort and protection (from some perceived threat 

posed by marginalized, politically expendable populations) from being able to experience 

museum artifacts up close. Rather than feel intimidated by such open displays of police 

power, these visitors may actually feel reassured by them.20 

  

                                                 
20 For further discussion of the various ways different audiences read pro-police texts, see Chapter 2 of this 

dissertation, which features an audience study of the show COPS (1989- ). 

http://www.nycpolicemuseum.org/
http://s4.hubimg.com/u/4086195_f520.jpg
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A TALE OF TWO POLICE MUSEUMS 

There are two police museums in the Los Angeles area: the Los Angeles Police Historical 

Society Museum and Community Education Center (hereafter referred to as LAPHS)  

located in Northeast Los Angeles, and the International Police Museum of Southern 

California, Inc. (hereafter referred to as IPM), located in the Southeastern suburb of 

Huntington Park. Data collection for this chapter took place during the summer and fall 

of 2009. Fieldwork for the project included museum visits and participant observation. 

The research also made use of archival sources, including newspaper articles, and 

museum websites. The data also reflect information gleaned through informal 

conversations with museum staff.  
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Los Angeles Police Historical Society (LAPHS) 

On a main street in the Highland Park area of North East Los Angeles, roughly 5 miles 

south of Pasadena and 10 miles north of downtown LA, rests a relatively quiet residential 

area. Amid the modest homes in this majority-Latino, working class neighborhood is a 

smattering of small businesses. The street is anchored by a Mexican restaurant on one 

corner and a tire shop on another, with a church and a boarded up former plant nursery in 

between.  The area’s quiet tone is marked by a few cars and buses rolling by. The odd 

older resident walks the streets, and a few teenagers pass by, a few on skateboards and 

bikes. Everyday life is going on in the neighborhood all the time. It would all seem 

notably unspectacular at first glance, if not for one additional neighborhood enterprise, a 

police museum (see Figure).21   

                                                 
21 All photographs by author.  
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Figure 1: LAPHS exterior  
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The LAPHS is a large, stately building, an imposing two-story brick structure 

amid the modest homes and businesses along the rest of the street. Visitors enter the 

museum from the main street through a set of heavy doors.  No established route is 

immediately apparent; visitors are able to peruse the museum at their whim, beginning at 

any point of their choosing.  

The museum’s layout conjures images of the insides of so many police stations as 

depicted in cop shows and movies. The large edifice contains a spacious display area 

upstairs, a multi-cell jail area downstairs, and an outside vehicle storage area in the rear 

of the building. Inside the main exhibition areas upstairs, framed photographs of the 

police throughout history line the walls leading up the set of stairs into the main 

exhibitions.  

Ascending a dark set of wooden stairs leads visitors into the main exhibition 

room. A police motorcycle sits on one side of the room, flanked by photographs of 

various moments in police history, including presidential visits and a photo exhibit 

featuring snapshots of a pair of beat cops on the job (see Figures).   
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Figure 2: LAPHS interior staircase leading up into main exhibition room  
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Figure 3: Inside main exhibition room  

In one corner of the room is a pair of glass display cases, or vitrines, exhibiting 

artifacts evidencing the LAPD’s collaboration with cultural producers, particularly 

Dragnet. A predecessor to the current spate of cop shows, Dragnet was a popular police 

drama that aired throughout the 1950s and returned briefly during the latter part of the 

1960s (1951-59, 1967-70). Part of Dragnet’s popularity derived from its perception of 

authenticity. The show drew storylines from actual LAPD cases, and worked closely with 

police to ensure a degree of authenticity and accuracy in its representations of policing. 

The program is highly regarded as a shining moment in LAPD history. Dragnet was 

highly successful and enduring, and helped the LAPD garner numerous television 
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industry awards and accolades, including a grant from the History Channel.  The vitrines 

display numerous Dragnet relics, including an autographed script, a vinyl album of the 

show’s soundtrack, a board game, and a collection of TV Guides. The opposing vitrine 

holds a collection of LAPD-themed toys, including Hot Wheels toy cars and a line of 

LAPD Beanie Babies (see Figures).  

 

 

Figure 4: Dragnet memorabilia 

http://www.history.com/
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Figure 5: LAPD toys and other memorabilia, including Hot Wheels (above) and Beanie Babies 
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In another corner of the main exhibition room sits a large television and DVD 

player, along with several rows of bench seating. The area looks inviting, almost 

beckoning visitors to go and investigate the contents of the DVD. At the press of the 

DVD’s play button, a documentary showcasing the LAPD’s triumph in the North 

Hollywood Bank Robbery begins. The video highlights an incident in February 1997 in 

which the LAPD responded to an armed robbery at a North Hollywood Bank of 

America.22 The LAPD’s account holds that two masked gunman took over a Bank of 

America and held innocent bank patrons hostage. The result was a standoff between the 

robbers and the police. The robbers, although small in number compared to police, were 

armed with an arsenal that left the police outgunned and overpowered. Told from the 

LAPD’s point of view, the DVD constructs an uncomplicated narrative of good guys 

versus bad guys; by the end of the video, the cops have triumphed over the robbers.  

Immediately next to the DVD viewing area is a small room dedicated to 

recreating the North Hollywood Bank Robbery. Like the video, the room constructs a 

clear narrative of the events. The exhibit emphasizes the robbers’ massive arsenal and 

apparent lack of motivation for their actions. To augment the depiction of the robbers’ 

massive arsenal, the display of the police’s weaponry holds scarcely few weapons; the 

vitrine displaying the police’s weaponry holds a few small guns and mostly pictures and 

quotes from hostages and innocent bystanders. To reinforce the good guy/bad guy 

narrative, and emphasize the cops as good guys, the exhibit pointedly depicts the weapon 

                                                 
22 The incident went on to become the subject of a feature length, made for television film, 44 Minutes: The 

North Hollywood Shoot-Out (2003), starring Mario Van Peebles and Michael Madsen.  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0362389/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0362389/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005522/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000514/
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most used by police in the incident, rather than weaponry, was “willpower.”  In the face 

of senseless violence and heavily armed criminals, the police had strength of character 

and righteousness on their side (see Figures). 

 

 

Figure 6: Main exhibition room, featuring adjoining North Hollywood Shootout exhibit 
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Figure 7: LAPHS North Hollywood Bank Robbery exhibit 
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Figure 8: The LAPD’s North Hollywood Shootout narrative 
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Figure 9: Large assortment of firearms from North Hollywood Shootout 
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Figure 10: The LAPHS celebrates the triumph of LAPD’s “Will Power” in the  

North Hollywood Shootout 

 
 
 

In an adjoining room off the main exhibition room stands an imposing collection 

of uniform –clad mannequins, along with another series of vitrines displaying a collection 

of firearms.  One of the vitrines is situated beneath a window. On a clear day, bright 

sunlight shines through, illuminating the vitrine as well as the guns and National Rifle 

Association (NRA) handbook contained within it (see Figures).  
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Figure 11: Weapons and uniforms on display at the LAPHS 
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Figure 12: Weapons display, including an NRA booklet 
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A trip back down the stairs leads to the holding cell area. The air is different; it seems 

colder, even more austere than the rest of the museum space.  Feelings of isolation and 

despair are palpable. The imminent threat of confinement looms, almost like a spectre of 

those previously confined within the space (see Figures).  

 

 

 

Figure 13: LAPHS holding cells 
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Figure 14: LAPHS holding cell 
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Figure 15: Inside an LAPHS holding cell 
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The prison space is augmented by a series of vitrines along a wall. The space is a 

chilling showcase of the police’s ability to restrain using a variety of means. Inside the 

holding cell area rest a series of vitrines exhibiting a massive collection of tools of 

constraint, including handcuffs, shackles, thumbcuffs, and even a ball-and-chain. The 

elaborate and imposing exhibit read as a sort of testament of the police’s capacity to 

restrain and restrict. Amid the cuff exhibit, one exhibited item stands out. Placed above 

one set of cuffs is a framed poster of magician Harry Houdini, the poster a play on 

Houdini’s reputation as a master of escape and “King of Handcuffs” (see Vix).23  While 

the poster’s placement amid the handcuffs might be read as an allusion to Houdini’s 

intriguing ability to escape restraints of all kinds, the magician’s relationship with law 

enforcement, lending his talents to uncovering counterfeiting, is not placed in context 

within the exhibit. With no further information explicating Houdini’s significance to the 

LAPD specifically, the poster alone seems to make light of the harshness and austerity of 

imprisonment, and appears to mock the fate of those condemned without Houdini’s 

unique ability to escape state-imposed bondage (see Figures). 

 

                                                 
23 Not immediately apparent from the poster is Houdini’s relationship with the LAPD. During the late 
1890s, at the height of his popularity, Houdini regularly lent his support and deception expertise to law 
enforcement agencies toward detecting counterfeit currency, a prevalent crime of the period. In a display of 
his escape savvy, Houdini “would free himself from four pairs of handcuffs locked into place by members 
of the LAPD—and he'd leave the handcuffs locked, but empty” (Vix). 
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Figure 16: Handcuffs and other restraints 
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Figure 17: Handcuffs, thumbcuffs, shackles, and other restraints 
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Figure 18: Houdini, “Handcuff King” 
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The ominous feeling palpable throughout other parts of the museum returns with a 

venture out into the lot behind the museum. The backlot functions as a vehicle storage 

area. The gated area holds an expansive fleet of police vehicles, including a large 

selection of cop cars, a tank, and a police helicopter (see Figures).  Amid the violence 

associated with policing and implements of punishment and restraint, it might appear 

counterintuitive that the police museum would make such open display of tools of force. 

Rather than attempting to downplay police violence, however, the police museum openly 

engages the violence inherent in policing in order to craft its narratives around police 

function and efficacy. In constructing its narratives around the LAPD, the LAPHS omits 

from its revisionist history the LAPD’s use of militaristic weaponry in order to quash 

civil unrest (Torres & Love, 2000). The LAPHS’s vestiges of militarism serve as material 

evidence of the LAPD’s carefully crafted legacy of greatness, heroism, and 

hypermasculinity. 
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Figure 19: LAPHS’s vehicle fleet 
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Figure 20: LAPD helicopter  
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Figure 21: LAPD military vehicle  

 

The LAPHS’s large fleet of vehicles is visible evidence of the blurring of 

boundaries between police and the military. Peter B. Kraska describes this trend in terms 

of “militarism,” which the author defines as the “glorification of the tools and 

bureaucracies which perpetuate organized state violence” (89). Militarism “stresses 

aggressiveness and the use of force and the glorification of military power, weaponry, 

and technology as the means to solve problems” (Enloe qtd in Kraska 102). The effects of 

militarism can be seen in the “militaristic nature of the discourse on crime and drug 

control” (Kraska 102); discourses on crime commonly invoke terms marked by 

aggression and violence, e.g., “war” (see Kraska 102). In their article, “The Militarization 

of the Police in the United States,” Gabriel Torres and David A. Love trace the 

beginnings of the trend toward police militarism to the 1960s. During this period, 
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paramilitary units such as the National Guard were called upon to enforce desegregation 

as well as quash civil unrest (see 222-3). The increasing militarism of the police is 

particularly significant within LAPD history; as Torres and Love explain, Los Angeles 

was the first city to establish its own paramilitary police force, with the formation of a 

SWAT (Special Weapons and Tactics) team assembled during the 1960s by Police Chief 

Daryl Gates.24 

Throughout the LAPHS, exhibits have been carefully constructed to tell a neatly 

wrapped, pro-police tale of LAPD history. The museum weaves a tale of the LAPD as a 

righteous, rightful, legitimate, heroic, morally superior, professional organization. The 

LAPHS’ revisionist account of LAPD history is noticeably devoid of any allusions to any 

historical events that might challenge the museum’s pristine memorial to the LAPD. 

Conspicuously absent from the LAPHS’ narrative is any engagement with popular LAPD 

scandals, e.g., notorious, relatively recent events such as the Rampart scandal of the mid-

1990s.25 The Rampart scandal is termed after the heavily-Latin@ Rampart area of Los 

Angeles in which a series of offenses would occur, misdeeds almost too egregious to be 

true. In Assault under Color of Authority: Police Corruption as Norm in the LAPD 

Rampart Scandal and in Popular Film, Judith Grant offers a detailed recounting of the 

incredible misdeeds committed by this group of Rampart cops. The Rampart cops were 

                                                 
24 During the trial of the cops responsible for the brutal beating of Rodney King in 1991, the LAPD’s 
legacy of racist behavior was propelled to the fore of nationwide attention. Gates’ leadership would face 
national scrutiny during the proceedings. The trial would become an indelible part of LAPD history, one 
markedly absent from the LAPD museum’s revisionist narrative. 

25 The Rampart scandal is referenced in the quote by Xzibit at the beginning of this chapter (from 
“Multiply”), as well as in another Xzibit song, aptly titled “Rampart Division” (Full Circle, KOCH 
Records, 2006). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_GOuHA66zM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2epPRT3R0eQ
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found to have engaged in tampering with evidence, filing false reports, lying under oath 

in order to gain convictions, making false arrests, terrorizing communities, taking drugs 

from the evidence room and selling them to drug-addicted informants in exchange for 

information, among their tamer infractions. In March 1998, six to eight pounds of cocaine 

went missing from the Rampart evidence room; it would be revealed that officer Rafael 

Perez had stolen the drugs, repackaged and sold them, and replaced the evidence with 

Bisquick pancake mix (see Grant 396). This same officer, Perez, admitted that, of all of 

the reports he had filed, 50% of them were false, complete fabrications (see Grant 395; 

emphasis added). Another Rampart officer was found guilty and sentenced to prison for 

bank robbery.26  

Similarly absent from the LAPHS’ neat, pro-LAPD narrative is any mention of 

the LAPD’s infamous beating of Rodney King in 1991. Despite videotaped evidence of 

the relentless assault, the infamous trial of the cops responsible resulted in a complete 

exoneration by an all-white jury. As a result of a historical legacy of injustices against 

marginalized populations, the city erupted in civil unrest (e.g., see Gooding-Williams).  

While other scandals have arisen that have placed the LAPD at the forefront of national 

debates around police misconduct and abuse, the Rampart and the Rodney King  

incidents stand out as continuing to resonate— the specter of the scandals still looms over 

                                                 
26  On September 13, 1999, ex-LAPD Officer David A. Mack, a former partner and friend of Perez [the 
LAPD cop who had replaced evidence with Bisquick], was sentenced to 14 years in federal prison for a 
November 6, 1997, bank robbery in which he and two accomplices escaped with about $722,000 from a 

Bank of America adjacent to the University of Southern California campus (Grant 397; emphasis added). 

Grant notes that this same officer, Mack, later joined the Bloods gang while in prison (397). Other Rampart 
officers were similarly engaged in gang activity during their tenure on the LAPD (see Grant 396). 
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the LAPD’s history, and may never fully escape the public’s memory.  These incidents 

were not merely retold in a way that downplays the LAPD’s culpability; they were 

omitted from the museum’s narrative altogether.  The omission of scandals such as 

Rampart and the Rodney King beating is revelatory in regards to the museum’s ability to 

re-make history and omit and erase elements that may not serve the dominant narrative. 

In the LAPHS’ vision of the LAPD, these horrifying events—occurrences that have left 

an indelible mark on the public memory and have become entrenched in popular culture 

nationally—simply did not happen. 
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Huntington Park International Police Museum (IPM) 

Located in Huntington Park, California, the International Police Museum of Southern 

California (IPM) is also housed within a police station. Roughly 12 miles southeast of the 

LAPHS, the Huntington Park IPM is contained within the city’s municipal center. Along 

with the police museum, the city’s Civic Center holds city hall, a police station, a library, 

and a public park (see Figures).  

 

 

Figure 22: Huntington Park International Police Museum 
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Figure 23: Huntington Park Civic Center 
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Figure 24: Huntington Park Police Station 
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Figure 25: Huntington Park Public Library 

 

Huntington Park’s Civic Center complex is reminiscent of the castle structures 

that, erected during the feudal period, eventually gave rise to the penitentiary (J. Z. 

Wilson). In Prison: Cultural Memory and Dark Tourism, Jacqueline Z. Wilson discusses 

the history and particularities of Australian prisons within the frame of Dark Tourism. In 

Wilson’s study of Australian prisons, the author locates the development of the imposing, 

austere prison edifice within the genealogy of the castle. Historically, such structures 

have been symbols of power and authority: 
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In the pre-modern social era of rank, the castle, and its successor the 

stately home, held a unique place in the landscape as the epitome of 

exalted worldly dominion. To the commoners occupying the surrounding 

lands, the “big house in the park” commanded not only the physical terrain 

but the social, economic and legal landscape also, inspiring in the “low-

born” individual an acute consciousness of impregnable authority and 

literally awesome power. (J. Z. Wilson 32) 

The physical structure of the Civic Center can be read as a presentation of the 

“big house in the park” analogy. The Civic Center is an imposing structure. Above the 

police station is an adjoining, ostensibly out-of-use watchtower. The feeling of 

surveillance is heavy; the concentration of regulatory agents and governing bodies 

cultivates an overwhelming sense of regulation and monitoring of movement. The 

experience of walking the grounds feels like moving through a fortress. The police 

station, the watchtower, and city hall align the front of the civic center, and the park sits 

in the back. The perimeters of the police station and city hall extend and seem to encircle 

the park, creating an almost panoptic structure. Originally conceived by English 

philosopher Jeremy Bentham, the panopticon is notable for its structure simulating that of 

a wheel, with cells encircling the center of a surveillance and complete vision and control 

(J. Z. Wilson 20; see also Foucault, Discipline and Punish 195+).  In an effort to devise a 

new style of prison construction, Bentham proposed the panopticon for its promise of 

complete and total domination over inmates. Although the concept of the panopticon has 

informed prison construction, the true panopticon has never actually been adopted. The 

funding for Bentham’s attempt at constructing a panopticon was revoked by Britain circa 

1791, and the structure has never since been constructed in its true form.  
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While not a panopticon as originally conceived by Bentham, the Huntington Park 

municipal center cultivates a feeling of restriction and omniscience. With its imposing, 

encompassing architecture, medieval watchtower/surveillance structure, and regulatory 

function, all amid a public park and recreational space, the Civic Center is literally a big 

house in the park (see Figures). 

 

 

Figure 26: Huntington Park Civic Center Clock Tower 
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Figure 27: Huntington Park Civic Center Watchtower 
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Figure 28: Huntington Park Civic Center walkway, bookended by  

Police Department and Courthouse 
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Figure 29: Huntington Park Police Department, at end of long walkway 
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Figure 30: Huntington Park Civic Center side walkway 
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Figure 31: Park behind Civic Center structure 
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In addition to the looming threat of surveillance and domination and perceived 

regulation inherent in the panoptic structure of the Civic Center, there are numerous signs 

posted about various points along the grounds explicitly forbidding various behaviors.  

There are signs admonishing professional photographers from taking pictures without 

express permission from city hall. Signs posted in the park behind the civic center helped 

transform the typically leisure environment of a public park into a highly restricted and 

circumscribed space. There are signs posted in the park forbidding a variety of behaviors 

common to parks and recreational spaces, including skateboarding. The numerous, 

restrictive signs, the almost panoptic structure of the police watchtower, and the 

concentration of the city’s power structure all in one location, all conspire to give the feel 

of a heavily regulated space (see Figure).  
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Figure 32: Signage prohibiting a wide range of activities, e.g., bicycling, skateboarding,  

rollerblading, unauthorized photography, alcohol consumption, and soccer playing 
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Strikingly, the inside of the police museum starkly contrasts with its imposing, 

restrictive exterior. The museum is run and staffed by its curator, Michael Gwaltney, a 

retired Huntington Park police officer. Gwaltney is an affable figure, an extremely 

friendly and talkative person excited by history and happy to share it with museum 

patrons. Gwaltney’s personable and welcoming nature is a surprising feature amid the 

museum’s subject matter and foreboding exterior.  

The IPM occupies a large, single story space. The inside of the museum elicits a 

feeling closer to an avid collector’s personal storeroom than the confines of the 

regulatory space of the police station and city hall (see Figures). The museum boasts an 

extensive collection of police hats and badges from locales all over the globe. In addition 

to police regalia, the museum is a repository of military and WWII Nazi Germany 

memorabilia. The IPM is an extension of Gwaltney’s personal interest in history and 

collecting. It began with a collection of police hats, which he used to store in the police 

station and his home. His personal collection has expanded into thousands of pieces of 

regalia. A personal interest in travel led to an amassing of materials from a variety of 

areas. A series of vitrines hold British police hats featuring crown ornaments as they have 

changed through time. In one corner of the room, a Nazi police motorcycle sits on 

display. The motorcycle is one of only four that survived the period. The one in 

Gwaltney’s collection is the only one housed in a museum outside Germany.  
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Figure 33: IPM exterior 
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Figure 34: IPM interior entryway 
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Figure 35: IPM’s collection of international police memorabilia, including rare  

German police motorcycle, hats, badges, and flags 
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Figure 35 continued 
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Figure 35 continued 
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Figure 36: Mannequins display various police and military uniforms 
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Figure 37: Bomb Disposal Robot 

 

The Huntington Park International Police Museum continually brands itself a 

repository for historical artifacts from WWII and police regalia, specifically hats and 

badges. The IPM’s exhibits contain objects culled from many locales from the local to 

the international. The museum sees itself as a more inclusive display space invested in 

maintaining and displaying historical artifacts that might otherwise be lost or rendered 

unavailable to the public. The focus on a particular recounting of a particular history, 

supported with artifacts from a variety of locations, mostly other state agencies and dark 

tourism sites, such as Auschwitz.  
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The IPM’s lack of investment in territoriality starkly contrasts the LAPHS’s 

branding strategy; while the IPM has a broad interest in police history and displays police 

memorabilia from a wide range of municipalities and international locales, the LAPHS 

demonstrates a singular commitment to recounting LAPD history, exclusively.  One of 

the ways in which the LAPHS distinguishes itself and encourages visitorship is its 

extensive collection of pop cultural artifacts. Capitalizing on Los Angeles’ association 

with Hollywood and its worldwide reputation as a cultural production center, the LAPHS 

has numerous artifacts that highlight the LAPD’s access to and collusion with cultural 

producers. The LAPD’s history with Dragnet is often used as a selling point, such as the 

museum’s annual fundraising gala, the Jack Webb Awards.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Museums occupy a position of tremendous cultural authority. Museums are highly 

ideological spaces yet museum politics largely go unexamined. The built-in authority that 

museum seem to embody is the perfect vehicle for disseminating information about the 

police.  The police museum benefits from the museum’s ability to “confer legitimacy on 

specific interpretations of history” (Whitmarsh 1). The police museum enjoys tremendous 

power in shaping narratives surrounding policing, presenting a particular history that 

privileges the perspective of the police, and arguing for the efficacy and necessity of 

policing.  
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Amid the ideological structure of the police museum, some critics contend that 

possibilities for alternative subjectivity practices remain.  In Exhibitionary Complexity: 

Reconsidering Museums, Victoria Cain highlights the potential for the museum as a 

negotiated space (see 1144).  Dependent upon individual museum spectatorship positions, 

there exist the possibilities for a rejection of the dominant narrative put forth by the 

police museum. Visitation to the museum does not automatically denote positive attitudes 

toward police or tendency toward authoritarianism. People visit police museums for a 

variety of reasons, including field trips, educational and journalistic research, curiosity, 

and skepticism. Spectatorship practices are as varied as the motivations for visiting the 

police museum.  

In contrast to the austerity of the IPM’s Civic Center panoptic structure, the place 

bustles with families going about their normal routines. People walk in the park. 

Teenagers hold hands and kiss along the park’s edges Families gather for barbecues and 

birthday parties. Inside the library, children use the computers and seniors sit on couches 

reading the newspaper. Wedding parties from a nearby church gather and pose for 

pictures outside the Civic Center and, sometimes, in the museum, in front of the 

mannequins (see Figure).  
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Figure 38: Amid the Civic Center’s austerity, local residents enjoy leisure activities on  

the grounds, including a birthday party and festive game of soccer (above), and  

an elaborate wedding party 
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Gwaltney shared anecdotes of various odd moments he has witnessed in the 

museum. On one occasion, a pair of young women entered the museum and asked for a 

“private tour.” Unsure what exactly the women meant by “private tour,” Gwaltney locked 

the door and agreed to leave the women to explore the museum. Gwaltney recounts 

glancing up after several minutes and seeing the women posing topless in front of the 

mannequins. After a few more moments giggling, the women emerged, fully clothed, and 

thanked Gwaltney for allowing them their “private tour.”  

Back across town, inside the LAPHS, two women and three small children enter 

the main exhibition room. One of the children, a young Caucasian boy of about six or 

seven years exclaims loudly, “Look at all these stupid pistols!” The child’s (unexpected, 

strikingly funny) reaction exhibits the potential for a critical stance toward the dominant 

narrative around policing.   

While it may be tempting to emphasize the role of spectators in subverting or 

rejecting the authoritarian, ideological underpinnings of the museum, responses of 

museumgoers must not detract from our understanding of museums and their powerful 

position in shaping culture.  Museums are part of a historical legacy of powerful cultural 

institutions that have been highly influential in shaping and reinforcing dominant 

narratives. In spite of the police’s privileged position in shaping discourses of power and 

their own function, possibilities for alternative subjectivity practices remain.27  Museum 

patrons do indeed bring their own experiences with them into the museum space; these 

experiences impact their reading of museum exhibits, despite the intentions of museum 

                                                 
27 For further reading on museums and alternative reading practices, see Cain. 
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curators. Visitors familiar with police incidents not recounted by museum exhibits might 

be skeptical of the police museum’s historical account. The LAPHS’s omission of such 

notorious, historically significant events as the Rampart scandal, or the assault on Rodney 

King, for example, might inspire some skeptical visitors to question the veracity of the 

police museum and its decisions of what to include. Visitors occupying a more radical 

stance vis-à-vis the state may very well reject the police museum’s unabashed 

glorification of the police and attempts to re-make history.  Ultimately, however, 

rejection of museum narratives on the part of individual spectators is not sufficient to 

challenge the structural legitimacy of the museum as a cultural authority.   

Benefitting from the historical legacy of museums as legitimate purveyors of 

dominant narratives, police museums openly display artifacts purposed to perpetuate pro-

authoritarian, pro-police narratives.  Police museums make no attempt to obscure the 

violence associated with their exhibits; rather, they attempt to reframe that violence in 

such a way that privileges police perspective, rendering the violence associated with the 

exhibits necessary and rightful. Museum visitors inclined toward authoritarianism and 

militarism may more readily accept the police museum’s pro-police narrative; indeed, the 

choice to visit a police museum may be underscored by existing pro-authoritarian views. 

Experiencing museum artifacts up close may assure certain visitors that, through the 

police, the state is equipped to provide protection (from some perceived threat posed by 

marginalized, politically expendable populations).28 

                                                 
28 As discussed at length in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, audiences inclined toward authoritarianism tend 
to garner enjoyment from material that is similarly pro-authoritarian. For example, Oliver and Armstrong 
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In this chapter, we have explored the ways in which police museums function as 

ideological spaces, promoting police power through the display of police artifacts and 

other visible evidence of police violence. We now turn our focus on audience responses 

to ideological, pro-police cultural production. In the chapter that follows, we explore 

audience perspectives in relation to reality crime television programming. Such programs 

tend to presents an uncritical view of police and privilege police perspective. The chapter 

interrogates the reality crime show viewership experience by focusing on Black 

spectatorship in relation to reality crime genre flagship COPS (1989- ). The chapter’s 

focus on Black spectatorship is intentional; the study seeks to interrogate the popularity 

of pro-police programming by shedding light on the spectatorship practices of a group 

historically vulnerable to harmful police practices.  

  

                                                                                                                                                 
found that COPS viewers tend to gain pleasure through watching suspects, particularly those from 
marginalized populations (e.g., racialized groups and the poor) corralled by agents of the state. See also 
McNair’s chapter in the compilation Reel Politics: Reality Television as a Platform for Political Discourse.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

“WHATCHA GONNA DO WHEN THEY COME FOR YOU?” 

BLACK AUDIENCES RESPOND TO COPS 

 

 

Woop-woop! 

That's the sound of da police! 
Woop-woop! 

That's the sound of the beast! 
KRS- One 29 

 
 
[A]nyone who has spent any time observing police, with any degree  
of depth, would have to agree that as a group the police are 
highly antagonistic to Negroes. 

— Jerome Skolnick 30  
 

 

 

 

COPS is a long-running reality crime television program, airing over 800 episodes since 

its 1989 inception. Steadily a top performer for FOX Network, the flagship reality crime 

television program has become a genre staple, and a highly recognizable cultural icon. 

Shot in the cinema vérité documentary tradition (Doyle, Arresting Images 34), the 

premise of COPS is simple: cameras mounted in police cars capture police encounters, 

offering audiences a front-seat view of the police in action. The show’s narrative is 

                                                 
29 KRS-One. “"Sound of da Police." Return of the Boom Bap. Jive Records, 1993. 

30 Skolnick qtd in Escobar, Race 5. 

http://www.fox.com/cops/full-episodes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BxBs4f4RIU
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carefully crafted in order to encourage identification with agents of the state rather than 

with the accused. Reality crime television programming such as COPS serves to 

sensationalize policing and street crime (Fishman and Cavender; Heckman) and 

continually reinforces policing as the natural order rather than a social construct 

(Ginsberg; Wilson).   

This study explores the COPS viewing experience for Black audiences, a 

population vastly understudied within audience research. Although this population is not 

among COPS’ target audience, the iconic show is highly significant to the experience of 

Black spectators and other marginalized, populations (e.g., racialized groups and the 

poor). Amid a history of problematic depictions within mainstream cultural production, 

Blackness has perpetually been figured in the public consciousness as having a higher 

propensity to commit crime. As a result of complex and problematic social relations and 

racial politics, Blacks are more likely to experience negative encounters with the police 

than groups perceived as racially neutral. Understandably, most of the participants in this 

study had experienced negative encounters with law enforcement, and exhibited 

emotional responses to the pro-police imagery presented in COPS (Fishman and 

Cavender; Doyle, Arresting Images). Most reported being distrustful of law enforcement, 

regardless of the race of the individual cops. Respondents in this study were not regular 

viewers of COPS and found the show problematic.  For many interviewees, the show’s 

privileging of police point of view prompted viewers to question the reliability of the 

police’s (and the show’s) account of the interactions depicted in the clips. Interviewees 
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were critical of the police’s treatment of suspects on the show; in particular, they saw 

racialized suspects as treated unfairly by law enforcement.   

 

COPS: TWO DECADES OF SHOOTING PEOPLE 

Debuting on March 11, 1989, COPS is broadcast several times per day across several 

different networks, among them FOX, TruTV (formerly Court TV),31 and G4 (a cable 

network focusing on videogame related programming); interested viewers can potentially 

catch hours worth of COPS episodes throughout any given day. For much of its time on 

the air, COPS has reigned as the highest rated reality television program (Fishman and 

Cavender). FOX’s Saturday night lineup, featuring the crime reality TV dynamic duo 

America’s Most Wanted (1988- ) and COPS, continues to be a ratings bonanza, 

dominating top ratings spots for general audiences as well as the 18-49 year old 

demographic (see Seidman:  “TV Ratings Saturday" and  “Overnight Nielsen TV 

Ratings").  Nominated for four Emmy Awards, COPS has, throughout its tenure, 

continually been among FOX Network’s top-rated shows, as well as one of television’s 

most profitable programs (see Grossman 14).   

COPS is notable for its predictability and faithfulness to its formula. The 

program’s strict adherence to its format is striking in light of its decades on the air. 

                                                 
31 Debuting in 1991, CourtTV focused largely on live courtroom proceedings. (the network aired the 
infamous 1995 trial of OJ Simpson). Since  transitioning to TruTV in 2008, the network has augmented its 
judiciary coverage with a large slate of sensationalist, exploitative “trash TV” programming, e.g., Most 

Shocking (2006- ), Bait Car (2009- ), Full Throttle Saloon (2009- ), Ma’s Roadhouse (2010- ), and 
Southern Fried Stings (2010- ), among many more illustrious titles. For more on “trash TV,” see Keller. 

http://www.trutv.com/index.html
http://www.g4tv.com/cops/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0094415/
http://www.trutv.com/shows/most_shocking/index.html
http://www.trutv.com/shows/most_shocking/index.html
http://www.trutv.com/shows/bait_car/index.html
http://www.trutv.com/shows/full_throttle_saloon/index.html
http://www.trutv.com/shows/mas-roadhouse/index.html
http://www.trutv.com/shows/southern_fried_stings/index.html
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Throughout its 800+ episode tenure, COPS has maintained its 22 minute program 

duration, each with three 7-minute segments. Every episode begins with the highly 

recognizable “Bad Boys” theme song, 32 serving as backdrop to the opening credit 

sequence featuring cops’ socially sanctioned violence (e.g., drawing weapons, kicking in 

doors, chasing and handcuffing people). Each segment is bookended by a cop’s narration, 

featuring a close-up of a cop offering viewers a rundown of what is about to occur (e.g., 

“We are on our way to a domestic violence call”); and each segment ends with a 

resolution, often in the form of an arrest (see Doyle, Arresting Images; Cavender and 

Fishman). In the influential article, “Prime Time Ideology,” Todd Gitlin encourages 

consideration of the ways in which television’s formal aspects contribute to the creation 

of meaning (251). Ideologically, as Gitlin notes, the outright obedience to a certain 

structure is significant. The COPS format’s starkly enduring regimentation of time and 

pacing (each segment is 7 minutes, no more, no less), coupled with the show’s highly 

predictable outcomes (by the end of 7 minutes, the bad guy will be caught), offers loyal 

viewers an opportunity for comfort and solace in knowing exactly what to expect, 

episode after episode, and precisely what will happen at what moment and in what order. 

The show itself represents order.  

Each episode of COPS is a tapestry of three segments set in various locations. The 

show’s production travels across the US and to international locales, following the 

activities of local police units. In the show’s beginnings, COPS was initially filmed 

                                                 
32 Performed by the group Inner Circle, the COPS theme, “Bad Boys,” has become a highly recognizable 
cultural staple.  The song can be heard here via Wikipedia. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO6rqAJ3mGc
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Inner_Circle_-_Bad_Boys.ogg
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exclusively in Broward County, Florida. An existing business relationship stemming 

from COPS producer Langley’s work on Geraldo Rivera’s infamous, eponymous talk 

show (1987-1998) and Florida law enforcement officials helped Langley to gain entrée 

into filming in the Florida locale. Over time, the lure of being on television, under the 

guise of police “transparency” (in Langley’s terms), helped move the show out of Florida 

and into a vast array of locations. The show’s productions are often welcome in the cities 

producers venture into, as the show offers a slice of fame and an air of Hollywood 

glamour to participating police departments, and a bit of notoriety and revenue for towns. 

The show has ventured into over 140 cities and towns nationally, among them Los 

Angeles, Philadelphia, Seattle, New York City, and Maui. The show has also aired 

episodes taped in such international cities as London, Moscow, Hong Kong, and La Paz, 

Bolivia.  

Not all locales are receptive to the opportunity to appear on the show, however. 

Cities such as Chicago; Austin, Texas; and San José, California have been reluctant to 

allow camera crews to film their police activities. Austin officials refused to participate 

on the basis of the show’s notorious tendency toward sensationalism (“Grits for 

Breakfast: Austin tells TV show COPS ‘No thanks’”). It should be noted, however, that 

this seeming rejection of the sensationalism associated with COPS does not denote 

upstanding behavior on the part of police. Austin police, for example, were recently 

embroiled in scandal when, amid Justice Department investigations over Austin’s use of 

force policies, an Austin cop was seen beating a mentally ill man at a bus stop. The 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1KT1QoSCT8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1KT1QoSCT8
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officer was later reinstated (see Grits for Breakfast; Officer Gary Griffin; also, 

Hackleman).  

The long-running, highly popular and instantly recognizable COPS formula has 

inspired a plethora of cultural programming in a variety of platforms, from television and 

DVDs to emergent technologies and user-generated content. Copycat television 

programming ranges from COPS spoofs on FOX Network programs such as The 

Simpsons (1989- )33 and The X-Files (1993-2002).34  

COPS has also led to similarly fashioned shows on other networks, like cable 

network Animal Planet’s Animal Cops series (2002- ), which focuses on cases pursued by 

a group of animal rescue agents, and the short-lived A&E Network program Paranormal 

Cops (2009),35 which was something of a hybrid of COPS and the Ghostbusters (1984) 

franchise; the show featured ghost stories investigated by agents who acted as cops by 

day and ghost hunters by night. Paranormal Cops is particularly interesting in that, the 

police threat of force is wielded to ward off otherworldly beings, where police purview 

extends even into the unseen. In one episode, a cop is sent in to investigate a shop 

owner’s sense that “something else” is in his basement. Upon arriving inside the 

“haunted” space, the cop asks the ghost if it felt threatened by his presence as a cop sent 

in to investigate. Unsurprisingly, the ghost did not respond to the interrogation. The 

underlying assertion, that the police’s authority extends into the realm of the unseen is at 

                                                 
33 The COPS episode of The Simpsons, “COPS: In Springfield,” (S4.E11) is available for viewing of certain 
snippets on Hulu.  

34 A snippet of the COPS/X-Files crossover is available on Youtube. 

35 Videos from Paranormal Cops are available on A&E Network’s website. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0096697/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0096697/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0106179/
http://www.aetv.com/paranormal-cops/
http://www.aetv.com/paranormal-cops/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087332/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBnEczSQMu4&feature=related
http://www.imdb.com/video/hulu/vi1690763289/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vN4zIW0C0bw&feature=related
http://www.aetv.com/paranormal-cops/video/index.jsp?bclid=62263938001&bcpid=60097418001&bctid=62355445001
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best a preposterous case of hubris, at worst a statement on the supposed far reach of the 

power of the state to regulate behavior and enact its will, beyond the boundaries of the 

national into the extraterrestrial. 

In addition to the astounding ways COPS has penetrated the culture via traditional 

media platforms, COPS has also entered the realm of new media. COPS is available for 

streaming in a variety of internet video venues, including FOX Network’s website, 

Amazon, and Hulu.  The show has even spawned a high speed chase video game 

downloadable on gaming devices such as the iPhone.  COPS Producer John Langley 

notes on his company’s website that more forays into the new media market are on the 

horizon. 

 

RACE AND “REALITY” 

Police crime shows have been a prominent fixture on primetime television since 

Dragnet’s 1951 debut. Notably, in every single television season since Dragnet first 

appeared, a cop show has been featured on the primetime television lineup (Academy of 

Television Arts & Sciences). With its reliance on real cases and locations, Dragnet, 

which aired throughout the nineteen fifties (1951-1959) was the predecessor of the 

current stream of reality crime shows (Fishman and Cavender 1998). The decades after 

Dragnet saw more programming that sought to replicate the flagship program’s 

trademark realism. Popular shows such as Adam-12 (1968-1975) and later Hill Street 

Blues (1981-1987), were invested in police depictions that were reflective of police 

http://www.fox.com/cops/full-episodes/662112794001/u-s-marshals-special-edition
http://www.amazon.com/Neighborhood-Busts-2-Special-Edition/dp/B002SGRAH0/ref=sr_1_6?ie=UTF8&qid=1292536435&sr=8-6
http://www.hulu.com/cops
http://apps.su/program/12090/cops-high-speed-pursuit.html
http://apps.su/program/12090/cops-high-speed-pursuit.html
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0043194/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0062539/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0081873/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0081873/
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encounters as they actually occurred in the field. Created by Dragnet’s famed producer 

Jack Webb, Adam-12 sought to reproduce the gritty realities of policing; the show was 

popular for its use of police jargon and presentation of the everydayness of policing.  

Popular and highly successful, Hill Street Blues earned eight Emmy Awards in its 

debut year. Notable for its exploration of the “inner world” of police, the program 

focused on its characters’ internal conflicts present in their work and in their personal 

lives; the show depicted its characters as embroiled in an eternal struggle to “do the right 

thing.” Like its predecessor Adam-12, Hill Street Blues was also popular for its “realistic” 

employment of police jargon and slang. Although Hill Street Blues followed Dragnet’s 

legacy of realistic portrayals of police work, the show’s multiracial, ensemble cast also 

helped set it apart.  

This slowly growing drive toward realism hit its apex with shows like Unsolved 

Mysteries (1987- ) and America’s Most Wanted (1988- ). Both programs feature re-

enactments of violent crimes, collaborating with law enforcement in depicting actual 

open cases.  The shows encourage viewer cooperation and active participation with 

police; the programs provide a tip line for leads and other information.  These programs 

focus on violent crime and emergencies, themes that had previously fallen under the 

purview of the news (Fishman and Cavender 10).  

Reality crime programming in its current form attempts to not only mimic 

“reality” but be perceived as real in the minds of the audience, effectively blurring the 

line between news and entertainment. Following the trajectory of cop shows toward ever-

increasing realism and “authenticity,” COPS represented the next level of realism: 

http://www.unsolved.com/
http://www.unsolved.com/
http://www.amw.com/
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featuring actual police. Where COPS’ predecessors employed police jargon and re-

enactments, COPS broke the mold by featuring real live cops on the job. In going beyond 

police stories to using actual police, COPS represents an authentic, realistic view of 

policing. The effects of this perceived portrayal of reality are startling. The ostensible 

authenticity of COPS and similar programming has had a tangible influence on people’s 

attitudes and behavior. The Oregonian newspaper, for example, reported on the actions of 

a woman mimicking behaviors she associated with COPS:  

[A Florida woman] was involved in a two-car accident that injured four 

people but left her unhurt. When the police arrived on the scene, she 

jumped from her car, leaving her 6-year-old behind, and tried to climb 

over a nearby fence. After catching her, the police asked why she tried to 

flee. [The woman] said she ran because “that’s what they do on COPS” 

(n.p.).36 

Stories like this may initially seem farcical, but the degree to which programming 

such as COPS informs perceptions of “crime” and certain groups of people (largely 

people of color and the poor) is troubling. As Mark Fishman and Gray Cavender note in 

Entertaining Crime, instead of taking a critical posture, reality crime programs invariably 

take a supportive role vis-à-vis law enforcement (11). Fear of violent crime is rampant, as 

is the perceived propensity of racialized people to commit crime (Oliver and Armstrong). 

Given the high degree to which COPS is perceived as representative of real life, COPS is 

highly influential in shaping perceptions of police and crime. In light of the show’s 

tendency toward overrepresentation of racialized and poor suspects, the potential for 

                                                 
36 The story was taken from an undated clipping from  newspaper The Oregonian’s Daily Doofus feature, 
reproduced from an April 9, 2008 segment from media personality Dave Moreland’s Bozo Criminal of the 
Day series. 

http://blog.oregonlive.com/edge/2008/04/assault_with_a_hedgehog_grand.html
http://blog.oregonlive.com/edge/2008/04/assault_with_a_hedgehog_grand.html
http://www.electricferret.com/bozo/4-2008.htm
http://www.electricferret.com/bozo/4-2008.htm
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COPS to further cultivate fear of racialized groups—a fear of that is already rampant and 

ingrained—is alarming.  

 

COPS AND THE PUNISHMENT INDUSTRY 

Historically, racialized communities have been disproportionately subject to state 

sanctioned violence and abuse. Indeed, as Eric Tang asserts, “The story of policing, 

detention, and prisons is simultaneously a story of racial and gendered violence” (230). 

The police have historically committed acts of violence and terrorism against Blacks with 

impunity. In recent years, high profile police murders of Amadou Diallo (shot 41 times 

by police in 1999 when his wallet was purportedly mistaken for a gun), Sean Bell 

(gunned down by police by a barrage of 50 bullets the night before his wedding in 2006), 

and Oscar Grant (murdered by Oakland police in 2009 in full view of the public while 

unarmed, lying face down with arms restrained)37 have received mainstream attention. In 

each of these cases, police are exonerated, or receive little to no retribution. Despite 

mainstream media coverage of these events, police murder of members of racialized 

populations has remained implicitly sanctioned.  

                                                 
37 Oscar Grant’s 2009 slaying at the hands of police is particularly striking. Grant was killed by police in 
Oakland, California, my hometown; notably but not surprisingly, Grant’s murderer, Johannes Mehserle was 
released after only serving thirteen months of a 2-year sentence for Involuntary Manslaughter. In response 
to this show of injustice, the city has since dedicated a public square in honor of Oscar Grant. Oakland’s 
history of police abuse is historically entrenched and well-documented; violence at the hands of Oakland 
police has affected members of my community and my own family. At the time of this writing, the city’s 
police have been under intense international scrutiny for abject police abuses toward nonviolent Occupy 
Wall Street/Occupy Oakland protesters (see Gabbatt; Kuruvila, Berton,and Bulwa); soberingly, these 
violent police encounters with protesters have largely occurred in Oakland’s Oscar Grant Plaza.  

http://www.amadoudiallofoundationinc.com/
http://justiceforsean.org/
http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2009/07/12/18607212.php
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/oct/26/occupy-oakland-veteran-critical-condition?newsfeed=true
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2011/10/25/BAUB1LLTC9.DTL
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In the face of the stark and complex systems of inequality intrinsic to very 

workings of the US, Omi and Winant describe the US as a “racial state,” whereby 

transformation of the racial order is the result of “process of class and compromise 

between racial movements and the state” (78-9).  Manning Marable terms the US a racist 

state, emphasizing the conditions under which resources and power are continually 

denied to racialized populations (107). In Golden Gulag, Ruthie Gilmore’s sweeping 

examination of the explosion of the prison industry in California, Gilmore asserts in bold 

terms that racism is “the state-sanctioned and/or extralegal production and exploitation of 

group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death” (247). 

Policies that render racialized populations vulnerable to abuse and state-enacted 

terrorism are deeply entrenched. In Are Prisons Obsolete?, Angela Davis draws parallels 

between the naturalization and seeming inevitability of previous racist institutions—

slavery, lynching, and segregation—and the modern prison. Davis’ discussion locates 

racism at the core of the maintenance of the prison system; “the practice of putting people 

in cages” (Gilmore 11) has become the contemporary era’s socially sanctioned way of 

managing racialized bodies. In California, the population of people contained in prisons 

grew to nearly 500 percent between the years 1980 through 2000, despite declining crime 

rates (Gilmore 7). 

A profitable and politically expedient way of managing racialized bodies, 

incarceration has taken shape as a booming industry. In the face of large-scale military 

base closures and reductions in infrastructure, prisons rose to become the new growth 

industry (Goldberg 212-3; Gilmore). The prison industry experienced a boom in the late 
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1970s into the early 1980s as a result of draconian Reagan-Bush-Thatcher era punitive 

policies such as the “war on drugs” (Shichor 227) and the explosion of crack cocaine in 

poor, largely Black and Brown communities (Goldberg 213). Additionally, the large scale 

drive toward corporate deregulation during the same period saw increased prison 

privatization, where prisons are publicly traded on the NYSE and other exchanges (see 

Parenti 218; Shichor 227).  

It should be emphasized that this explosive prison growth is not reducible to the 

realm of the economic (see Gilmore 21-2). Race and class are central to the policies 

surrounding incarceration—central in determining who gets locked up and for what 

reasons. In an article detailing the political economy of prisons, David Theo Goldberg 

details three chief factors that explain the massive expansion of incarceration: 1) prisons 

provide employment (particularly for a growing unskilled labor pool); 2) prisons offer a 

tangible solution to the “moral panics” or perceived onslaught of depravity and criminal 

behavior, assuring the majority population that something is being done to restore 

“order”; and 3) prisons restore a sense of safety among the majority population by 

effectively removing/relocating racialized bodies and maintaining a white majority 

(Goldberg 213-4). 

The complex set of forces and incentives to imprison are collectively referred to 

as the prison industrial complex, which Christian Parenti describes in terms of a 

“government-backed juggernaut of mutually reinforcing corporate interests” (220). 

Critical Resistance describes the prison industrial complex as “a complicated system 

situated at the intersection of governmental and private interests that uses prisons as a 

http://www.contrarianprofits.com/articles/cornell-companies-inc-nyse-crn-stock-of-the-day/14764
http://www.criticalresistance.org/
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solution to social, political, and economic problems” (“Not So Common Language”). The 

prison industrial complex is predicated on the use of racist and classist policies in order to 

dislocate and exploit large numbers of people, largely poor and racialized, so as to bolster 

private enterprise and generate support for governmental authority and policies. 

The imperative to imprison underscores the narrative of COPS.  The show is 

predicated on documenting the police’s response to the threat presented by racialized 

groups and the poor. COPS provides visual evidence that the state is keeping its promise 

of corralling the racialized threat and affirming the security of the majority population.  

With its built-in pro-police stance and privileging of law enforcement perspectives, 

COPS continues to successfully promote the effectiveness of law-and-order. COPS also 

successfully reifies the association between racialized and poor communities and 

criminality. After decades of punitive measures and increasingly repressive and violent 

action from the state, we face the stark reality that Black males compose 41 percent of the 

prison population in the United States. The Associated Press reports that “more than three 

times as many Black people live in prison cells as in college”; Latinos face a similar 

reality wherein, for every Latino living in a college dorm, 2.7 Latinos subsist in a prison 

cell (Associated Press).  These dire statistics reveal the effects of years of law and order 

policy on marginalized groups, and the failure of such policy to reduce crime. Arrests for 

drug-related offenses have increased rather than decreased. However, despite the failure 

of law and order policy, and its devastating effects on marginalized communities, media 

programming such as COPS continue to sensationalize policing in racialized and 

socioeconomically depressed communities. The continued celebration and normalization 

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21001543/
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of law and order policies belie their inefficacy and overshadows their destructive legacy 

for the nation in general and for socioeconomically disadvantaged and racialized 

populations in particular.   

 

WHAT IS THIS “BLACK” IN BLACK SPECTATORSHIP? 

This study explores spectatorship of enduring reality series COPS with a focus on the 

decoding processes of Black viewers. In light of the violent and outright terroristic 

history of police within Black communities, this study seeks to uncover perceptions of a 

program centered on celebrating policing.  At the heart of the study is an exploration of 

race as a contributing factor behind differentiated experiences with and perceptions of the 

police. The study makes use of Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s conception of race, 

which they describe as “a concept which signifies and symbolizes social conflicts and 

interests by referring to different types of human bodies” (55). Darnell Hunt’s study of 

audience perceptions of news coverage of the 1992 Los Angeles Rebellion is helpful for 

understanding the salience of race in relation to media decoding practices. Hunt asserts 

that racial subjectivity informs decoding processes; Hunt terms these decoding processes 

“raced ways of seeing.”    

This research considers the primacy of race in decoding processes, with regard to 

the particularities of the life experiences and viewing practices of Black audiences. How 

do members of a population particularly susceptible to state enacted violence and 

suspicion make sense of programming that promotes and celebrates police? Is race a 
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salient factor in shaping perceptions of pro-police media? Does membership in a 

racialized, marginalized population necessarily lead to a unified subjective experience? It 

should be noted that use of the term “Black” within this study is not an “essentializing 

moment” (Gayatri Spivak qtd in Hall, What is this Black? from Morley and Chen 472); it 

carries an awareness of the diversity within this categorization. The term “Black” is 

deployed within this study in full onsideration of the particularities of the US context, 

where Blackness refers to the idea of a shared consciousness, linked fate, and racial group 

identity among people of African descent (Cohen).  

This study focuses on the decoding practices of Black audiences not only because 

of the marginalized nature of Black spectatorship within audience research (see Seiter, 

Television), but also because of the stark realities of how conceptions about Blackness are 

continually circulated within popular culture.  Throughout cinema history, Blacks have 

historically been figured as deviant. Images have ranged from the aberrant, highly 

circumscribed representation of the Black female (presented as either hypersexual or 

completely devoid of sexuality) to the intrinsically dangerous and aggressive Black male 

(the old, outdated images of the threatening Black Buck caricature, the bestial superstud 

with a voracious appetite for white virgin flesh, and the Black Brute, with his feral, 

subhuman barbarism and violent nature (Bogle 3+). Such problematic representations of 

Blacks continue to resonate today. Contemporary cultural production actively perpetuates 

narratives that reflect the mainstream’s conflicted position toward Blackness, a seemingly 

oxymoronic mix of disgust and obsession (see hooks, Black Looks).  
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In light of the troubled history of representations of Blackness within mainstream 

cultural production, Black viewers have a justifiably fraught relationship to media 

spectatorship. bell hooks notes,  

When most Black people in the United States first had the opportunity to 

look at film and television, they did so fully aware that mass media was a 

system of knowledge and power reproducing and maintaining white 

supremacy. To stare at the television, or mainstream movies, was to 

engage its negation of Black representation. (hooks, Black Looks 95) 

In the face of this history of problematic media representation of Blackness, 

startlingly scant attention has been devoted to the particulars of this population within 

spectatorship research. Much of audience research continues to assume a universal, white 

(although perhaps a gendered or classed) viewer (e.g., Morley and Brunsdon; Willis). As 

Ellen Seiter asserts unequivocally,   

Most US and UK audience research has involved white researchers and 

white informants. As it stands, we know much more about white, middle-

class audiences in the UK and the USA than about any other groups. 

(Seiter, Television 32) 

This study acknowledges the relative absence of Black spectatorship research and seizes 

the opportunity to not only engage Black audiences but to commit the radical act of 

placing this marginalized audience at the study’s very center. Focusing on the particulars 

of Black spectatorship afforded this study the opportunity to completely engage the 

particulars of Black spectatorship, uncovering intra-racial differences in decoding 

practices. 38 

                                                 
38 This study was greatly inspired by prior writings on Black spectatorship, notably Black Women as 

Cultural Readers (1995), Jacqueline Bobo’s influential exploration into Black women’s readings of images 
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Although COPS does not overtly appeal to Black or other racialized viewers, the 

show is significant to the experiences of these populations. As Eric Tang notes,  

From the videotaped beating of Rodney King to the hit television series 

COPS, state violence is the primary mode through which images of the 

Black working class are circulated and received these days. (232) 

An enduring and widely watched program, COPS is hugely influential in shaping 

perceptions of racialized groups and the poor, populations largely associated with 

criminal behavior (see, e.g., Hall, et al.; J. James; Oliver and Armstrong). As Mary Beth 

Oliver and G. Blake Armstrong point out, exposure to reality crime television shows like 

COPS and the news “is associated with higher estimates of crime prevalence among 

African Americans” (30). Conducting this study was beneficial in cultivating awareness 

of the show’s content for members of a population not typically associated with the 

show’s fanbase. By focusing squarely on racialized subjects, this study seeks to 

symbolically re-center the perspective of marginalized audiences while exploring the 

significance of race in decoding practices, particularly relevant in light of the 

circumscribed manner in which raced and classed populations have continually figured in 

reality crime shows like COPS.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
of Blackness onscreen and Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban Modernity (2005), 
Jacqueline Stewart’s illuminating historical analysis of Black spectatorship throughout early cinema.   
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RACE, CLASS, AND REALITY CRIME TV AUDIENCES 

In consideration of the number of years COPS has been on the air, few qualitative 

audience studies have been dedicated to unpacking the various ways audiences decode 

the program. This study builds on an audience study of COPS conducted by Kathleen 

Curry. Curry’s study is significant to this research for its contribution of useful insights 

into audience perceptions of COPS. Curry’s research employed both qualitative and 

quantitative methods. The qualitative component of Curry’s study featured a sample of 

117 college students, over 75% of whom identified as white (11% were Latino, 5% were 

listed under the broad identifier of “Asian,” and 4% were Black).39  Curry’s qualitative 

data was yielded from focus groups. Of a sample size of 35, 83% of interviewees were 

white; the remaining racial categorizations (identified as Latino, Black, and Asian) were 

each represented at 2% of focus group respondents (174).  

Curry’s study subjects were reluctant to view themselves as the show’s target 

audience. Respondents identified COPS with a lower-class sensibility and located its 

target audiences within this class position. One of Curry’s respondents termed this 

imagined archetypical COPS viewer “John Factory Worker,” a figure implicitly coded as 

white and working class. Curry’s study subjects imagined this “John Factory Worker” in 

the form of someone “who works all day and comes home, wants some excitement and 

turns on COPS” (9). The “whitewashing” of the blue-collar worker archetype conceived 

by Curry’s study subjects is indicative of popular discourse’s limited engagement with 

                                                 
39 Additionally, 2.6% were identified as Native, with the remaining 1.7% identified as “other” racialized 
group (Curry 173).  
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matters of class compounded by distorted portrayals of economic disparity and poverty. 

The culture is rife with negative values associated with poverty.  Economic disparity is 

the subject of harmful and problematic misrepresentations—when poverty is depicted at 

all. The poor suffer from widespread invisibility within mainstream media (see Mantsios, 

Media Magic; also Bullock, et al.), despite some 40 million people in the US living in 

poverty (Mantsios, Media Magic 410).  This erasure of the poor from the cultural 

landscape is evidenced by the limited breadth of portrayals of poverty as well as the type 

of programming on which poverty is featured. Images of the poor are severely limited 

and typically relegated to the margins of mainstream media. Depictions of the poor are 

located almost exclusively within reality programming such as daytime talk shows (e.g., 

the infamous The Jerry Springer Show, 1991- ) and reality crime television such as COPS 

(see Bullock, Wyche, and Williams 231).  Within this “low-brow” programming, 

representations of the poor are limited to dysfunction and unruliness (see Bullock, 

Wyche, and Williams 232), with the poor figured as constituting a “faceless, amoral, 

undeserving, and inferior ‘underclass’” (Mantsios, Media Magic 412). 

Limited discourse surrounding economic inequality and differentiated access to 

resources and opportunity (see Mantsios, Class) is further hampered by limited in- depth 

engagement with matters of race, leading to the overrepresentation of racialized poverty 

(particularly Black poverty). Generally, the poor are “blamed for their condition and 

condemned as a failure” (Jones and Novak 25).  Racialized depictions of poverty are 

even starker. Income disparity among racialized populations has a strong tendency 

toward being associated with laziness, unemployment, and welfare (see Hancock), rather 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Q56ZeqWwCw
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than low-wage labor and limited access to resources or opportunities (see Mantsios, 

Class). In their examination of the media’s stereotyping of the poor, Bullock, Wyche, and 

Williams note, “media images emphasizing the relationship between poverty and 

ethnicity clearly fuel the perception that most poor people are African America” (236). 

Additionally, “single Black mothers [...] continue to be vilified as ‘lazy welfare Queens’ 

using the system to avoid work or as ignorant, promiscuous women caught in a self-

perpetuating ‘cycle of dependency” (Bullock et al., 236; see also Hancock).  

The types of crime commonly depicted in reality shows such as COPS are 

similarly stereotyped.  Bullock et al., note that, 

Reality-based police dramas reinforce the stereotype that low-income 

men, particularly poor men of color, are involved with drugs. Although the 

“typical” drug consumer and dealer is an employed, high-school-educated 

European American man, the majority of arrests depicted on reality-based 

crime programs involve African American and Latino men in densely 

populated, urban areas. (Bullock et al., 232) 

The media’s tendency toward the continual erasure and distortion of economic disparity 

is related to another troubling trend: widespread identification with the “middle class” 

(Bullock et al., 230). The large-scale over-identification with the middle class fuels the 

myth that “most Americans are ‘middle class’ (Bullock et al., 230). Bullock, Wyche, and 

Williams observe that this widespread and erroneous belief in a majority middle class is 

the result of three prevailing tendencies within mainstream media (230). First, the 

realities of poverty are obscured within popular discourse. A lack of engagement with the 

highly polarized nature of class (Mantsios, Class 139) leads many to imagine themselves 

to be somewhere in the middle. G. William Domhoff lays out the facts about wealth 
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distribution, which Domhoff notes are vastly misunderstood among the majority of the 

US population:  

In the United States, wealth is highly concentrated in a relatively few 

hands. As of 2007, the top 1% of households (the upper class) owned 

34.6% of all privately held wealth, and the next 19% (the managerial, 

professional, and small business stratum) had 50.5%, which means that 

just 20% of the people owned a remarkable 85%, leaving only 15% of the 

wealth for the bottom 80% (wage and salary workers). (n.p.) 

The second way mainstream media perpetuate over-identification with the middle 

class is through a continual centering of the interests of the wealthy (Bullock, et al., 230; 

Mantsios, Media Magic 412-3). Despite the very limited number of people who enjoy the 

majority of the available resources, the interests of this small fraction are placed squarely 

within the mainstream. The business section of newspapers, for example, privilege the 

perspectives of the capitalists class rather than that of labor and broadcasts the intricacies 

of stock trading and pricing even though only a relatively small segment of the 

population actually owns stock (see Mantsios, Media Magic 413; also Wisco n.p.). The 

third way media advance widespread middle class identification is by perpetuating a 

notion of shared fate among economic statuses (Bullock, et al., 230; Mantsios, Media 

Magic 412+). Society is continually presented as a homogeneous mass with a shared set 

of concerns and similar rather than differentiated access to opportunity (see Bullock, et 

al., 230; Mantsios, Media Magic 412+; Mantsios, Class).   These three tendencies within 

mainstream media converge to foster a large-scale “feeling” of being middle class.  

The chasm left by the lack of meaningful engagement with matters of the 

economic has left space for a “ downplaying of economic insecurity and representation of 
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‘middle class’ as a ‘state of mind,’ [whereby] working-class individuals are encouraged 

to identify with a politically neutralized ‘universal middle class’” (Bullock et al., 231)  

Considering the media’s tendency toward limited portrayals of the conditions and effects 

of differentiated access to resources, it is no wonder that Curry’s research subjects 

envisage a white worker as the show’s archetypical fan. Popular discourse discourages 

identification with the poor “underclass,” particularly when that underclass is perceived 

to be racialized. The dearth of engagement with class obscures the reality that these 

viewers have more in common, economically speaking, with the suspects on COPS and 

its imagined “low-brow” fans (e.g., “John Factory Worker”) than they might with the 

show’s wealthy producer.  

Meaningful discourses around race are similarly limited within the mainstream. 

Structural causes of racism, the perpetuation of racial inequality, and the 

interconnectedness of racial and economic disparity are rarely taken up within popular 

discourse. Considerable and continual efforts made through decades of ultraconservative 

politics have successfully removed racial progress from mainstream consciousness and 

the national political agenda; the ideal of racial progress has been usurped by a politics of 

colorblindness (see Klinkner and Smith). Consequently, policies that serve to maintain 

racial and economic disparities continue to gain traction, and social problems continue to 

be discussed in isolation from their root causes. Moreover, the very policies at the root of 

economic and racial disparity escape scrutiny and continue to gain legitimacy within 

mainstream discourse.  
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COPS perpetuates this disconnect between crime and its structural causes by 

adhering to the convention of emphasizing the cop’s background and identity, while 

obscuring the identity of the suspects (see Doyle, Arresting Images 42). This ensures that 

audience sympathies lie with the agents of state power (already deemed the victor by the 

cultural narrative; the suspect, the villain). The facelessness of the suspects ensures that 

audiences continue to see them as criminals and their crime as “senseless” (Hall, et al.). 

In the timeless text, Policing the Crisis: Mugging, the State and Law and Order, Stuart 

Hall, et al., describe the notion of “senseless crime” is constructed and perpetuated within 

mainstream discourse. A fictional creation, the term was born of the interests of both the 

state (law enforcement) and the media (news), as a means of categorizing acts committed 

by marginalized populations in a way that was convenient, depoliticized, and easy to 

reduce to headlines and sound bites. The notion of “senseless” crime, the false conception 

of criminal acts committed without cause or reason, evokes the image of criminals that 

are wanton, lazy, just plain bad people, who commit grievous acts merely on the basis of 

moral depravity (Hall, et al.). The assumption of moral deficiency is consequently used to 

justify the emotionally charged associations typically made against marginalized groups 

(see Jones and Novak; Hancock), thereby blocking any critical consideration of the 

economic, political, and cultural marginalization that generate crime (Hall, et al.).   

COPS’ continual privileging of police POV serves to reinforce the notion of crime 

as “senseless.” The show’s narrative fails to engage how any of the segments might be 

interrelated; COPS’ presentation treats each case as an isolated incident—the (amoral, 

stupid) bad guys are caught, the (random, senseless) case is solved. How these individual 
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crimes might be traced to similar root causes is never taken up by the program. Also 

eschewed is any consideration of the state’s role in perpetuating social problems; the state 

is always cast as the solution to social problems, yet never the cause. Drug arrests, for 

example, are never traced back to the CIA’s role in the crack epidemic in poor and 

racialized communities during the 1980s under the Reagan administration (see, e.g., 

Marez; Reeves and Campbell). The show’s exclusive focus on street crime fails to engage 

the insidiousness and much more far-reaching nature of destructive offenses committed 

with the intention of furthering ruling class interests. Conspicuously absent from the 

show are “white collar” or financial crimes, such as embezzlement, tax evasion, or 

investment fraud, despite the far reach of such behaviors and their direct effects on the 

real lived experiences of COPS’ target audiences, much more far-reaching than the 

“street crime” typically depicted. COPS eschews grand scale, financially devastating 

activity, typically carried out with the stroke of a pen or the tap of computer keys (theft 

carried out by entire networks of the wealthy, e.g., the recent mortgage collapse), in favor 

of more dramatic fare, such as drug busts and drunken public disturbances committed by 

the poor and working class. The exclusion of white collar, financial crimes enables the 

political and economic structures and policies that underpin such activity to remain 

invisible and, thus, unchallenged. 
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METHODOLOGY  

In an effort to gauge the ways in which Black spectators respond to COPS, it seemed 

fitting to actually engage the show among viewers in real time as they actually watch the 

show, particularly since most were not regular viewers of the show and had relatively 

scant familiarity with its content. With a sample size of 26, the study employed a 

combination of focus group and individual interviews. The focus groups comprised 3-5 

participants. Group members identified under the racial category Black/African 

American. Subjects ranged in age, from 18 to 38, although most were 25-30 years old. 

Most of the groups were either mixed gender or exclusively female.40 Each group 

reviewed the same set of clips from COPS, and responded to a prepared set of interview 

questions. Interviews were audio-recorded.41  

The focus groups were composed of respondents with an existing connection 

amongst group members; they were friends, co-workers, and in some cases, relatives. 

This familiarity and amity amongst group members positively impacted the interview 

dynamic. Group members were relaxed and at ease, more closely resembling a much 

more naturalistic viewing environment. Other interviews took place in a conference room 

on the University of Southern California campus. The room is outfitted with couches and 

                                                 
40 The high ratio of females to males was not intentional; by happenstance, calls for participants received 
greater responses from women. Participants were largely colleagues, friends, and friends of friends. Culling 
interviewees from these relational spheres happened to yield a large contingent of women.  

41 The study was conducted with permission from the University of Southern California‘s University Park 
Campus Institutional Review Board (UPIRB). Conducted under the faculty advisement of Dr. Pierrette 
Hondagneu-Sotelo, the study’s UPIRB ID is UP-07-00349. 

http://www.usc.edu/
http://www.usc.edu/admin/provost/oprs/upirb/
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is something of a common, multipurpose meeting location, creating an environment less 

“sterile” than traditional, clinical focus group settings.  

The clips selected for the study were chosen at random, culled from episodes of 

COPS broadcast on the local Los Angeles syndicate. The selected clips are taken from an 

hour-long block of COPS; because COPS is so heavily syndicated, it is difficult to 

pinpoint the original airdates of individual episodes. Shown in the order in which they 

were broadcast, the clips used in this study display a cross section of filming locales and 

offenses.  This range exposes study subjects unfamiliar with COPS to the varying types 

of suspects and criminal activity that tend to be the focus of the show. The interviewer is 

identified as AMM.  

 

The following COPS clips were used in the study:  

Clip 1: Boston: Two white officers pursue two suspects, one Black, one white, on 

drug charges. The suspects are pursued and apprehended in the middle of an alleged drug 

transaction, where the white suspect identifies the Black suspect as a drug dealer. The 

white suspect, although caught with drug paraphernalia on his person, professes 

innocence and implicates the Black suspect, who was not seen with any drug 

paraphernalia. The cops release the white suspect and arrest the Black suspect.  

Clip 2: Lowell, MA (outside of Boston): Road rage incident: Two white officers 

pursue two suspects, both young white males. The suspects are accused by a middle-aged 

white couple of throwing a glass bottle at their car in an unprovoked episode of road rage. 
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The clip follows a clear narrative, with good and evil firmly established. In keeping with 

the narrative, the young males are arrested.  

Clip 3: Ft. Worth, TX: Robbery: Several white officers pursue a Black suspect, 

who is also being chased on foot by a civilian, also white. The suspect is accused of 

stealing beer from a convenience store. During pursuit, the suspect raises his arms in 

surrender and is immediately pepper-sprayed and violently tackled by several police 

officers, and is told to “shut up” numerous times throughout the clip.  

Clip 4: Las Vegas: Domestic dispute. A Black cop narrates the scene, involving a 

white female threatening her husband, also white. In addition to barring the male from 

retrieving his belongings from their home, the woman, an obvious drug user, has also 

drawn a picture of her husband on the living room wall and has thrown darts at the 

drawing. (This clip was only shown to the first two focus groups, after some participants 

specifically inquired about whether Black cops ever appeared on the show.)  

 

DISCUSSION 

The particularities of the decoding practices of Black viewers correspond with the ways 

in which Black people experience US culture and society. In a study of middle-class 

Black university students, Annie Barnes saw a majority of interview subjects report 

having had negative encounters with the police, based on cultural scripts that equate 

Blackness with criminality and the racial formation that perpetuates these scripts. Cathy 

Cohen deftly notes that “years of economic exploitation, residential segregation, political 
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disempowerment, and cultural appropriation define the experiences of most African 

Americans…” (10). 

Indeed, most of the participants in this study told of negative experiences with the 

police. This shared history with law enforcement was a common thread among subjects, 

across a variety of other identity categories, including gender, sexual orientation, class, 

age, and level of education. Several respondents recounted tales of racial profiling and 

unprovoked police harassment. One respondent recalled an incident where, as a young 

child, he had been pulled out of the car and witnessed his father being ordered onto the 

ground because they supposedly resembled a set of wanted suspects.  

KEFFLAR:  It was late.  7:00, 8:00.  We got pulled over.   

They made us both get out of the car.  Made him get out 

and get out in the middle of the street.  They had guns and 

lights.   

AMM:  What did y'all do?   

KEFFLAR:   Oh, we were driving while Black.     

 
This respondent makes direct mention of his experience with racial profiling. 

Dubbed by affected communities as Driving While Black (and Driving While Brown, as 

experienced by Latin@s), racial profiling has been employed by law enforcement 

agencies as an institutionally implemented policy in order to ostensibly preempt criminal 

activity (see Gooding-Williams; Williams). In keeping with law and order discourse, 

such policy presupposes a relationship between race and criminality. The policy promises 

to ward off criminal activity by zeroing in on a particular type of suspect, often 

racialized. Because such policy is founded on deep-seated beliefs about the propensity of 

certain groups to exhibit certain (deviant) behaviors, popular support for racial profiling 
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can often be gained because of the continual deployment of fear around the affected 

groups.    In their article exploring the legal dimensions of racial profiling, Samuel R. 

Gross and Debra Livingston offer the following definition: 

The practice of "racial profiling" occurs whenever a law enforcement 

officer questions, stops, arrests, searches, or otherwise investigates a 

person because the officer believes that members of that person's racial or 

ethnic group are more likely than the population at large to commit the 

sort of crime the officer is investigating. (1415) 

Racialized populations are the overwhelming targets for such searches, as legal 

scholar Kevin R. Johnson ‘s definition of the term demonstrates: The term “racial 

profiling” can be understood as “the formal and informal targeting of African Americans, 

Latina/os, and other racial minorities for police stops on account of race” (341). 

Reinforcing the centrality of race in the practice of racial profiling is significant, as it is 

an unfortunate reality in the lives of racialized people; it is a phenomenon that cuts across 

other intra-group identity categories. Racialized people (Black, Latin@, Asian, 

Native/Indigenous and others) of varying gender and sexual identities, economic and 

social classes, geographic locale and type (urban /suburban, East /West Coast) can 

recount tales of racial profiling, both from their own experiences and those of people 

close to them (see Weitzer; Torres and Love; Tang). The prevalence of racial profiling—

and other forms of abuse, violence, and terrorism visited upon communities of color at 

the hands of police—is highly influential in shaping perceptions of police for racialized 

people (see, e.g., Yale). The real ways vulnerable populations experience the police are 

much more powerful in influencing reception of the show than any attempts COPS might 

make in order to privilege police perspective or cast police in a positive, celebratory light.  
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The police’s brutal history in its dealings with racialized groups (from enforcing 

segregation in the South during the Civil Rights Movement to the systematic 

assassination of leaders of revolutionary organizations as in the 1969 Chicago police 

murder of Fred Hampton of the Black Panther Party for Liberation) is present in 

contemporary perceptions of police. In light of structurally entrenched practices 

reinforcing social inequality and vulnerability of racialized groups to police abuse, many 

respondents expressed very negative feelings about the police, particularly feelings of 

distrust.  

ASHLEY:  You know, for me being a Black woman in this society, and the 

reputation that officers have, I just don’t feel safe. If they were to 

come in my home, I would think, Are you here to beat me or shoot 

me? If I move a certain way, are you thinking that I’m going to 

pull out a gun, you know?  

 

In light of a historically problematic relationship to law enforcement, marked by 

racial profiling, constant looming suspicion of wrongdoing, and police violence, many 

respondents of this study expressed very negative feelings about the police; feelings of 

distrust were common. As Rob Yale notes, police abuses foster distrust of police from 

across affected populations, those who have suffered police abuse as a result of being 

suspected of crime as well as those who have not (see 1843). This distrust of police is 

prevalent across the spectrum of gender identity—the suspicion of police becomes 

communitywide (see Meehan and Ponder; Yale).42 That the women who participated in 

                                                 
42 In their study of racial profiling among Black drivers as opposed to whites, Albert J. Meehan and 
Michael C. Ponder observe that such studies have typically “gloss[ed] over gender the issue of gender” 
(414). It is notable that, as a consequence of certain political policies that disproportionately (and, arguably, 
intentionally) target racialized populations, women tend to be particularly vulnerable to mistreatment at the 
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this study had not necessarily been on the receiving end of police abuse as a direct result 

of criminal activity, they were generally suspicious and distrustful of police. Because of a 

shared history of negative police encounters and a lack of trust of police, the women in 

this study did not identify with police. However, despite the distrust of police, the fact 

that the women were not engaged in criminal activity kept them from fully identifying 

with the suspects on COPS.  Viewers find themselves occupying a liminal space within 

the “good guy/bad guy” binary presented by COPS, where the simplistic plot holds that 

the cops are good, keeping the public safe from the bad guys. These viewers did not 

identify fully with the suspects; while they thought the suspects were treated unfairly by 

law enforcement, they did not identify or see themselves in parity with figures they 

believed to be engaged in criminal behavior. They also did not identify with police. This 

point is significant, as the show employs many mechanisms intended to foster 

identification with law enforcement.  Essentially, they identified with neither the “good 

guys” nor the “bad guys.”  

Several themes emerged during the interviews: 1) who watches COPS? Who 

constitutes the show’s target audience? 2) Treatment of suspects— respondents were 

overwhelmingly critical of the show’s treatment of suspects. Interviewees were critical of 

the police’s account of events, particularly as one of the show’s central features is the 

police narration at the beginning of each segment, setting the scene for viewers on the 

action about to occur. Study subjects questioned the manner in which the cops 

                                                                                                                                                 
hands of police. The authors point to the “war on drugs” as one such example of political policies that 
result in maltreatment and abuse of women at the hands of police (see 414).  
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determined who was a suspect as well as the subsequent treatment of individuals once 

they were marked as suspects. According to respondents, during clips featuring racialized 

suspects, race figured very prominently in guiding the type of treatment suspects 

received. Cops on the show tended to give harsher treatment to racialized suspects than 

their white counterparts. 3) Black cops—are they featured on the show? Does the race of 

the individual cops impact the show’s outcomes or the outcomes of policing in general? 

And, finally, 4) Do we need the police? Are the police a “necessary evil,” so to speak? 

However problematic, does the existence of the police ultimately represent a social good?  

 

Who Watches COPS? 

The question of COPS’s target audience was a recurring theme amongst interviewees.  

Largely, participants in this study did not identify themselves among the program’s target 

audience. Indeed, most respondents reported not watching the show, and seemed to 

perceive themselves outside of what they imagined COPS’ target audience might be.  The 

recurring curiosity about the show’s target viewership seemed to have developed from 

this disidentification with the show’s imagined audience— respondents seemed to 

wonder, Since Black viewers are obviously not the show’s intended audience, who is? 

Interview subjects expressed awareness of their “raced ways of seeing,” to borrow 

Darnell Hunt’s term; they realize their reading of the show is likely in opposition to the 

reading intended by the program’s producers.  Viewers are acutely aware of the show’s 
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pro-police stance and perceive that their distrust of law enforcement excludes them from 

COPS’ target audience, who spectators imagine share the show’s pro-police worldview.   

ASHLEY:  I can’t look at it and say, “Oh, this is why it’s so popular.” 

Obviously there’s a population out there that loves it. I’d 

like to know…  

 

In one interview, the discussion of the intended audience came up after Clip1, the 

Boston drug scene. Group members balked at the arrest of the Black suspect and the 

release of the white suspect, since only the white suspect was actually found with drug 

paraphernalia. 

LESLIE:  [W]e would assume the viewership is poor-white trash—

right?  For COPS?   

 

This comment paints a vivid picture of the imagined loyal COPS viewer. COPS is seen as 

appealing to an undereducated sensibility. Respondents tend to associate COPS with a 

lower-class viewership; for interview subjects, the typical COPS fan is white, male, likely 

poor, and certainly pro-police. These sentiments are in line with the respondents from 

Curry’s study, who excluded themselves from COPS target audience, whom they 

imagined to be composed of low wage, blue collar workers. This imagined loyal COPS 

viewer is actually strikingly similar to Oliver and Armstrong’s profile of reality crime 

television viewers, who tend to positively associate authoritarianism with enjoyment of 

reality-based scenes portraying police aggression against criminal suspects, but only if the 

suspect is Black rather than white  (31; emphasis added). This profile confirms at least 

some of the interviewees’ preconceptions about who watches programs like COPS.  
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COPS and other pro-police programming offer audiences an on-the-ground view 

of the state following through on its promise of corralling the racialized threat and 

restoring a sense of safety among members of the majority population (see Hall, et al.). 

For viewers who with the assurance of safety from the threat of encroaching racialized 

populations, pro-police imagery such as COPS can be rather satisfying. One set of 

comments illustrates the perception of the show and its audience. These respondents 

accused the show of being “biased.” 

AMM:  Biased like in what way?  Whose perspective is 

represented?   

BAHATI:  Not ours.  Yeah, definitely.  

SHANTAY:   Low income people’s perspective.   

NAIMA: Yeah.   

BAHATI:  Well, it's a show to show white people, “Look  

we're trying to protect you.  Look what we're doing to the 

[Blacks] and poor white trash.”   

 
As these comments illustrate, respondents thought the show was biased, or specifically 

tailored toward the pleasures of one audience at the expense of another. For these 

viewers, cops on the show target racialized and poor populations as a sort assurance of 

safety for white, “mainstream” society.  

In another interview, the discussion of the intended audience came up after Clip 1, 

the Boston drug bust scene. Group members balked at the arrest of the Black suspect and 

the release of the white suspect, since the white suspect, unlike the Black arrestee, was 

actually found with drug paraphernalia on his person. The conversation delved into the 

show’s target audience and the demographics of the show’s network.  
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DEVON: I’m still surprised this aired. Even a rerun, because I would 

think that people in 2007 would be able to look at that and 

be like, “Man, that’s crazy.” I don’t think the audience is 

there yet.  

HAROLD:  Obviously not, if FOX thinks they can show it  

again on My13 or whatever network this is and think it's 

not going to be a problem.   

LESLIE:  The whole MyNetwork 13 in general, that's  

another conversation.   

 
MyNetwork is the local station from which I had taped the COPS broadcast. Leslie, who 

works in television, goes on to explain MyNetwork’s shifting demographics.  

LESLIE:  [Targeting Latino@s] didn’t work so they're  

playing up reality-- the reality side of it.  I don't know who 

they're trying to target now, but it's interesting because we 

would assume the viewership is poor-white trash--right?  

For COPS?   

AMM:   It’s on four to five different networks.  

HAROLD:  On a regular basis hitting different people.  

DEVON:  All [of those] people [are] stupid then.  

 
This discussion is indicative of the interview subjects’ awareness of the interests of the 

show (the network’s target audience) and conceptions of a type of viewer who would 

have the frame of mind to enjoy such a show (imagined to be white and “non-

discerning”). The research participants were critical of cultural producers’ motivations 

for continually producing such problematic material. Respondents were aware of cultural 

producers’ moneyed interests.  

 

http://www.mynetworktv.com/
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Treatment of Suspects 

Study subjects were vigilant regarding the treatment of Black suspects on the show.  

Participants overwhelmingly expressed the view that the treatment of suspects differed 

based on race. Clip 1 (Boston drug scene) was notable for the differencing treatment of 

suspects. The white suspect, who, in addition to being obviously under the influence of 

drugs, was found with drugs on his person, fingered the Black suspect as the dealer in 

their transaction. The lead cop is shown telling his partner, another white male, “He [the 

Black suspect] tried to sell crack to that white gentleman over there.” The narrative then 

follows the cops interrogating and arresting the Black suspect and subsequently releasing 

(and apologizing to) the white suspect. Interviewees expressed shock at the white 

suspect’s release. 

SHIRLEY: I don’t understand why he didn’t go to jail, too. He had the 

drugs on him. [The Black suspect] had nothing on him.  

 

This clip sparked vociferous commentary from interviewees, who expressed skepticism 

of the police’s account of the interaction between the two suspects. The clip depicts 

police eyeing the suspects from afar, labeling the transaction a drug deal, and pursuing 

the suspects, who fled as the police approached the scene. According to the officers 

featured in the clip, the Black suspect was attempting to sell drugs to the white suspect. 

Interview subjects questioned the true nature of the interaction, noting that the audience 

has only the word of the police to identify the nature of the interaction. In keeping with 

the cultural narrative of police power as trustworthy and just, the show posits the police’s 

account of events as the official narrative. For these marginalized viewers, however, the 
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police’s account of who did what in this clip prompted distrust and apprehension. For 

these viewers, race was central in the police’s account of the suspects’ interaction. In 

keeping with unquestioned assumptions surrounding Black criminality, the Black suspect 

was labeled the aggressor, the white suspect the victim and suspects were treated 

accordingly.  

In continuing reference to Clip 1 (Boston drug scene), interview subjects were 

wary of the interactions between the police and the suspects. Viewers deemed the 

treatment of suspects to be disparate, and they perceived race as the central cause of this 

uneven treatment. Law enforcement’s treatment of the Black suspect differed greatly 

from that of his white counterpart. The white suspect was treated in a strikingly gentle 

manner; he was presumed innocent and treated as a victim of the Black suspect and 

coaxed for—and coached with—information about the Black suspect. Conversely, the 

Black suspect, cast as the guilty party, was questioned abruptly by police. For interview 

subjects, race figured prominently in the differing treatment suspects received. As 

members of a racialized group, subjects are familiar with the association of Blackness 

and criminality, and sympathized with the Black suspect, who they viewed as subject to 

similar suspicion on the basis of race.  

For mainstream viewers, without a similar history of maltreatment by law 

enforcement or the continual cultural association with deviance, the cop’s judgment 

might go unquestioned. The legitimacy of police power necessitates trust on the part of 

the citizenry. This unquestioned belief in the righteousness and professionalism of the 

police is a naturalized concept within the cultural narrative around policing and on COPS. 
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Within law and order discourse, the police enjoy a solidified position as benevolent 

protectors; they serve a pivotal role in keeping mainstream society safe from the dangers 

presented by racialized populations (Hall, et al. 1978). Members of those racialized 

populations, understandably, hold a quite different perspective on the purported altruistic 

function of police.  For racialized viewers, the police’s comportment on the COPS—

including targeting racialized suspects and employing physical force to contain them—

was problematic and the source of apprehension rather than safety or comfort.  

 

Serving Two Masters: The Dilemma of the Urban Black Cop 

Clip 4 (Las Vegas domestic dispute) was the only clip in the random sample that featured 

a Black cop narrating the scene. The appearance of a Black cop did not sufficiently spur 

the interest of viewers; many retorted that it lacked the “action” of the other clips. An 

open and shut domestic dispute case, the scene lacks the sensationalized (often racial) 

interactions of Clips 1-3, and failed to invoke the type of visceral reaction as the other 

clips, although respondents who watched the clip noted that the Black cop was 

“professional.” I began reserving it for those who specifically asked whether there were 

ever any Black cops on the show. I was surprised that few respondents ever asked about 

Black cops on the show.  This lack of interest in Black cops in particular seems to suggest 

that interview subjects did not deem this differentiation particularly relevant. The 

presence of non-white police did not seem to alter their perceptions of the show—even if 

more Black cops had been featured, study subjects, it seems, would have maintained 
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similar opinions of the show and of police. Experientially, respondents reported not 

having positive encounters with the police, even when the police were Black—in quite a 

few cases, especially when the police were Black. Ultimately, racial identification of 

individual police is secondary to their professional performance and allegiance to 

maintaining the state’s interests; in viewers’ minds, Black cops are above all, cops. 

Many interview subjects reported being distrustful of law enforcement despite the 

racial identity of individual cops. One respondent offered her view of Black cops: 

KENA:   There's plenty of black cops out there, you know, [but they 

act] like they're trying to get the approval of the other white 

cops. There's plenty of them that I fear.  

 

Most expressed distrust of the police regardless of the racial makeup of individual 

police, as many Blacks see Black cops as just as threatening as their white (and other 

non-Black) counterparts, if not more so.  Respondents expressed a more complex stance 

toward the Black cop. Subjects did not identify with the Black cop, as in intentioned by 

the show’s narrative. Viewers did not find his behavior problematic, per se—the Black 

cop did not exhibit any particularly brutal or ostentatious tendencies during the scene in 

which he was featured. Interview participants thought the Black cop to be very straight 

laced and “by the book,” and found his scene to be less controversial than others. The 

Black cop did not influence their views of the police, and viewers continued to 

sympathize with suspects during their encounters with police.  

 Interviewees tended to be weary of Black cops, skeptical of their motives. Many 

respondents recounted negative encounters with Black cops. They reported perceiving 

Black cops as occupying two separate and, at times, conflicting identities; to borrow 
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loosely from  Du Bois’ concept of “double consciousness,” respondents described 

viewing Black cops as members of dueling  identity groups: Black and blue. As Ronald 

Weitzman explains on the phenomenon of Black suspicion toward Black cops, Black 

cops are viewed as having a “need to demonstrate to White citizens or White colleagues 

that they are ‘blue’ and racially unbiased in their dealings with the public” (318). The 

world of policing can be very secretive and very self-protecting (see Ericson; Wilson).  

When Black cops agree to act in the interest of the state, they do so with tacit acceptance 

of the polity’s skepticism and apprehension. Study participants expressed skepticism as to 

the placement of Black cops’ allegiances. As members of often warring identity groups, 

Black cops are faced with conflicting sets of expectations; they are expected to reconcile 

their allegiance to the state apparatus with their membership in a marginalized, racialized 

community.  

Distrust of the police is widespread among Black communities. As Rod K. 

Brunson observes, “the ‘cumulative impact of racial discrimination accounts for the 

special way that blacks have of looking at and evaluating’ their experiences in public 

encounters” (Feagin, 1991 qtd. in Brunson 71).  As Brunson notes, these “public 

encounters” include interactions with the police, where “descriptions of black citizens’ 

mistreatment by the police are abundant in some African-American communities” (71). 

Despite the Neoliberal tendency within mainstream discourse (see de Goede; Harvey) to 

detach social problems from their structural causes—and effectively erase consideration 

of structures of subjugation from discourse altogether—  members of racialized 

populations carry the awareness of their historical susceptibility to state-sanctioned 
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violence; marginalized groups express suspicion toward the police as a result, irrespective 

of the skin color of the cop underneath their uniform. As Joy James boldly asserts in 

Kristian Williams’ Our Enemies in Blue, state violence is racist and imperialist in 

ambition (xii). Regardless of the racial identity of individual cops, the police as a whole 

function on behalf of the state to maintain the racial order. The presence of Black cops 

has not been a guarantee of protection against police abuse; in many instances, police 

abuse has occurred in the presence of, and at the hands of, Black cops. Despite the 

conventions COPS employs to foster identification with law enforcement, e.g., police 

narration, the filming of footage from law enforcement’s POV, and the anonymity of 

suspects (see Doyle, Cops), viewers did not express a straightforward identification with 

either white or black cops. Historically critical and distrustful of the police, Black 

viewers rejected the dominant reading of the show and did not identify or sympathize 

with police. The appearance of a Black cop, no matter how “well behaved,” did not alter 

the critical stance viewers took toward the police or the show. In this case, the Black 

officer’s perceived “professionalism” is being employed to further policing; his energies 

are being directed toward maintaining the problematic racial order. He may not be 

depicted being violent toward anyone, but he still wears a badge and has thus clarified his 

allegiances. 
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Are The Police Necessary? 

Participants in this study made frequent reference to what they deemed to be problematic 

elements of the show, specifically the prominence and unjust treatment of racialized 

suspects by law enforcement. Viewers were vociferous in their criticism of the amount of 

power wielded by individual officers on the show. The police’s account of events during 

their opening monologues (which serve as the “official narrative” of each segment), and 

law enforcement’s conduct during the segments were the objects of vehement 

disapproval by research participants. Many respondents voiced skepticism and fear of the 

police; they overwhelmingly disapproved of the manner in which the police conduct 

themselves toward racialized groups on the show and in communities of color. Some 

questioned the very nature of policing, positing that the police deliberately target certain 

populations (chiefly, communities of color) for purposes of social control. Such 

comments suggest a deep-seated mistrust of not just the police, but of policing as an 

institution. The urge to pursue the limits of this potentially radical line of reasoning was 

undeniable.  

AMM:   Who do the cops work for? What are they trying to do? The 

police as a system of enforcement of rules.  

ANISSA: They're supposed to be here to serve our community. That's 

who they supposedly work for.  

AMM:  If they don't do that, who do they work for? What do they 

do?  

ANISSA:   Well, that's a very interesting question. For me, I feel like 

they're here to keep white folks with money safe. If a Black 

person is rolling around Beverly Hills looking suspicious 

and riding through the neighborhood, I bet you a cop would 

be on their ass. “What are you doing here?”  
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This respondent explicitly states her mistrust of law enforcement, and clearly outlines 

what she believes to be the police’s raisons d’être. The interviewee references race and 

class as central determinants of which populations are targeted by law enforcement. To 

the questions “What is the role of the police? What is it the police do?” one respondent 

expressed the resounding sentiment that the police protect themselves.  

EVAN:  It's that old good ol' boy club. You know, they're going to 

cover for each other. Yeah, they're going to cover each 

other because they feel like they're out there against the 

world.  

 
While respondents were overwhelming distrustful of the police, the pervasiveness 

of law-and-order was visible through much of the interviewees’ commentary. Although 

the police mantra “to protect and serve” is questioned, viewers do conceive of the police 

as a useful entity.  

AMM:   What's the function of the police in society?  

SANDRINE:  It's totally supposed to be to protect and serve.  

SHONDA:   Protect and keep people kind of—   

SANDRINE:  (interjects) — It's supposed to restore order.  

AMM:  What is order and restore it to what?  

SANDRINE:  Well in society…it's supposed to maintain the guidelines 

set forth by the judicial sector of the government. They're 

supposed to carry out those laws and see to it that those 

things are taken up in the streets in society. That's the 

framework of their job.  

 
Law enforcement occupies a heralded position within the culture. Influential 

narratives continually maintain law enforcement as useful, and ostensibly neutral. 

Deviations from this supposed neutrality are seen as problematic, and are relegated to 

critiques of individual police officers and even “the police” as a group; questions that get 
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at “policing” (my emphasis) and what the police are purposed to do, conceptually, tend 

not to gain much momentum within mainstream political discourse. The police’s 

sacrosanct image within the mainstream precludes serious engagement with the function 

of law enforcement’s role within the state apparatus. In the place of meaningful analysis 

of police functions are a variety of colorful “what if” scenarios that suggest an inability to 

imagine an un-policed society as anything other than chaotic and foreboding.  One 

respondent described his vision of the world without police as one of utter tumult and 

mayhem; it was reminiscent of the dystopic worlds projected in many a post-apocalyptic 

sci-fi film, e.g., Mad Max (1979), 1996’s tongue-in-cheek Escape from LA, or the Hughes 

Brothers’ recent The Book of Eli (2010).  

KEFFLAR:  It's…see, it's a catch 22. Without the police, people 

[thieves] will be pulling you out your car just ‘cause they 

want to.  

SHONDA:  Yeah.  

KEFFLAR:  Because they want your car. They'll be kicking in your door 

because they said, "I heard a couple of TVs are up in 

there." Anything. [The police] are necessary, but… once 

they get their gun and they get their unit and get on the 

street— 

SANDRINE:  —and get that little power…  

KEFFLAR: …then they make the rules.  

 
This comment correlates with the cultural script that suggests the line between “order” 

and utter mayhem and destruction is a thin, blue one. The interviewee’s grim depiction of 

a world without police is a testament to mainstream media’s power to shape our 

perceptions of the role of law enforcement and naturalize policing as necessary.  The 

mainstream is rife with depictions of police power as legitimate. Even problematic 

depictions of the police that appear to suggest reconsideration of the police’s role, 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0079501/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0116225/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1037705/
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ultimately manage to rein in any potentially radical agenda and reaffirm law-and-order 

ideology and police legitimacy.   

 

CONCLUSION 

US racial politics has inspired a marked distrust of the police in Black communities. This 

study looked at the ways in which Black audiences create meaning from a show that 

sensationalizes police encounters.  Respondents found COPS problematic; they thought 

race played a central role in the treatment of suspects. Because of a fraught historical 

relationship to law enforcement, respondents were skeptical of the police and did not 

identify with police on the show.  This apprehension toward police was apparent without 

regard to the race of the individual cops; Black cops were still perceived as representing 

the interests of the state. Subjects did not see themselves as the show’s target audience, 

and are not regular viewers. These findings are in alignment with Hunt’s emphasis on the 

salience of race in decoding practices. 

The overwhelming success of COPS is particularly notable considering the 

current political and cultural climate. The US is the world’s leading jailer. In spite of 

having only 5 percent of the world’s population, a quarter of the world’s prison 

population is incarcerated within the US (emphasis added; see Drucker 162; Liptak). The 

naturalization of law-and-order discourse has led to prison and military industrial 

complexes that show no sign of slowing; instead, the proposed solution continues to be 

more police, more prisons. In the face of the startling realities of the penal system, 
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mainstream cultural production continues to produce programming privileging the 

perspective of the powerful. In spite of the punish industry’s legacy of negatively 

impacting vulnerable populations (particularly racialized groups and the poor), the 

mainstream continues to churn out programming reifying and legitimating dominant and 

violent institutions, including the police. COPS producer John Langley has since 

produced additional reality programs sensationalizing incarceration and the penal system, 

including Jail (2007- ) and Las Vegas Jailhouse (2010- ). B-movie action star Steven 

Seagal even got in on the cop action, appearing in his own reality crime show, Steven 

Seagal: Lawman (2009- ) on A&E Network. The program follows the actor in his 

adventures as a sworn in Deputy in Louisiana. Such programs are notoriously cheap to 

produce, with per-episode budgets of around $100,000-300,000 (as compared to narrative 

series, many of which start at $1 million plus; Cavender and Fishman 67). These financial 

incentives, coupled with the cultural obsession with being on television (see, e.g., 

Andrejevic; Biressi and Nunn), provide a sense that the reality crime genre will not 

disappear from the cultural landscape any time in the near future.  

In this study, the racial identity of the subjects informed their decoding processes.  

The clips employed in this study featured Black and white suspects and cops, all male. 

Possibilities for future research include an in-depth gender analysis, exploring the 

masculine and heterosexist world of policing and COPS (e.g., Corsianos). As Gabriel 

Torres and David A. Love note:  

[M]any officers of color and female officers will exhibit the same 

behavior as their white male counterparts—often to impress their superiors 

or to move ahead in a corrupt, gang-like police structure. (225) 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1128727/
http://www.trutv.com/shows/las_vegas_jailhouse/index.html
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000219/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000219/
http://www.aetv.com/steven-seagal-lawman/
http://www.aetv.com/steven-seagal-lawman/
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Future studies might include more focused analyses of the hyper-masculine and 

aggressive nature of policing, and significance of gender on perceptions of the police. An 

analysis centered on other identity categories, such as economic and social class (as 

discussed in Willis), might also uncover new insights into how audiences perceive COPS, 

as might a multiracial subjectivity analysis (e.g., Hunt).  

Further research might also include an analysis of the COPS program as a result 

of its exportation into international markets, such as the show’s UK version. Tamar 

Liebes and Elihu Katz have noted the vastly different bases on which audiences engage 

critically with programming, based on national and cultural variations. Audiences in 

Russia, for example, tended to be noticeably more critical of ideological manipulation 

than were viewers in an American context (Liebes and Katz 216-8). A study of audience 

responses to COPS in an international context would conceivably yield interesting 

results. 

COPS is credited with ushering in the reality crime television genre and, with it, 

the power of police to frame and legitimate police power and exercise nearly complete 

control over their own image. Unfortunately, the continued production and success of 

COPS and similar programming will likely be accompanied by increasing prevalence of 

uncritical depictions of law enforcement and their problematic, decontextualized, and 

depoliticized interactions with marginalized groups.  
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In this chapter, we have seen the ways in which reality crime television, 

particularly genre staple COPS, have perpetuated deep-seated social “truths” about 

marginalized groups and a natural proclivity toward deviant behavior. We have also 

explored the tendency of COPS to reinforce the notion that the police’s authority is both 

rightful and necessary.  In the following chapter, we will turn to more seemingly farcical 

fare: police comedies. Because of comedy’s ability to downplay and render palatable 

serious issues, comedic fare featuring police tend to depict police as less intimidating and 

more affable than, say, the depictions of police we saw in these clips of COPS. As a 

result of these seemingly innocuous, largely depoliticized portrayals, police comedies 

have a tendency to downplay the violence that underscores police power. Such depictions 

tend to depoliticize the police’s role in relation to the social order and reinforce the notion 

that the police are innocuous and a natural societal feature. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

NOTHIN’ TO SEE HERE? 

THE IDEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND SUBVERSIVE POTENTIAL OF 

POLICE COMEDIES 

 

So get up, get, get, get down 
911 is a joke in yo’ town  

—Public Enemy 43 
 
Boy them cops is killers in my home 

—Lil Wayne 44 
 

 

 

 

The contemporary cultural landscape is rife with imagery featuring police. Much serious 

engagement with media representations of the police centers on dramatic depictions, e.g., 

television franchises Law and Order or CSI (see Byers and Johnson). What often escapes 

sustained critical engagement is the preponderance of cops within the realm of comedy.  

In consideration of Mark Crispin Miller’s analysis of the media coverage of George W. 

Bush in The Bush Dyslexicon, it becomes easier to understand how more lighthearted 

representations of law enforcement have been able to escape the scrutiny devoted to more 

                                                 
43 Public Enemy. “ 911 is a Joke.” Fear of a Black Planet. Def Jam, 1990. 

44 Lil Wayne. “Georgia Bush.” Dedication 2 (Mixtape by DJ Drama and Lil Wayne). 101 Distribution, 
2006. The song is a searing critique of George Bush in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ-ldcnhsLY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Iex5BEXR2w
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dramatic fare. As Miller discusses, the troubling, palpably harmful machinations of 

George W. Bush’s presidency benefitted from Bush’s persona within popular culture as 

“dimwitted.”  As Miller notes, Bush's buffoonish, caricature-esque persona tended to 

enable much of his more cunning, insidious views and actions (that led to thousands of 

human rights violations as well as massive economic disparities) to escape its share of 

maligning- he was seen as “stupid,”  and dismissed as such (see also Moore). Meanwhile, 

many of his willful, knowing political misdeeds were able to continue underneath his 

veneer of intellectual inferiority.   

There seems to be a cultural trend toward conflating stupidity  

with such characteristics as guilelessness, and it may be enabling certain cultural 

phenomena to evade much-warranted scrutiny. Often obscured by their humorous 

presentation, the ideological properties of comedic cop fare tend to escape close vigilance 

and apprehension. The comedic form serves to downplay— or, arguably, conceal 

altogether— the function of police in imposing the will of the state via the sanctioned use 

of violence. The light-hearted tone with which police in comedies have been portrayed 

helps to foster the dissociation between the police and state violence; police comedies 

often perpetuate an idealized vision of policing wherein police exist completely 

independent of and unmotivated by any greater political agenda or ideological purpose, 

guided only by the will and societal obligation to “protect and serve.” Police comedies 

often feature charming, delightfully quirky, and irresistibly sympathetic characters whose 

hijinks are ultimately innocuous and in the interest of the greater good.  
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This chapter seeks to take a closer look at contemporary comedic depictions of 

policing. By focusing on the contemporary cultural moment, the chapter attempts to 

emphasize the pervasive nature of ideological, pro-police programming—that pro-police 

cultural production has continued to flourish into the contemporary period is striking and 

a statement on the entrenchment of pro-police narratives within mainstream cultural 

production. The chapter begins by exploring the functions of comedy, the various ways in 

which Sigmund Freud, George Orwell, and other notable critics have engaged the 

potential for comedy to be useful in a variety of social and political conditions. The 

discussion of comedy’s potential for functionality is followed by an overview of the 

evolution of cop-centered comedies; despite the broadening of comedic police portrayals, 

their association with certain values, e.g., harmlessness and political neutrality, remain. 

What follows is an analysis of the ways in which cop comedies, even purportedly 

apolitical programs, do betray political and ideological underpinnings. Through close 

readings from television comedies Family Matters (1989-1998) and Psych (2006), the 

discussion engages the perpetuation of racial discourses within the mainstream— such 

comedic programming is typified by problematic, conservative rhetorics touting racial 

progress, colorblindness, and assimilation. The chapter concludes with a consideration of 

police-centered comedies as potential spaces for subversion and rejection of dominant 

narratives that legitimate the police. With a focus on Comedy Central hit Reno 911! 

(2003-2009), the discussion engages the various ways that Reno both challenges and 

reaffirms the legitimacy of the police. 
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THE SERIOUSNESS OF HUMOR 

Considering the seriousness of the violence inherent in police authority, and the 

consequences of this sanctioned use of force for marginalized populations, it is a wonder 

that policing is able to serve as fodder for comedic relief at all. How are the police as an 

authoritative body able to be seen as “funny”?  

Humor is arguably a useful social, psychological, and physiological phenomenon, 

with a wide range of uses and functions across a variety of contexts. Comedy’s broad 

range of expressions has been employed in a variety of ways and amid an even greater 

array of political and social conditions. As a cultural aesthetic, comedy has been resistant 

to definitions that unwittingly (no pun intended) impose limitations on its breadth and 

wide range of features and applications (Neale and Krutnik). In Popular Film and 

Television Comedy, Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik contend that comedy can safely be 

typified by two prevailing features: its capacity to generate laughter and its faithful 

culmination in a happy ending (12-17). As the authors explicate, 

A comedy is not just “light” and “amusing”; it is marked also by a “happy 

ending” and by its concern with the representation of “everyday life.” This 

has always, in the west at least, been considered an important aspect of 

comedy (11).  

Comedy has managed to circulate and flourish amid tumultuous political and 

social conditions. Within the larger comedic aesthetic, “jokes” (also known colloquially 

as “wisecracks” and “funny lines”) are a means of eliciting laughter by way of “formal 

closure, often in the form of a punchline” (Neale and Krutnik 47-48). Elliot Oring notes 

that, when aimed at authoritarian figures and structures of dominance, humor can be seen 
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to function as a “safety valve” of sorts (see also Palmer 60; Seshadri-Crooks).  In The 

Comedy of Domination: Psychoanalysis and the Conceit of Whiteness, Kalpana Seshadri-

Crooks expounds on the “safety valve” view of humor, touted by such cultural 

touchstones as Sigmund Freud and George Orwell. The “safety valve” view emphasizes 

humor’s capacity to release and contain of everyday encounters, while enabling people to 

release tension and aggression and then return to their roles within the social scheme (see 

Seshadri-Crooks 363). Within the “safety valve” view, humor does not aim to challenge 

the dominant order so much as it seeks to render the dominant order manageable for 

those who must live within it. Critics of the “safety valve” contend that jokes themselves 

do not indicate the release of anxieties—they merely indicate the presence of anxieties, 

not their release (Oring 220).  

David L. Paletz sees humorous attacks on authority figures as a symbolic attack 

on those in positions that seem otherwise impervious to attack (484).  Police represent a 

particularly threatening authoritative entity; this is especially true for marginalized 

populations (e.g., racialized groups and the poor) markedly vulnerable to police abuse. In 

portraying the police comically, members of the policed public are offered an opportunity 

to enjoy an attack— however symbolic—on a highly visible, powerful authoritative body 

that, because of its sheer ability to exercise force, might otherwise be impervious to 

attack.  Actual physical attacks on the police often result in harsh punitive measures, if 

not death (officially termed "suicide by cop"), as is not uncommonly experienced by 

populations with the most limited access to power and economic resources.  This 

metaphorical retaliation humor provides enables the subversion of police power by 
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attacking policing as a whole. This symbolic, rhetorical attack is much more far-reaching 

than would be possible through an actual physical encounter.  Humor cuts across wide 

swaths of people; through the wielding of humor, a disenchanted public is able to extend 

its reach and lodge nonphysical attacks potentially damaging for an entire stratum of 

powerful figures, in this case the police. Comedy’s enduring and unfailing promise of 

laughter and a happy ending make the symbolic attacks on repressive forces such as the 

police that much more satisfying. 

 

CONTEMPORARY COP COMEDIES  

The farcical cop is a hit among contemporary culture, yielding such successful cinema 

franchises as Police Academy (1984), Naked Gun (1988), Rush Hour (1998), Big 

Momma’s House (2000), Super Troopers (2001), just to name a small few. Television 

also claims a litany of successful cop comedies, e.g., 1980s series Sledge Hammer!, 

USA’s Monk (2002-2009), Reno 911! (2003-2009; the popular program also spawned a 

2007 film) and successful buddy comedy Psych (2006), another USA Network hit. Such 

cop-centered comedies routinely feature good-natured yet dim-witted cops, making the 

same laughable blunders week after week. Their obvious incompetence and childlike 

simplicity renders them outside the scope of what many would consider “threatening.” 

Bumbling Springfield police Chief Wiggum from The Simpsons (1989), and South Park’s 

(1997) completely inarticulate Officer Barbrady, are animated examples of this pop 

cultural staple. Comedic depictions of the police routinely play on the “buffoonish cop” 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087928/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087928/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120812/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0208003/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0208003/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0247745/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0090525/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0312172/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0370194/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0499554/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0499554/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0491738/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVtinv5LSnE&feature=related
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0096697/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0121955/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gEfbz8hTXg&NR=1
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theme, where police ineptitude serves as the comedic foil (Inciardi and Dee; Reiner 

1985).  These moronic cops are commonly depicted as innocent, guileless—frankly, too 

stupid to be intentionally vindictive or threatening.  

In a classic scene from The Simpsons, Bart, as usual, has unraveled Sideshow 

Bob’s diabolical scheme of revenge against the Simpson family. Sideshow Bob carries a 

years-long vendetta against Bart for upending a nefarious plot against Bob’s former 

employer, Krusty the Klown. In an effort to destroy Bart, Sideshow Bob makes regular 

appearances in Springfield in increasingly complex plots, his latest an effort to murder 

Bart as he sleeps on a houseboat, in a send-up of the movie Cape Fear (1991). Thwarted 

by Bart yet again, Bob’s murderous plan is sidetracked by a narcissistic compulsion to 

perform an hours-long medley of showtunes. Springfield police arrive to apprehend Bob 

in the wee hours of the morning, clad in pajamas, slippers, and house robes, topped off by 

their police hats. In a final moment of smug satisfaction and perhaps Schadenfreude, Bart 

flippantly instructs the police to “take him away”: 

BART:   [pointing to Bob] Take him away, boys. 

CHIEF WIGGUM:  Hey, I'm the chief here! Bake him away, toys. 

LOU:    [another Springfield cop] Uh, what'd you say,  

Chief? 

CHIEF WIGGUM: [realizing his inexplicable blunder] ...Just do what  

the kid says. 

 
This brief exchange exemplifies the comedic cop portrayal of police ineptitude as the 

comedic foil; and plays up the stupidity as akin to childlike innocence. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UX1I5WRrpzY
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0101540/
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BUFFOONISH COPS  

Fictional cops have historically been featured in a limited range of portrayals. Cops 

appeared as ancillary characters in various genres, including westerns and gangster films, 

to deliver the then-requisite “crime doesn’t pay” message (Inciardi and Dee 197). The 

buffoonish cop figure also served as a foil for romanticized gangster characters (Reiner 

1985). The archetypical dimwitted cop was typically portrayed as a cartoonish buffoon. 

This characterization was popularized in the classic Keystone Kops series of the 1920s, 

featuring Mack Sennett’s “’bumbling’ police caricatures” (Reiner 2001; Inciardi and 

Dee).  Caricatures such as the Keystone Kops and similar buffoonish cop depictions are 

classic examples of the slapstick mode of comedy. Slapstick is typified by physical 

comedy; slapstick’s “physical— and therefore visual— qualities were of crucial 

importance in the early comedy of the silent era of the cinema” (Neale and Krutnik 21). 

The “buffoonish cop” figure has fumbled its way through a long and illustrious 

representational history. In their genealogy of detective stories, James A. Inciardi and 

Juliet L. Dee chart the shifting representation of the cop across several cultural forms, 

including the pulp novel, radio, and television. The authors note that the buffoonish cop 

caricature is firmly rooted in the dime store and pulp literary tradition.   

Arising out of the hardboiled detective novel, the clever-detective-vs.-dumb-cop 

paradigm became a fixture among fans of the genre. The dynamic created by the 

buffoonish cop had become such a mainstay within popular culture that efforts to retool 

or challenge the dynamic were rejected by consumers of the genre. Attempts by cultural 

producers to counter or alter the dumb cop scheme were largely unsuccessful, sparking 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SMf1M0ksGE
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0784407/
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vehement protest and wholesale rejection from fans. For example, the clever-detective-

vs.-dumb-cop’s inverse, dumb-detective-vs.-smart-cop, was wholly unsuccessful.  

According to Erle Stanley Gardner, creator of the Perry Mason detective series (which 

began as a series of novels and led to a 1957-1966 television drama), fans of detective 

novels and series demanded the dumb cop figure: “It is as necessary to have a dumb cop 

in a detective story as it is to have a clever detective” (Inciardi and Dee 89).   

Smart detectives need a foil; dumb cops comparatively make the detectives 

appear smarter and sharper, and by comparison offer audiences a point of identification. 

Robert Reiner’s analysis of police depictions corroborates this point (1985; 2001). 

Detective stories largely appealed to the upper class, serving as escapist entertainment for 

the wealthy during the 1930s (Reiner 2001: 199). Within the genre, the buffoonish cop 

serves as something of a palliative figure, a foil for the more intelligent detective 

caricature. The figure of the detective acts as a stand-in for upper class cultural readers, a 

point of identification. In the clever-detective-vs.-dumb-cop scheme, the detective is often 

representative of class privilege; the detective’s actions are motivated by the drive to 

protect the interests of the wealthy.  For upper class audiences, the detective is a hero, 

whose intelligence and wit are to be admired. In the face of a tough case, such as a 

complex whodunit, the detective zeroes in, with unquestionable intuition and skill, and 

solves the case. The capable detective’s counterpart, the buffoonish cop, is outsmarted 

and unable to resolve the quandary. Thanks to the perceptiveness and competence of the 

detective, perceived threats to the ruling class are corralled and a sense of safety restored 

(in particular, the ever-looming threat presented by racialized and economically 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0050051/
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oppressed classes is abated).45 The savvy detective is something for audiences to admire 

and aspire to emulate, intellectually and stylistically—the detective is intelligent and 

charismatic, a well-off peer. As a peer of affluent viewers, the detective stands in as 

someone like them who solves crimes and restores order. Even if those viewers may not 

have been able to unravel the nefarious plot with the agility of the clever detective, they 

are able to visualize themselves as being on par with the detective and sharing in the 

detective’s desirable traits.  The buffoonish cop caricature serves to assuage affluent 

audiences, by serving as a redemptive figure. Those readers who, like the clever 

detective’s dumb cop counterpart, may have been stumped by the mystery of the crime, 

are able to find redemption through the detective figure. To wit, viewers are ultimately 

assured that, even if they were outwitted, they were at the very least not as dimwitted as 

the cop figure. After all, no one is as simple-minded as the buffoonish cop caricature. 

Contemporary portrayals of cops in comedies tend not to be as cartoonishly 

simplistic and irredeemably inept as those from their literary predecessors.  Gardner, 

Perry Mason creator, attributes this shift in the portrayal of cops to the three dimensional 

nature of visual media such as television, as compared to the written word— because 

they can be seen and heard, television and film cops tend to be crafted to be more 

endearing and less caricatured (Inciardi and Dee 99).  The contemporary cultural 

landscape may be reflective of this notion that police portrayals have graduated from 

their one-dimensional pasts. While comedic representations of the police have continued 

                                                 
45 For more on racialized and economically oppressed populations and threats to ruling class safety, see 
Hall, et al.; Escobar 
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to feature dim-witted cops, they are often highly likeable, sympathetic figures not entirely 

dismissible as the lowest common denominator.  

That the buffoonish cop figure has taken on a broader character does not mean it 

has disappeared altogether—it has merely taken new shape.  Today’s offering of comedic 

police depictions frequently cast police as friendly, affable, dimwitted, buffoonish, and, 

ultimately, harmless. To their credit, these depictions also manage to successfully create 

dissonance between perceptions of the police and the realities of police function in a 

class-based society: to maintain the dominant order by force (see Herbert; Manning; 

Robinson and Scaglion).  

The comedic presentation of what might otherwise be troubling images of police 

conduct seems to somehow lessen the severity of what, in many instances, are blatant 

police abuses of power. In a scene from Super Troopers (2001), the troopers are sitting in 

their morning briefing. The Captain lectures them on being stricter in enforcing their 

quotas (in a tongue-in-cheek commentary on ticketing quotas). The Captain asks one of 

the troopers about his progress in meeting his quotas: 

CAPTAIN:  Foster, do you know how many tickets you’ve given out? 

FOSTER:  [aimlessly rifling through obviously blank papers] I don’t 

have my figures here in front of me…  

  CAPTAIN: [cuts him off] –Three. 

  FOSTER: Can’t make ‘em speed. 

  CAPTAIN:  Try. 

 

Shrouded in a cloak of humor, the open admission of ticket quotas, a hot button 

social issue, is able to avoid the serious engagement it might have received with a more 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-9D2qUHN-E
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dramatic treatment of the issue. Such exchanges make light of an underlying tension 

between police and the policed, the notion of a power imbalance that often results in 

penalization (financial, social, carceral) at the whim of individual state agents. Notions of 

suspicion around individual cop’s motivations for singling out people and doling out 

punishments (personal financial or professional gain in the way of quotas; the enjoyment 

of power; an individual officer’s mood on a particular day) permeate the culture, yet the 

mechanisms for interrogating the underlying tensions resulting from this power 

imbalance relegates the sorting through and relieving of this tension to the cultural realm, 

rather than the political arena. Handled in such a flippant, noncommittal, nonthreatening 

way, under the cloak of artlessness and good intentions associated with the dimwitted cop 

figure, the very real tension is transforms into a farcical moment, and the hierarchical 

structures of power that underlie it remain completely intact.  

 

COP COMEDIES AND MAINTENANCE OF THE RACIAL ORDER 

Cop-centered comedies have routinely projected an idealized, uncomplicated vision of 

social relations in the US, particularly concerning race. Family Matters, an enduring 

sitcom on ABC Network that aired from 1989 to 1998, centered on the Winslows, a 

Chicago area middle-class Black family.46 In the racially sanitized, colorblind tradition of 

The Cosby Show (1984-1992), the Winslow family is the perfectly de-racialized, 

                                                 
46 A spinoff of ABC sitcom Perfect Strangers, Family Matters aired on ABC from 1989-1997 and was 
picked up from cancellation by CBS network from 1997-98. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0096579/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0086687/
http://images4.cpcache.com/product/rethink-nick-network/7789284v3_225x225_Front.jpg
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0090501/
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nonthreatening, middle-class Black family (although heralded by an elevator operator 

mother and a cop father, the aesthetic of the Winslows is markedly middle-class rather 

than working class).47 The father, Carl Winslow (played by Reginald VelJohnson), is a 

police officer; a man of considerable size, his ever-smiling demeanor reminiscent of the 

donut-eating, jolly “buffoonish cop” caricature. While the show featured an almost 

exclusively Black cast (save for the odd ancillary character, such as Carl’s similarly 

buffoonish supervisor, Lieutenant Murtaugh), Family Matters remained largely apolitical; 

the show was almost entirely devoid of any direct engagement with articulations of 

structural inequality, especially race.  

In a rare episode exploring social issues, the show took a stand on gun violence, 

where it framed “violent crime” in the context of individual access to guns. Discursively, 

the show effectively located violence in communities as completely separate and 

unrelated to structural causes; additionally, the show’s “concerns” for community safety 

fail to extend to violence enacted from external, authoritarian forces. In the episode, Carl, 

along with his children and other youths from the show (including what would become 

the show’s controversial lead character, Steve Urkel, played by Jaleel White), 48  hosted 

                                                 
47 For further discussion of race and The Cosby Show, see Jhally and Lewis; Dyson. 

48 Midway through Family Matters’ first season, the character of Steve Urkel was introduced as a neighbor. 
The overtly geeky and buffoonish character quickly became the show’s central character. The show’s 
farcical turn would eventually cast the original leads, e.g., the mother, Harriet Winslow (JoMarie Payton), 
on whom the show was based, to superfluous background roles [members of the extended family, including 
Aunt Rachel and grandmother Estelle “Mother” Winslow, played by veteran performers Telma Hopkins 
and Rosetta LeNoire, respectively, were relegated even farther into the margins as the show progressed 
farther and farther away from its original focus on an extended Black family]. Steve Urkel’s character, with 
his high pitched, nasally voice, high-waisted pants, and “Did I do that?” catchphrase, became the subject of 
controversy for the character’s one-dimensional portrayals; critics of the show argued that Urkel was a 

 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001817/
http://www.gifsoup.com/webroot/animatedgifs1/1266734_o.gif
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mPUbQU1oFI
http://www.thetroyreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/steve-urkel-jaleel-white.png
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0924918/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0668534/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0394286/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0502158/
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an anonymous gun drop-off at a local school. In a scene that is almost a parody of itself, 

if not for the deadly serious tone, Carl, with his gun in his holster, and a schoolyard full 

of youths watch on with baited breath as a “street punk” drops his gun in the drop box. So 

begins the chain of young lives being saved.  Neither Carl’s gun, however, nor his active 

participation in maintaining the social order, are implicated in the violence that plagues 

youths such as the teen who dropped off his gun. The show concludes with a public 

service announcement featuring the cast.  

Although most episodes are lighthearted in nature and devoid of any explicit 

racial discourse, one episode tackled the politically charged issue of racial profiling. In 

the episode, teenage son Eddie Winslow (Darius McCrary) is shown innocently walking 

along when he becomes the victim of racial profiling by a white cop. Eddie returns home 

and reveals the incident to Carl. After an emotionally explosive, tearful exchange, Eddie 

expresses an anger that had previously been tightly lidded under the pressures of the 

show’s dedication to political neutrality and mainstream palatability. The emotionality of 

the scene puts Carl at risk of acknowledging and validating Eddie’s unprecedented surge 

of Black rage—and perhaps his own. The show’s sanitized treatment of race was wholly 

unequipped and unwilling to address any such fallout; as such, connecting Eddie’s 

encounter to a long history of police abuse of racialized populations, and the 

entrenchment of this abuse within structures of inequality, was an absolute impossibility.  

As a cop and a father, Carl was placed in a precarious position; ultimately, he had a duty 

                                                                                                                                                 
buffoonish, regressive figure, whose presence came to overshadow the original theme of the show. The 
show’s dynamics were allegorized in the independent film Dancing in September (2000). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgD2Qr67ymc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgD2Qr67ymc
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0566902/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0219636/
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to remember whose side he was on: Black or Blue.49 Although Carl obviously cares for 

his son, he is first and foremost a cop.  

CARL: Edward, you know, I tracked down those cops that pulled 

you over, and I had a little chat with them. You were right, 

son, they did harass you. 

EDDIE:  I told you, dad. 

CARL:  It's not that I didn't believe you, but I am a cop. I had to 

check it out for myself. […] First thing tomorrow we'll go 

down, and we'll file a complaint.  

EDDIE:  A complaint? That's it?! Those guys should be arrested or 

worse! I'll never forget what they did to me. They treated 

me like an animal. 

CARL:  Try to calm down.  

EDDIE:  Calm down? How do I calm down, dad? How do I do that 

when I'm so angry inside?   

CARL:  I've been there, but there are two ways to deal with anger. 

You can let it eat you away inside, or you can give that 

anger a voice and try to make a difference. That's why I 

became a cop. 

EDDIE:  [After thoughtful consideration] We'll go file that 

complaint.  

CARL:  I'm glad to hear you say that, son.50 

 

By the episode’s end, viewers are reassured that Eddie’s anger has been reined in. 

Through Carl, Eddie has come to accept that the solution to his sense of powerlessness 

and injustice lies within existing structures of dominance.  In the exchange, Carl 

expresses empathy for Eddie’s plight (through Carl’s explicit declaration that he had 

“been there”). In the face of injustice, Carl conceptualizes the possible responses in the 

                                                 
49 For further discussion of Black cops and conflicting loyalties between racial identity and policing, please 
refer to Chapter 2 of this dissertation.  

50 Transcript borrowed from Livedash, accessed June 17, 2011. 

http://www.livedash.com/transcript/family_matters-%28good_cop%2C_bad_cop%29/4386/NIKP/Saturday_May_01_2010/280342/
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form of an arbitrary bifurcation: either seethe in festering anger or comply dutifully with 

systems of subjugation (with the same sort of powerlessness brought about during the 

original profiling encounter). Carl’s response to his own sense of powerlessness was to, 

in turn, devote his life to maintaining structures of dominance, those same structures by 

which he had been victimized. A generation later, he is encouraging his son to make 

similar, narrowly defined choices. Through Carl, Eddie has learned that the appropriate 

channel for his current state of discontent is submission to established bureaucratic 

palliative processes.  A third option in the form of radical political action against those 

subjugating forces by which Eddie, and Carl before him, had fallen victim, has been  

omitted.  By the end of the episode, Eddie’s is satisfied with his status quo options for 

redress, and the glimmer of rage that the usually smiling Winslows have allowed 

themselves to express has been extinguished. This televised containment of Black rage is 

absolutely critical in reassuring mainstream viewers that, despite ongoing disparities, 

radical redress is not imminent. By the episode’s conclusion, mainstream audiences are 

assured that threats of Black dissent have been neutralized.  

In the years since Family Matters left the air, colorblind politics continue to 

pervade the mainstream. USA Network comedy Psych (2006- ) provides further 

televisual examples of seeming contentment among racialized groups and racial progress 

despite irrefutable evidence of continued marginalization and differentiated access to 

resources (see Klinkner and Smith).  Psych follows a pair of screwball detectives as they 

solve cases for the police in picturesque Santa Barbara, California. The show is titled 

after the name of Shawn’s detective agency, a play on the “psychic” abilities of the lead 

http://www.usanetwork.com/series/
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character, Shawn Spencer.51 Shawn runs a psychic detective agency, where he claims to 

use psychic powers and visions to solve crimes. Everyone believes Shawn to be psychic, 

with the exception of Shawn’s business partner, lifelong friend, and sidekick, Burton 

“Gus” Guster, and Shawn’s retired cop father, Harry. Shawn’s psychic ruse is maintained 

by his remarkable success rate in solving crimes that continually leave Santa Barbara 

Police baffled. In the face of Shawn and Gus’ constant high jinks and horseplay, Shawn’s 

having psychic abilities seems the most plausible explanation for his consistent ability to 

solve perplexing cases.  

The show is predicated on the relationship between the two leads, Shawn, who is 

white, and his Black best friend, Gus. Gus has been Shawn’s friend and partner in crime 

(so to speak) since childhood, with the show frequently cutting to flashbacks of the two 

together as children.  Under the show’s over-the-top silliness and screwball antics, and 

utter likeability of the characters, the underlying buddy formula is hidden in plain sight. 

As Matthew Daube notes about comedy as an apt platform for discussing issues 

surrounding race: 

Indeed, the lack of serious regard granted to comedy allows it to deal with 

thorny and paradoxical issues[…]The troubling paradox of race, an unreal 

concept with horrifyingly real consequences, makes perfect fodder for 

comedy. (12) 

The quirky show is reminiscent of the interracial buddy comedy very popular 

during the 1980s and exhibits many of the tropes of films featuring such Black comedy 

                                                 
51 The term “psych” is a slang term frequently heard on schoolyards in the 1980s to early 1990s, uttered to 
denote that the speaker had just told some untruth in jest, meant as a play on the gullibility of the listener. 
For other uses of the term, see Urban Dictionary. 

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=psych
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actors as Richard Pryor (with his succession of popular films with white co-star Gene 

Wilder, e.g., 1976’s Silver Streak); Eddie Murphy [and his litany of films including 48 

Hours (1982), Trading Places (1983), and Beverly Hills Cop (1984)]; and Danny Glover 

(of the Lethal Weapon series beginning in 1987). Citing the example of Richard Pryor as 

a star of the interracial buddy comedy wildly popular during the 1980s, Ed Guerrero 

asserts that, in terms of a mainstream cinema, “the dominant audience has mostly 

supported [Richard] Pryor as a meek clown in the protective cultural custody of a white 

buddy or costar” (241). In uncovering the racial dynamic at the center of the interracial 

buddy comedy, Guerrero explains that “[i]t is the Black man who makes the sacrifice to 

solve the white man’s problems” (242). At the core of the interracial buddy comedy’s 

narrative is the imperative to “devote Black energies toward maintaining the social order 

[where] “integration and acceptance [occur] on white terms” (244). 

The analysis of the custodial dynamic between Pryor and his white counterpart is 

disturbingly apt in describing Psych, some two decades later.  Gus occupies a secondary 

relationship to Shawn, neatly contained in the almost exclusively white environs of Santa 

Barbara, as the town is portrayed on the show.  Gus is rarely depicted in the context of 

any relationship to Black culture or Black life. In the maintenance of their lifelong 

friendship as depicted on the show, Gus has apparently offered up much more than mere 

friendship. Gus has sacrificed significantly more than Shawn, if Shawn has made any 

sacrifices at all. For the easy-going time Shawn has enjoyed, Gus has sacrificed his 

youth, sense of personal development, and potential in remaining in the role of Shawn’s 

loyal sidekick. Shawn’s spurious psychic abilities led him toward a career aiding law 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001640/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000698/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000698/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075223/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000552/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0083511/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0083511/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0086465/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0086960/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000418/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0093409/
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enforcement. Putting aside any aspirations of his own, Gus followed Shawn down 

Shawn’s own chosen path and deigned to devote his energies toward aiding state agents 

in the maintenance of the dominant order. Gus’ stake in this is founded on his devotion to 

Shawn and the concomitant sublimation of his own interests.  Gus’ years-long 

commitment to remaining in a supportive role to Shawn and law enforcement has been 

illustrated in the various situations the Shawn and Gus find themselves in. In episode 

after episode, Gus is depicted taking his rightful place next to Shawn as they go on crime-

solving adventures, rather than pursuing his own, solo endeavors. At one point, even 

when Gus began a romantic relationship, he continued to devote large amounts of his 

time and energies to Shawn. Gus has also explicitly declared his devotion to the state’s 

imperial interests. In an episode centering on Santa Barbara cop Jules’ heralded military 

brother, who turned out to be the killer, as Shawn has suspected, Gus proudly proclaims 

his official stance vis-à-vis U.S. authoritative forces, “I have the utmost respect for the 

U.S. army and all branches of the military,” lest anyone mistake Gus as having some 

covert radical agenda.   

At first appearance, Psych centers on two silly but well-meaning hucksters being 

paid to solve cases for the police, predicated on false claims of psychic ability. This 

seeming peer relationship between Shawn and Gus has far more insidious implications 

for one than the other. Gus has much more at stake with their silly antics and slacker 

existence than Shawn does. As a self-proclaimed “white guy,” free of the constraints and 

circumscription that plague racialized characterizations, Shawn has race privilege on his 

side and can goof off with no larger social or political consequences. Conversely, Gus 
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bears his racial burden in that he has a whole racial and cultural legacy to uphold, and 

cannot freely act as silly and impetuously as Shawn. For Gus, the consequences of 

unruliness could be dire. Amid the show’s colorblind spectacle is the specter of racial 

difference, and wholly different outcomes for the characters are based on those 

differences. Whereas Shawn’s lack of care in the way he lives his life extends not far 

beyond his own personal experience, frivolity and carelessness on the part of Gus could 

land him in the clutches of the prison industrial complex. 52 Under the constant threat of 

suspicion, members of racialized communities and the poor are particularly vulnerable to 

punitive action and do not enjoy the privilege of moving about in society without being 

extra vigilant and careful in their actions—it is quite the opposite of the carefree 

existence afforded to the racially privileged.  

Although Psych largely depicts Gus outside the context of larger Black culture, or 

other Black bodies, occasionally the show features other Black characters. Even amid 

other Black characters, Gus’ devotion to Shawn and the state remains intact. One episode 

finds Gus and Shawn on a ferry taken hostage by a set of prison escapees. In an 

unsurprising turn, the majority of the escaped prison inmates are from racialized groups, 

specifically Black. Because Gus is largely circumscribed within the environs of Santa 

Barbara as depicted on the show, this episode functions as an opportunity to showcase 

Gus vis-à-vis other raced bodies. Gus has a great deal of responsibility in this episode. It 

is a moment for Gus to draw a line in the sand and clarify his allegiances. Gus is also 

                                                 
52 Much has been written on the staggering and steadily increasing rates of incarceration among members 
of vulnerable populations, e.g., Davis’ Gilmore; J. James. 
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foisted into the position of racial ambassador, an affable, trustworthy bridge between 

mainstream culture and the criminalized, menacing racial Other. In the episode, Gus and 

Shawn are tied up and held with other boat passengers as the convicts rob everyone of 

their passports and other valuables. Shawn nudges Gus and asks why Gus doesn’t give 

“the nod.” To clarify this Black cultural code for mainstream viewers, Gus argues that 

“the nod” is something he gives “brothas behind the counter at Jamba Juice, not a 

hardened criminal.” Throughout the episode Gus maintains his devotion to Shawn and 

upholding the dominant order, and works faithfully to that end. Ultimately, the criminals 

are caught and order is restored. Gus is able to return to his rightful place, in Santa 

Barbara by Shawn’s side. 

In its promotion of Psych and its slate of other popular programs, USA Network 

devised a promotional campaign that countered the colorblind character portrayals 

typically associated with Psych and other shows. The promo was dubbed the “I’m a 

Character” campaign.53  In a departure from the tendency to depict racialized characters 

outside the larger context of their racialized communities, the promotional campaign 

featured actors from Psych and other USA Network programs revealing some previously 

unspoken fact about their personal identities.  Emphasizing the network’s focus on 

character driven series, the “I‘m a character” promotional campaign featured many of the 

actors from various popular programs, briefly revealing some personal characteristic that 

may or may not be readily apparent upon first glance.  The network promo featured 

several actors from Psych, including the two leads, James Roday (who plays Shawn) and 

                                                 
53 The “I’m a Character” promo spot is viewable on YouTube at the time of this writing.  

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0734442/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWfbF0iNhuw
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Dulé Hill (who portrays Shawn’s sidekick, Gus). Featuring individual actors speaking 

alone on a sparse set, amid a plain black backdrop, in “costuming” limited to an 

unassuming, dark t-shirt, the USA promo attempts to elicit a lack of pretense and an 

“honest” moment between actor and viewer. In the promo spot, Roday reveals that he is 

“half Mexican.” A Texas native, Roday, nee James Rodriguez,54 is the child of a Mexican 

father. Roday’s character on the show, Shawn, however, openly identifies as white.  In 

one episode, Shawn makes his racial declaration on a leisurely afternoon in a park. As he 

and Gus jog along, with Shawn doing his usual flirting with a white policewoman, Shawn 

makes a lighthearted, self-effacing comment about his lack of dancing ability, referring to 

himself as “a white guy.” Shawn’s deracialized depiction on the show had been similar to 

that of Gus, only insofar as Shawn’s racial positioning had not been so openly declared as 

it was implicit in his position of primacy in relation to Gus.  Shawn’s privilege, the ease 

with which he slacks off with no threat of consequence, and is still granted legitimacy by 

his law enforcement affiliates, who continue to rely on him to solve cases despite his 

buffoonishness, bespeaks a degree of privilege made accessible by Shawn’s racial 

identity.  While Shawn had previously been a conspicuously deracialized figure (i.e., 

Shawn’s whiteness had been a taken-for-granted feature of the character), Shawn’s racial 

declaration in that moment in the park confirmed his whiteness in no uncertain terms.  In 

relation to the show’s buddy comedy dynamic, this confirmation was fortifying, for it 

                                                 
54 The practice of Anglicizing “ethnic-sounding” names has a long history within entertainment. For more 
on the historical and social contexts surrounding the practice of anglicizing ethnic names, see Auerbach; 
Baird. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0384211/
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reaffirmed the rightfulness of Shawn’s continual maintenance of the upper hand in his 

relationship with Gus.  

In recent years, in a bid to establish a marketing brand, the network adopted the 

tagline "Characters welcome." In a bid to distinguish itself as a network and establish a 

theme among its programming, USA began promoting itself as a network focused on 

showcasing a variety of interesting, uncommon, sometimes quirky, character driven 

programming (see Battles). Among its slate of programming was Monk, which began on 

ABC but soon found a home (and a loyal and vocal following) on USA.  Monk centers on 

a highly idiosyncratic San Francisco private detective;  a former police officer, Monk’s 

reputation as a notable, infallibly perceptive detective is preceded only by his severe 

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) tendencies and laundry list of bizarre phobias, 

including milk, puppets, mushrooms, slime, and the wind.55 Adrian Monk, played by 

Lebanese character actor Tony Shalhoub, is completely deracialized on the show; Monk’s 

ethnic identity is never addressed. Both Monk and Psych center on deracialized, fully 

assimilated male characters.  

USA Network’s “I’m a Character” promotional campaign openly counters 

Psych’s deracialized portrayals. Shawn, the lead, whose racial privilege is a major 

underpinning of the show’s action and character relations, is actually a mixed race 

person. But is he? The promo spot is interesting in how it plays with the line between the 

actors and the characters they portray.  While Psych presents Roday as a deracialized 

figure, USA Network’s own promotional campaign, by contrast, purposefully invokes 

                                                 
55 From  MFP: The Funstuff. Accessed 14 Sept. 2010. 

http://www.charactersunite.com/#/home
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001724/
http://www.eviltwinltd.com/Monk/funstuff.htm
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Roday’s mixed race.  The promo series, features actors from its popular serious revealing 

some personal tidbit, blurs the line between the diegetic and the real.  It is unclear 

whether these tidbits apply to the actors or the characters they portray. To further 

complicate matters, the end of the promo spot features each of the actors in a montage 

saying the words “I am a character.” At one point, Mark Feuerstein from USA show 

Royal Pains (2009) proclaims, “I’m a Jew—as if you couldn’t tell.” Later in the promo, 

he states, “And I’m a Character.” In this instance, who is Jewish: the actor or the 

character?  And who is a character, the actor, or is the character making reference to his 

own fictional status? At another point in the promo, Jeff Goldblum references himself as 

“an olive skinned fella,” while James Roday’s Psych co-star Dulé Hill announces that 

he’s a Christian.  Each of the proclamations involves some differing personal detail, 

including national identity ("I'm Irish... and lucky"), familial status ("I'm an adoptive 

father"), ethnic identity (“I’m a Jew), religion (“I’m a Christian), and race (“I’m half-

Mexican”, the racial proclamation from Psych’s James Roday).  

The revelation of these differences and the promo campaign’s efforts at tying 

them all together with the staunch declaration “And I’m a Character” can be taken as an 

attempt to reconcile these personal differences. “I’m a character” is ostensibly a 

depoliticized stand-in for “I am a person,” which may be too overtly political a stance for 

such a network to take, a network invested in maximizing its mainstream appeal through 

its slate of “racially transcendent,” nonthreatening programming. The racialized 

characters in USA’s programming, and racialized characters in cop shows more broadly, 

are centered on the notion that, despite racial differences among the characters, they all 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0275417/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1319735/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000156/
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work together toward the common good: maintaining the social order in a class-based 

society (see Robinson and Scaglion). The term “character”  in the “I’m a Character” 

campaign is a much less politically charged construction than “person”-- “characters” can 

exist outside the context of rights or subjectivities—not in any real sense that requires 

attention or action.  The network is therefore absolved of any responsibility of 

challenging the racial order.   

 

COMEDY’S SUBVERSIVE POTENTIAL  

Amid the contemporary slate of comedic programming that glaringly perpetuates 

dominant ideologies, possibilities for challenging structures of dominance within 

mainstream cultural production remain. In their thorough analysis of the representation of 

the legal professional in mainstream television and film, Naomi Mezey and Mark C. 

Niles submit that television offers possibilities for programming that challenges the 

legitimacy of state’s authority. In their analysis of comedy’s potential to subvert the 

dominant order, Mezey and Niles contend that, helped by a farcical veneer, comedies are 

able to slip subversive messages into the mainstream. The authors surmise that comedy 

presents unique opportunities to challenge to the state’s legitimacy that more dramatic 

fare does not. In pinpointing programming that offers these challenges, the authors 

spotlight long-running FOX animated staple The Simpsons. In their analysis, Mezey and 

Niles cite examples wherein the show has challenged the rightfulness and legitimacy of 

the state’s authority. Because of the show’s complex layering, the way its jokes operate 

http://www.fox.com/thesimpsons/full-episodes/
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on multiple levels, it is able to representations that offer simultaneous appeal to audiences 

with varying degrees of cultural capital, from young children who enjoy Bart’s 

schoolyard antics to the seasoned erudite able to decipher the historical and pop cultural 

references.  As the authors note, The Simpsons can “get away with subversion because it 

is equally capable of alternate decodings in which it is understood as a looney cartoon 

and nothing more” (Mezey and Niles 130). Besides The Simpsons, Mezey and Niles 

identify another long-running television comedy notable for its routine critiques of police 

legitimacy: Reno 911!  

A parody of long-running reality television show COPS (1989), Reno blends 

“fictional and factual conventions” (Mast 233) as a camera crew follows a fictitious 

group of deputies from the Reno, Nevada Sheriff’s Department. Shot in mockumentary 

style, the show features an ensemble cast of improvisational comedy performers.  Reno 

911! operates within multiple comedic modes; in addition to the show’s parodic 

elements, the show also contains elements of satire56 and slapstick. In order to fully 

appropriately discern Reno’s subversive potential, it is important to disentangle the 

show’s parodic and satiric elements and distinguish between the two distinct modes of 

comedy.  As Neale and Krutnik explain:  

Satire is often confused with parody, but the two are quite different. 

Where parody […] draws on— and highlights— aesthetic conventions, 

satire draws on— and highlights— social ones. Like parody, but perhaps 

more insistently, satire works to mock and attack. (19) 

                                                 
56 For an illustrative literary example of satire, see Jonathan Swift’s 1729 classic,  A Modest Proposal for 
Preventing the Children of Poor People in Ireland From Being a Burden on Their Parents or Country, and 
for Making Them Beneficial to the Publick, Forgotten Books, 2008. Web. 24 June 2011. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0096563/
http://www.pictureninja.com/pages/united-states/nevada/reno-nevada-nightlife.jpg
http://books.google.com/books?id=JHcfb8cyr3YC&printsec=frontcover&dq=jonathan+swift+a+modest+proposal&hl=en&ei=ElUFTs4xhcCwA66U-d0N&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CCoQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=JHcfb8cyr3YC&printsec=frontcover&dq=jonathan+swift+a+modest+proposal&hl=en&ei=ElUFTs4xhcCwA66U-d0N&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CCoQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=JHcfb8cyr3YC&printsec=frontcover&dq=jonathan+swift+a+modest+proposal&hl=en&ei=ElUFTs4xhcCwA66U-d0N&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CCoQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Appropriating many of the conventions from COPS, the show follows the Reno 

deputies on ride-alongs, features cops narrating action and “performing” for the camera, 

and privileges police point of view.57  The show highlights the inefficiencies and 

incompetencies of the Reno sheriffs as they fumble through police work as well as their 

personal lives.   A hit on cable network Comedy Central from 2003-2009, Reno 911! 

spawned a 2007 feature film based on the series (which featured the cast from the TV 

show), as well as a pornographic film.58   

Reno 911! routinely challenges the ideal of police professionalism, often through 

comedic reflections on the Reno Sheriffs as individuals within a classed society. The 

show challenges other, more serious, dramatic series in its depiction of the police within a 

class-based society— police as blue collar workers charged with maintaining a classed 

society. Dramatic fare such as Miami Vice (1984-1990), Law and Order (the 1990-2010 

“original recipe” or its multiple spinoffs),59
 and CSI

60 tend not to delve deeply into the 

positionality of police within the socioeconomic strata, apart from locating law 

enforcement within a middle class aesthetic (including dressy clothing, suburban 

                                                 
57 FOX Network staple COPS is discussed at length in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. For further reading on 
COPS and its conventions, see, e.g., Fishman and Cavender;; Doyle.,  

58 Reno 911! inspired a pornographic film, Reno 911: A XXX Parody (2010). The creators and stars of Reno 

911!, Thomas Lennon and Ben Garant, starred in an Ebert & Roeper-style review of the video,  for comedy 
website Funny or Die. 

59 The original incarnation of Law and Order (1990-2010) is often referred to by fans as “Law and Order: 
Original Recipe” (see, e.g., PopCultureShock). The show has since yielded several spinoffs, including Law 

and Order: Special Victims Unit (1999), Law and Order: Criminal Intent (2001), Law and Order: Trial by 

Jury (2005-2006), Law and Order: UK (2009), and Law and Order: Los Angeles (2010),  

60 CSI: Crime Scene Investigation has inspired its own share of spinoffs, including CSI: Miami (2002) and 
CSI: NY (2004), as well as 2006 spoof short, CSI: Snackbar. It should be noted that USA Network, home of 
Psych and Monk as previously discussed, also broadcasts syndicated episodes from both the Law and Order 
and CSI franchises. 

http://www.comedycentral.com/videos/index.jhtml?videoId=231936&title=five-cops%2C-one-evidence-tape
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0499554/
http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/85ed8dd227/reno-911-xxx-parody-review-w-thomas-lennon-ben-garant
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0086759/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0098844/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0247082/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYZhQh8gOJI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCi7QChW1G0
http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/85ed8dd227/reno-911-xxx-parody-review-w-thomas-lennon-ben-garant
http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/85ed8dd227/reno-911-xxx-parody-review-w-thomas-lennon-ben-garant
http://www.popcultureshock.com/law-order-original-recipe/55227/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0203259/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0203259/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0275140/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0406429/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0406429/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1166893/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1657081/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0313043/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0395843/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0990424/
http://www.usanetwork.com/series/
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dwellings). This pattern of representing the police within the middle-class can be viewed 

in light of a wider trend toward the overrepresentation of economic privilege. As Richard 

Butsch observes, there is a tendency within television programming toward the 

“underrepresentation of working-class occupations and […] overrepresentation of 

professional and managerial occupations among characters” (403).  Rosanne Freed 

describes television’s overrepresentation of wealth in the larger context of class relations 

in the US. Mainstream cultural production’s continual obfuscation— or outright denial— 

of the realities of economic disparity perpetuates cultural myths that overdramatize the 

relationships between “hard work” and wealth accumulation. As Freed notes: 

[T]he Bunkers, the Conners, and their ilk go against the grain of TV 

storytelling and a belief that the best demographics are won by focusing 

on the "haves," the class of people who can exemplify the ideal 

progression from hard work to financial comfort. L.A. Lawyers, 

thirtysomething ad executives, Cosby-esque doctors and other fictional 

professionals are more characteristic of a balmy consumer climate where 

prosperity is taken for granted, and so appears to be typical of life in these 

United States. (n.p.) 

While television portrayals of professionals enjoy a glossy veneer, their working-

class counterparts are often depicted quite differently. As Butsch observes, “the working 

class is not only underrepresented; the few men who are portrayed are buffoons” (404). 

The trend toward implanting the police within the echelon of the middle class, and 

endowing them with the values associated with heightened socioeconomic status, carries 

political significance. Associating police with economic prosperity and social status serve 

to bolster police legitimacy via a sense of social superiority, one of legitimacy’s key 

features (see Herbert, Tangled).  
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Reno 911! commonly challenges dominant narratives of police professionalism 

and prestige. Deviating from mainstream cultural production’s tendency to depict police 

with a middle-class aesthetic, Reno locates law enforcement firmly among the working-

class and working poor. The Reno deputies are routinely depicted as financially strapped 

and living in impoverished conditions. Several Reno deputies reside in trailer parks and 

accept odd jobs to make ends meet.  During periods of financial strain or unemployment, 

the Reno sheriffs have been depicted in a range of lower rung odd jobs, e.g., cocktail 

waitress; travelling rock and roll groupie for band Steely Dan; one-time voice over actor;  

crossing guard; and banjo-playing talent competition reject.  The Reno cops maintain no 

heightened sense of superiority or distance from the communities they work in.  The 

Reno sheriffs are often depicted as failing to uphold law and order, through their own 

incompetence and apathy. They are often mocked, run from, chased, and openly defied. 

Subjects they encounter routinely outrun them, and sometimes best them in violent 

scuffles; the police-public power dynamic is ever in flux. They are not respected within 

the communities in which they work and live, or even amongst each other and other state 

agencies; they remain at odds with the fire department, local and state politicians, and the 

media. In parodying police as incompetent, working class buffoons, Reno 911! routinely 

challenges the prevailing portrayal of police as professional, superior and, ultimately 

legitimate.   

In addition to its regular display of the idiocy and ineptitude of the Reno sheriff’s 

deputies, Reno commonly features other authoritative bodies and local government 

officials.  These agencies are similarly depicted as unprofessional, routinely engaged in 

http://www.steelydan.com/schiller1.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apUTkzkcYZ8
http://cdn.static.ovimg.com/episode/82596.jpg
http://www.comedycentral.com/videos/index.jhtml?videoId=15673&title=american-dangle
http://www.comedycentral.com/shows/reno_911/index.jhtml
http://www.comedycentral.com/shows/reno_911/index.jhtml
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illicit behavior, and, ultimately, illegitimate.  The generally lackadaisical Medical 

Examiner has been depicted under the influence of marijuana on the job. Even Reno’s top 

official, Mayor Hernandez (played by comedian George Lopez), routinely involves the 

Reno deputies in elaborate cover-ups of his own sordid and illicit behaviors.   

Reno 911’s tradition of challenging the upstanding images of various confluences 

of power and status, including the police and even the Mayor, also extends to other legal 

officials, as well as the processes by which authoritative bodies are regulated. In one 

episode, after a man dressed as a giant 32 oz. soft drink, is accidentally killed by a pair of 

Reno sheriffs under preposterous circumstances; because the death (following a chase 

and beating) was caught on tape and aired by local news outlets, local officials were 

compelled to investigate.  

The investigation leads to an interrogation of the Reno deputies by the District 

Attorney’s office. In a series of emotionally charged interviews, the deputies are 

questioned and revealed to be quite dysfunctional and incapable of achieving the standard 

of efficacy and professionalism District Attorney Mike Powers expects of law 

enforcement.  After the series of intense interrogations, DA Mike Powers berates the 

deputies for their utter ineptitude and strips them of their badges. For a while it seemed 

that years of incompetence and buffoonery had caught up with the deputies— that 

problematic police-public social relations could be located solely within the Reno 

Sherriff’s department in particular rather than with the police and societal structures of 

hierarchy, dominance, and violence, more broadly. With the Reno deputies’ ouster, it 

appeared that there was in fact a standard of legitimacy and professionalism that 

http://unionproductions.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/02/posehn.gif
http://www.imdb.com/character/ch0055017/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0520064/
http://www.veoh.com/watch/v3886259pYF53xbe
http://s3.sidereel.com/episodes/75607/featured/82619.jpg
http://www.imdb.com/character/ch0053651/
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rightfully warranted the citizenry’s respect and continual compliance. DA Mike Powers 

appeared deadly serious as he berated and fired the deputies. A line had been drawn, and 

the legitimacy of the justice system had been restored. 

This seeming bolstering of authoritative bodies and scapegoating of the Reno 

deputies for all of the public’s ill will toward law enforcement was eventually revealed to 

be a ruse. A short time after defending the upright image of the law and protecting the 

justice system’s veneer of professionalism and prestige, DA Mike Powers—the show’s 

most serious, dutiful champion of professional standards—was discovered to be a 

psychopath and serial killer. Powers would eventually confess to having decapitated a 

slew of sex workers and burying the heads in various locations. Ironically, Powers’ 

capture would be at the hands of the very buffoonish Reno deputies he’d reviled for their 

idiocy and incompetence. 

Although Reno 911!’s critical, openly mocking stance toward authoritative forces 

makes it considerably more subversive than other comedic representations of policing, 

the show does have its limits. Reno’s blatant acknowledgment of racial inequality sets it 

apart from its television contemporaries, e.g., Family Matters and Psych, which tend to 

downplay the significance of race within US social relations. Reno acknowledges 

structural inequality and cultural rituals and traditions among various ethnic and racial 

groups, as opposed to assimilationist discourses (from the aforementioned programs, 

among others) that attempt to downplay the realities of racialization’s effects on social 

relations.  

http://sharetv.org/shows/reno_911/episodes/338645
http://video.tvguide.com/Reno+911+Season+3+Revenge+of+Mike+Powers/S3E2++Revenge+of+Mike+Powers/10130962?autoplay=true
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In one memorable scene, Garcia and Jones—who are Mexican and Black, 

respectively—spot two white males, plainly dressed, apparent religious missionaries, and 

abruptly pull over and accost them. In a nod to racial injustice and as an act of reprisal, 

Jones and Garcia strong-arm the missionaries onto the ground, the startled missionaries 

ordered onto the ground at gunpoint.  During the tense (and hilarious) encounter, Jones 

and Garcia shout conflicting orders at the missionaries: 

JONES:  Don’t look at [my partner], look at me! 

GARCIA:  [simultaneously] Don’t look at [my partner],  

look at me!  

JONES:  Look at me, but listen to my partner!  

 
In a state of sheer terror and utter confusion, the missionaries lay trembling and crying on 

the ground, in their fresh white shirts and crisply pressed khaki slacks, with guns pointed 

at their heads. Suddenly Garcia and Jones retreat, putting away their weapons and 

offering a brief, flippant apology (“Sorry, man, we got the wrong guys.”). Once back 

inside the cruiser, audiences are let in on the punchline of the scene, the punchline of 

Jones and Garcia’s inside joke. As Jones and Garcia break out into hysterics over what 

has just occurred, it is revealed that they purposely pounced on the two missionaries as a 

way using their power to avenge racial profiling.61  

                                                 
61 Viewers are assumed to be as perplexed as the seemingly innocent missionaries. In an article describing 
this scene, Hollis Griffin (2008) describes the scene but does not discuss the different ways the scene can 
be read by racialized viewers. For racialized audiences, all too familiar with racial profiling and constant 
police suspicion, this scene depicting the inverse, however fantastical and improbable, offers more than 
hearty laughs; for some, it offers a feeling of vindication and escapism, at least for the few seconds at the 
scene lasts. 

http://video.tvguide.com/Reno+911/Fireworks/10274965?autoplay=true&partnerid=tvguide
http://www.imdb.com/character/ch0053988/
http://www.imdb.com/character/ch0017355/
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For racialized audiences all too familiar with the feelings of constant police 

suspicion, this scene, however fantastical and improbable, offers more than hearty laughs; 

for some, it offers a feeling of vindication and escape, at least for the few seconds the 

scene lasts. Racial profiling is an egregious problem afflicting racialized populations 

across all socioeconomic strata; for Blacks and Latinos, particularly males (although the 

problem is severe across all genders configurations), racial profiling is an enduring social 

ill.62  The scene is particularly salient not only because a pair of Black and Latino cops 

are perpetuating the action, but also because, for mainstream white viewers, their 

firsthand experience of the police is limited to simple traffic stops (Reiner 2001). Lying 

on the ground with guns drawn, in a case of mistaken identity, is simply not a part of the 

mainstream viewer’s real lived experience. Given that authorities consistently deny this 

practice is sanctioned police policy, the show’s inclusion of such a controversial 

scenario— particularly from the vantage point of the police—is audacious. Paradoxically, 

the scene’s privileging of police perspective imposes limitations on its potential for 

challenging dominant narratives.  The vindication that Jones and Garcia experience is 

available to them only on an as individual basis; this shift in power dynamics is not 

attainable by the larger racial or economic classes to which Jones and Garcia belong. 

Further, the restorative justice Garcia and Jones enjoy is made available only within the 

frame of policing; had they not been state agents, committed to the larger project of 

maintaining the dominant order, Jones and Garcia would not have had access to the 

power required to enact such a role reversal. In the end, the state’s capacity to establish 

                                                 
62 For more on racial profiling, see, e.g., Gooding-Williams; Hunt; Escobar; Williams. 
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and maintain racial and economic hierarchies—to continually cultivate the very 

conditions that Jones and Garcia find themselves acting out against— manages to escape 

scrutiny.  

Another episode opens with a similar critique of the seeming righteousness of 

authoritative bodies.  In the episode, the Reno Sheriff’s Department gets a visit from the 

US Department of Homeland Security. Captain Dwayne Hernandez is sent to town to 

train the Reno deputies on how to recognize and thwart terrorist attacks through a series 

of obstacle courses and training exercises. One such exercise sees Captain Hernandez 

leading Deputy Trudy Weigel in stripping down to her underwear and seductively 

showers inside a makeshift hazardous materials washing station set up in a parking lot. In 

a scene reminiscent of Last Tango in Paris (1972) or Dirty Dancing (1987), Captain 

Hernandez demonstrates the proper techniques for precautionary cleansing after an 

encounter with hazardous waste.   

Captain Hernandez has come to Reno with a whole training scheme planned, to 

culminate in the awarding of official “Homeland Security Department” certificates of 

completion. Upon passage of the rigorous training course, the Reno sheriffs celebrate 

their achievement.   The very morning, the Reno sheriffs discover that Captain Dwayne 

Hernandez is actually the notorious Spanish Mike Alvarez, a master conman and thief 

from the Most Wanted list. While the Reno deputies were gathered at a local bar 

celebrating their passage of the Homeland Security “training course,” Spanish Mike 

Alvarez raided the sheriff’s department’s safe and evidence locker and made off with a 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swHcTkCMYS8
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0070849/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0092890/
http://www.dvdtalk.com/reviews/images/reviews/190/1171208554.jpg
http://www.freewebs.com/reno911!/woo%20hoo%2C%20she%20passed.bmp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2EZwSsczYY
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fortune. Only until after it was too late did the Reno sheriffs discover that the Department 

of Homeland Security does not, in fact, send agents to conduct training courses.  

Initially, the episode appears to render farcical the seriousness of a Department of 

Homeland Security “training course,” and the cultural enshrinement of September 11 and 

“anti-terrorism” discourses. In the post-9/11 cultural and political milieu, certain subjects 

remain off limits from lampooning (see Spigel; also Gray, Jones, and Thompson, “The 

State of Satire, the Satire of State” 27). The seriousness of 9/11 and “terrorism”-related 

discourse is occupies a sort of “sacred ground,” guarded from the threat of comedic 

engagement or potential delegitimization. Reno 911’s mockery of Homeland Security 

appears quite subversive; the show’s willful traversing of cultural boundaries—its 

“gumption” to joke about something as off-limits to humorous treatment as 9/11— seems 

bold and irreverent.   

At the center of the “joke,” however, is not the actual US Department of 

Homeland Security, but a simulacrum.  Captain Dwayne Hernandez is an impostor, a 

complete fiction cooked up by a conman, his “training course” a ruse, an impressively 

elaborate cover for a criminal scheme. The crux of the joke has been revealed as a 

simulation of the Department of Homeland Security rather than the authentic 

authoritative entity itself, and the foil, the inept Reno deputies—and, arguably, audiences, 

who, like the Reno deputies, may have credulously believed that the show would actually 

satirize the Department of Homeland Security. Because Captain Dwayne Hernandez was 

never truly a representative of the Department of Homeland Security (the “training course 

certificates were from the “Homeland Security Department”), the agency has been left 
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unscathed by the joke’s reveal and free from any ostensible threats to its reified status 

within the culture.  Arguably, the ruse is not merely a “gotcha” plot twist for maximum 

comedic value but a required element to render the material palatable amid the 

constraints of the contemporary cultural environment. The Spanish Mike Alvarez episode 

appeared subversive in that it was making light of the staunchly off limit topic of 9/11 

and “homeland security.” However, that Captain Dwayne Hernandez turned out not to 

actually be from Homeland Security— that there was never any Hernandez at all, merely 

a fiction created by Spanish Mike— effectively takes back the joke: the subversion is 

rescinded and the legitimacy of authoritative structures is restored.  

 In many ways, Reno 911! challenges dominant narratives around policing, using 

humor to poke holes in the image of police professionalism and legitimacy. The show’s 

capacity to challenge dominant discourses is subject to the constraints of the zeitgeist. 

Reno does not completely reject dominant discourses around such deeply held topics as 

September 11 and the so-called “War on Terror.” Ultimately, the state’s sanctioned use of 

force, particularly toward an imagined “terrorist” (i.e., Otherized) threat, is legitimized; to 

this end, a potentially radical critique of the state—and the police as its most visible 

vestige— is upended. Inasmuch as mainstream cultural production reinforces dominant 

narratives, however, Reno 911! succeeds in injecting into the mainstream some 

interesting and powerful challenges to dominant narratives surrounding police legitimacy. 

Reno’s successful run has left a space within the mainstream for further challenges to 

police legitimacy.  
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CONCLUSION 

Contemporary mainstream comedic representations appear to make a mockery of police 

and challenge police legitimacy. Ultimately, however, mainstream depictions of policing 

do not challenge the dominant order that sanctions police use of force and the rightfulness 

of the state as a regulatory entity.  These programs operate to maintain the status quo and 

ultimately help to reinforce policing as the natural order. They just function differently in 

the way they do this. By routinely portraying cops as dimwitted and “buffoonish,” cop 

comedies appear to challenge police professionalism, a key facet of legitimacy (see 

Herbert; Reiner 2001). The cop comedy is able to render an inherently violent and at 

times erratic societal force as something palatable, endearing, enjoyable, and even 

lovable.  Policing is effectively neutralized and divorced from its larger political context.  

Returning to why these images are funny—in light of the realities of why the 

police exist, to maintain a class-based society, how can these representations successfully 

make people laugh? How can society find pleasure in light of such repression? In Jerry 

Palmer’s exploration of the functions of comedy, the author discourages the view of 

Functionalism as totalizing; the view that humor must fulfill some necessary, substantive 

function is not absolute or applicable in all situations. Any explanation of a function of 

humor is applicable only under specific circumstances; functional theories cannot be 

extended to explain humor in all instances (Palmer 67). Elliot Oring’s conclusion 

substantiates Palmer’s view, that perhaps none of the proposed hypotheses regarding 

political humor fully explain why people laugh in the face of political repression.  

Oring’s conclusion is stark:  
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[W]e are left with the real possibility that political joke-telling contributes 

nothing at all to survival, adaptation, endurance, or even equanimity in a 

repressive society.  Political joking, in other words, may have no 

discernible functions at all. (229) 

The conclusion that there may be little more at stake in laughter in the face of pro-police 

and pro-authoritarian repression than simply, because we can, is tempting. However, that 

there might be nothing more profound at stake amid the laughter is a testament to the   

pervasiveness of pro-police discourses and the seeming invisibility of power relations. 

The seeming inevitability of police legitimacy is itself the ruse. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The police represent the power and authority of the state and thus must be 
violent. The intimate connection between the police and violence does not 
result from their mandate to enforce the law, but exists because they are 
obligated to dispense violence and must therefore 
enforce the law. 

— Peter K Manning 63 
 
 
The memory of oppressed people is one thing that cannot be taken away, 
and for such people, with such memories, revolt is always an  
inch below the surface. 

— Howard Zinn 64  
 

 

 

 

We have explored the various ways in which depictions of the police within the 

mainstream serve to perpetuate dominant discourse and legitimate police power. The 

circulation of pro-police and pro-authoritarian narratives within mainstream media 

overwhelmingly projects a view of the world that reaffirms the status quo and existing 

power relations. The dissertation investigated the perpetuation of pro-authoritarian 

discourses and the privileging of police perspective across three sites of cultural 

production: police museums, reality crime television, and police comedies. 

                                                 
63 Manning 136 (emphasis added). 

64 Zinn (emphasis added).  
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In Chapter 1, we ventured through the police museum and explored the ways in 

which dominant, pro-police narratives are legitimated and perpetuated via the 

authoritative museum structure. Police museums—sites dedicated to recounting police 

history and perpetuating pro-police narratives— are unabashed in their investment in 

privileging police perspective and legitimating police authority. The chapter focused on 

two police museums in the greater Los Angeles area: the Los Angeles Police Historical 

Society (LAPHS) in northeast Los Angeles and the International Police Museum (IPM) 

in Huntington Park. The chapter investigated the tendency of police museums to craft 

narratives around policing that avoid controversy and show police actions in the most 

favorable light. In addition to displaying police memorabilia such as uniforms and 

photographs, many police museums are housed in disciplinary spaces, complete with 

holding cells, weapons, shackles, and other implements of confinement and punishment.  

In the police’s ongoing efforts to cultivate popular consent, police museums are powerful 

coercive tools.  The chapter explored police museums within the frame of Dark Tourism, 

the study of visitorship to sites associated with death and atrocity, Rather than attempting 

to obscure evidence of police use of force, police museums fetishize implements of 

violence as a means of attracting visitors. This open display of instruments of 

authoritarian violence may well be a source of pleasure rather than intimidation for 

museum visitors inclined toward authoritarianism.  

In Chapter 2, the focus turned toward the circulation of pro-police discourse 

within reality crime television. Chapter 2 investigated audience responses to pro-police 

reality television programming, with a focus on the reality genre staple COPS (1989-). 
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The chapter investigated the various ways racialized audiences, populations particularly 

vulnerable to negative police encounters, perceive pro-police imagery, especially salient 

with regard to a flagship show like COPS. The COPS study employed empirical data 

gleaned from a series of small focus group interviews with self-identified Black viewers. 

The research was a pointed, political, very personal attempt to counter the 

marginalization that typifies the Black experience within a US context, intended to 

elucidate the spectatorship practices of a population marginalized both within mainstream 

society as well as audience research by academics. Several themes emerged during the 

study:  

1) Who watches COPS? Who constitutes the show’s target audience? Viewers 

overwhelmingly disidentified themselves with the show’s perceived target audience. In 

reality, much of the reality crime television genre’s core audience comprises white males 

with overwhelmingly pro-authoritarian politics.  

2) How are suspects treated by police on the show? Respondents were 

overwhelmingly critical of the show’s treatment of suspects. Interviewees were critical of 

the police’s account of events, particularly as one of the show’s central features is the 

police narration at the beginning of each segment, setting the scene for viewers on the 

action about to occur. Study subjects questioned the manner in which the cops 

determined who was a suspect as well as the subsequent treatment of individuals once 

they were marked as suspects. According to respondents, during clips featuring racialized 

suspects, race figured very prominently in guiding the type of treatment suspects 
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received. Cops on the show tended to give harsher treatment to racialized suspects than 

their white counterparts.  

3) Does the race of the individual cops impact the show’s outcomes or the 

outcomes of policing in general? Viewers thought that race figured significantly in the 

treatment of suspects on the show. Interviewees were distrustful of the police no matter 

what the race of the cops on the show. The feelings of suspicion extend toward Black 

cops, whose allegiances viewers perceived as divided.    

4) Do we need the police? Are the police a “necessary evil,” so to speak? 

However problematic, does the existence of the police ultimately represent a social good?  

The responses within this line of questioning seemed to reaffirm dominant discourse. 

Although interviewees expressed profound distrust and even contempt for police, the 

perceived inevitability and necessity of the dominant order, a policed society, was 

affirmed in the comments. That the current political schema—no matter how profoundly 

troubling— is inevitable and legitimate illustrates the pervasiveness of pro-authoritarian, 

pro-status quo narratives within popular discourse. 

Chapter 3 focused on programming less often associated with the realm of the 

ideological: comedy. Comedic depictions of the police abound, yet typically escape 

intense scrutiny, in large part because of the seemingly innocuousness of the comedic 

form. The fun, light-hearted, easy-going, escapist nature of comedy renders it easily 

dismissible—or so it might appear. Employing textual analysis of contemporary, pro-

police, comedic programming, the chapter explored the perpetuation of dominant 

narratives that underlie seemingly lighthearted portrayals of police. The comedic form 
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serves to downplay— or, arguably, conceal altogether— the function of police in 

imposing the will of the state via the sanctioned use of violence. The light-hearted tone 

with which police in comedies have been portrayed helps to foster the dissociation 

between the police and state violence; police comedies often perpetuate an idealized 

vision of policing wherein police exist completely independent of and unmotivated by 

any greater political agenda or ideological purpose, guided only by the will and societal 

obligation to “protect and serve.” Police comedies often feature charming, delightfully 

quirky, and irresistibly sympathetic characters whose hijinks are ultimately innocuous 

and in the interest of the greater good. The seeming apolitical nature of police comedies 

is a testament to the pervasiveness of pro-police discourses and the seeming invisibility 

of power relations. 

As we have seen, police-centered programs are among contemporary culture’s 

most popular (see, e.g., Academy of Television Arts & Sciences); indeed, law 

enforcement careers are among mainstream culture’s most abundantly depicted 

professions (see, e.g., Miller). How might we understand the continued popularity of pro-

authoritarian programming within mainstream culture, beyond those consumers of culture 

readily identifiable with more pro-authoritarian inclinations? Pervasive programs such as 

COPS routinely depict overt examples of police use of force and intimidation; such 

aggressive behaviors are commonly directed toward vulnerable populations, particularly 

members of racialized and poor communities. How do such open displays of state-

imposed violence serve the ideological aims of pro-authoritarian cultural production?  

http://www.emmys.tv/events/2010/11/primetime-tv-crimefighters
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Hypothetically, one might assume that the ideological functions of pro-

authoritarian cultural production might be hindered by the routine, flagrant displays of 

violence and repression on television. How has flagrantly pro-police, pro-authoritarian 

programming continually managed to maintain broad appeal and cultivate popular 

support for authoritarian institutions like the police? In considering the seeming 

contradiction, David E. James suggests Roland Barthes’ conception of “inoculation” as a 

potential for insight. Barthes borrows from medical terminology in conceptualizing the 

circulation of myths: 

One immunizes the contents of the collective imagination by means of a 

small inoculation of acknowledged evil; one thus protects it against the 

risk of a generalized subversion. (Barthes 15) 

Barthes’ metaphor posits the “injection” of a bearable amount of “evil” as providing 

“inoculating” effects the same way receiving a flu shot protects a patient from the more 

severe effects of a full onslaught of the illness.  

If we apply Barthes’ conception of inoculation to contemporary pro-authoritarian 

depictions, we can begin to grasp the continual legitimation of authoritarian institutions 

even amid the preponderance of open displays of violence and repression.  In the instance 

of police museums, these cultural institutions do not equivocate with respect to their 

ideological aims. Police museums such as the Los Angeles Police Historical Society 

openly display material testaments to police violence and aggression, including weapons, 

handcuffs, weapons, shackles.  Rather than conceal such implements of state-imposed 

violence, these institutions employ them to craft pro-police narratives. 
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Similarly, television depictions of the police typically feature complex police 

portrayals. Law and Order: Special Victims Unit (1999- ), for example, routinely feature 

police abuses of power and tactics of intimidation: one of its primary characters is 

continually reprimanded for poor anger management and unmanaged aggression.65  

However, these depictions of repressive behaviors are not sufficient to hinder popular 

support for either the dramatic characters or the institution of policing. Television admits 

that certain individual cops behave sadistically or are motivated by corruption, , but each 

of the programs I have studied—whether drama, comedy or reality, uphold  the police 

institution itself as operating in the interest of the greater good. The police purpose as 

“protect and serve” is legitimated 

Pro-police cultural production is able to “inject” manageable amounts of state-

imposed abuse, violence and corruption into television’s representations, so as to explain 

away abject repressive behavior as an exception to the otherwise noble purpose of the 

police. In this way, the discourse at all times emanates from the already powerful. The 

narrative at every turn is calculated and carefully crafted; highly controlled “glimpses of 

evil” are injected into mainstream discourse, and then, just as carefully, are justified and 

absorbed into the narrative. Overt police abuses, for example, are explained away in 

terms of admittedly unjust behavior, typically blamed on “a few bad apples” or a lack of 

                                                 
65 SVU’s Elliot Stabler (portrayed by Christopher Meloni) is regularly depicted as a troubled character. He 
has, on numerous occasions, been reprimanded for being hostile toward suspects. Stabler’s anger 
management troubles are often justifiable, particularly in relation to the crimes of suspects on the show, 
often accused of such heinous acts as murder and child abuse. In light of the emotional weight of the job, 
Stabler is depicted as a sympathetic figure, hothead with a heart of gold. His intimidating tactics are 
portrayed within the narrative as directed toward the greater good. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0203259/
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training. The structural function of the police institution remains obscured and intact. 

Ultimately, despite glimpses of police violence and repression, pro-authoritarian cultural 

production is able to uphold pro-police narratives and thus maintain the position of the 

powerful.  

For reasons rooted within the economic and political, mainstream media 

perpetuate dominant discourse that upholds and defends the status quo (see Hall, et al.; 

Herman and Chomsky). Popular discourse celebrates and defends capitalism, an 

economic scheme out of which the very role of the police emerges. Despite the widescale 

suffering and exposure to premature death that has resulted from generations of 

differentiated access to power and resources, mainstream engagement of social problems 

typically remain centered on the comportment of individuals (e.g., “bad” cops, “shady” 

politicians), always stopping short of interrogation into the policies, structures, and 

institutions that form the foundations for social relations.  

Lasting challenges to structural inequality and repressive, state-imposed defense 

of ruling class interests will occur when consumers of culture begin to look beyond 

mainstream, pro-authoritarian narratives in favor of examining the realities of police 

function. Ultimately, critiques of differentiated access to power and resources— 

challenges to the unjust political, social, and economic relations that underscore police 

power— are what will represent the most profound challenge to police legitimacy.  
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